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Improvisation has always been a key aspect of musical practice. In Western classical music 
improvisational practices have varied considerably from place to place and have evolved with time. 
Flautists have included forms of improvisations in their performances. Because aspects of Italian 
life and arts involved improvisatory elements, improvisation tended to be a more prominent feature 
of Italian music than that of other European countries. Italian musicians were especially renowned 
throughout Europe as great improvisers. In the nineteenth century, however, for a variety of reasons, 
the importance of fidelity to the notated score increased. Performers emphasized the accurate 
rendition of a printed “work,” and while performing standards increased, the musician's scope for 
personal expression became more limited. However, as I will show, non-prepared aspects of music 
performance survived into the twentieth century, by which time improvisation was no longer a 
thriving practice, and had become, at best, a highly specialised art. 
The practice of improvisation among singers, and string and keyboard players has recently attracted 
some scholarly attention. Despite the continuing importance of flute improvisation in the nineteenth 
century, we find relatively little critical examination of its contexts and practices in this period. My 
research reviews the performance contexts in which flute improvisation was applied in the 
nineteenth century, a time that saw many changes in the lives of musicians, which had an impact on 
the practice of and attitudes towards improvisation, and the forms of improvisation and techniques 
that flautists had at their disposal. 
In what follows I explore the basics of improvisation pedagogy as applied to the flute in nineteenth- 
century Italy. I demonstrate how students learned to improvise and how they shaped their 
improvisations. A variety of formulas was available to them; these formulas were learned and 
memorised from flute methods, but students were also taught how to incorporate them into a 
coherent, yet spontaneous sounding form. From a variety of sources we learn that flautists, in the 
nineteenth century, acquired improvisational skills in a similar way to jazz or blues musicians. A 
more detailed comparison of nineteenth-century pedagogical strategies with those used in the 
twentieth century is included in the second chapter of the thesis, which I use to draw out parallels 
and differences between the various approaches of teaching improvisation. 
Throughout this thesis it will also be obvious which techniques and aspects of improvisation are 
particular to the flute. The comparison of flute improvisatory techniques with scores written for 
other instruments helps to focus on aspects particular to the flute, which techniques flautists used 
and how flautists exploited their available tools to attract the attention of the audience. 
Published scores and historical recordings provide documentation of how performance practice was 
applied by professional flautists. In comparing these sources with flute methods, etudes and daily 
exercises, I look for parallels which might point towards a more precise understanding of the art of 
improvisation in this context. 
The insights gained from this research are put into practice in the recording included with this 
thesis. 
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Introduction 
Improvisons un morceau magistral! 1
Improvisation has been a fundamental aspect of musical life for as long as music has 
existed. Virtually every civilization has its own music and, although forms of cuneiform notation 
date from around 2000 BCE, throughout human history most music was performed and passed 
down through various manifestations of oral traditions, often involving some element of 
improvisation. Naturally, improvisational practices have varied considerably from place to place 
and they have evolved with time, but they remain features of music-making today, notwithstanding 
the technologies of notation, recording, and digital reproduction. In Western music, to cite just the 
most obvious example, improvisation remains the backbone of jazz. 
The word improvise has its roots in the Latin word improvisus, “unforseen;” at its most 
broadly defined, “musical improvisation includes any part of music that is created by the performer 
during the moment of performance.”2 Improvisation does not only occur in performance settings, as 
musician-philosopher Gary Peters reminds us: “we could say that improvisation is a natural element 
in the life of mankind and that it is therefore only natural to find it in music.”3 We improvise in our 
daily lives—everyday speech is a form of improvisation—but while in our daily lives it serves as a 
form of communication and a survival tool, in music it has, “a place of honor, but of mystery.”4 
Even when, in the sphere of western art music, improvisation started to slowly disappear from the 
concert stage in the second half of the nineteenth century, its “imaginary—the representations and 
fantasies that gave improvisation an aura of perfection, naturalness, and desirability,” kept it alive in 
the audience's mind.5
In the nineteenth century musicians capable of surprising the audience with virtuosic and 
spellbinding improvisations were highly praised, especially when able to keep their craft hidden 
behind what seemed like a mysterious natural gift. The famous improviser Carl Czerny, student of 
Beethoven and teacher of Liszt, also defines improvisation as something that occurs “on the spur of 
the moment, and without special immediate preparation,” but he also adds that great improvisers are 
able to shape “each original or even borrowed idea into a sort of musical composition which, albeit 
in much freer form than a written work, nevertheless must be fashioned into an organized totality as
1 Hector Berlioz, La Damnation de Faust. Deuxième partie, Scène VI. “Let us improvise a masterful work!” 
2 Kevin Daniel Woosley, “The Lost Art of Improvisation: Teaching Improvisation to Classical Pianists.” (DMA diss. 
University of Alabama, 2012), 2. 
3 Quoted from Gary Peters, The Philosophy of Improvisation (Chicago, University Press, 2009), in Rudolf Rasch, 
Beyond Notes: Improvisation in Western Music of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries (Lucca, Brepols, 2011), 
XI. 
4  Bruno Nettl and Gabriel Solis, eds, Musical Improvisation: Art, Education, and Society (Urbana and Chicago, 
  University of Illinois Press, 2009), IX. 
5  Dana Gooley, Fantasies of Improvisation: Free Playing in Nineteenth-Century Music. (New York, Oxford 
 University Press, 2018), 244. 
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far as is necessary to remain comprehensible and interesting.”6 With this characterization, which 
comes from his A Systematic Introduction to Improvisation on the Pianoforte, Op. 200, Czerny 
emphasizes the importance of the learning required to become a good improviser. In his text he 
describes how he would give even the extraordinary Liszt themes on which to practice improvising 
during lessons. 
For many “classical” musicians today—those trained in conservatory or university 
programmes to become proficient performers of notated music, especially the canonical works that 
continue to dominate the repertoire of opera houses, orchestras, and recital stages—improvisation 
poses a daunting challenge because it is, in the main, a foreign idiom. It is not part of the curriculum 
of most music schools today simply because classical musicians are no longer required to improvise 
in most professional performing situations. The first printed evidence of the teaching of 
improvisation is predictably found in treatises, especially those published from the early 
seventeenth century onwards. As a performance practice in Western classical music, it remained an 
important musical skill until well into the nineteenth century. Ernst Ferand, a leading authority for 
decades on the subject of improvisation, affirms the centrality of improvisation until the twentieth 
century in Western music: “There is scarcely a single field in music that has remained unaffected by 
improvisation, scarcely a musical technique or form of composition that did not originate in 
improvisatory performance.”7 The present thesis addresses improvisation pedagogy and technique 
as they applied to the flute in nineteenth-century Italy, and how improvisation was prized and 
developed as a skill by flautist-composers. 
Improvisation in the Western Classical Tradition 
In the following paragraphs I will survey some important contexts for improvisation in 
Western classical music. Prior to the advent of notation, medieval plainchant was transmitted orally, 
with oral “formulas” and “formulaic systems” playing an important role in the invention, 
maintenance, and passing on of melodies.8 A great deal of music was improvised in the 
Renaissance, and musicians in some situations were expected to be able to improvise counterpoint 
above a cantus firmus.9 Peter Schubert maintains that vocal counterpoint in the Renaissance 
primarily meant improvised polyphony, not composed music.10 These improvisations could have 
been performed in the church or by cantastorie (troubadours) in the streets.11 Philip Canguilhem 
remarks that polyphonic music performed in Philip II's chapel in sixteenth-century Spain was
6 Carl Czerny, A Systematic Introduction to Improvisation on the Pianoforte Op. 200 ed. and trans. by Alice L. 
Mitchell (New York: Longman, Inc., 1983), 1. 
7 Ernst T. Ferand, Improvisation in Nine Centuries of Western Music: An Anthology With an Historical Introduction 
(Köln, Arno Volk Verlag, 1961). 
8 Leo Treitler, With Voice and Pen: Coming to Know Medieval Song and How it Was Made (New York, Oxford 
university press, 2003), 39-41. 
9  Peter Schubert, Modal Counterpoint, Renaissance Style (New York, Oxford University Press, 1999). 
10 Peter Schubert, “Counterpoint Pedagogy in the Renaissance,” in The Cambridge History of Music Theory, ed. 
Thomas Christensen, (Cambridge, U.K. CambridgeUniversity Press, 2002), 503. 
11 James Haar, “Improvvisatori and their Relationship to Sixteenth-Century Music,” in his Essays on Italian Poetry 
and Music in the Renaissance, 1350–1600, (Berkeley: University of California Press.1986), 76–99. 
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usually improvised.12 In instrumental music, the basse danse (low dance) in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries, “depended upon improvisation for its very existence.”13 In the same era 
instrumentalists frequently improvised variations on a ground bass, either in solo performances or in 
small ensembles. 
Improvisation remained central to the Western art-music tradition during the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, as some well-known examples may serve to remind us. These include the 
practice of improvised basso continuo accompaniment, a constant feature of baroque church and 
court music, as well as opera. Opera singers from the seventeenth through to the late-nineteenth 
centuries were revered for their improvised ornamentation and coloratura; indeed, the singers' 
ability to freely embellish the music and mark it with their personal style was admired even more 
than the composed music. This was also true in early Baroque sacred music, and numerous treatises 
were published to help singers learn the art of ornamentation. To cite just one such text, in his 
Mottetti (1614), Bartolomeo Barbarino provides examples of sacred monodies with and without 
ornamentation, which the author considered useful for singers not yet expert as well as for those 
with a more “natural disposition” who could already improvise their own ornamentation on the 
simple melodies.14
The reputations of Mozart and Beethoven as improvisers are well documented. Both 
composers were known for their skill in adding ornamentation to music, as well as improvising 
cadenzas and even entire pieces in the moment of performance. Improvisation remained a feature of 
performances by many of the leading musicians of the Romantic period, such as Paganini, Chopin 
and Mendelssohn. Italian musicologist Sergio Martinotti has proposed that improvisation was 
Paganini's most natural creative mode: “in him the performance ... instantly translated the spirit of 
creation as a result of immediate self-identification with the music. This was one of the strongest 
aspirations in Romantic art.”15 Improvisation seemed a natural match for the Romantic emphasis on 
spontaneity, individuality, and spirituality. Paganini not only contributed to the history of the violin 
as its most famous virtuoso, but drew the attention of Romantic composers to the significance of 
virtuosity as an element of art.16 Travelling virtuosos understood well that the ability to astonish and 
to move the audience was their best way to sell out concerts and to secure a place in the upper 
echelons of society.17 This possibly helped to keep the tradition of improvisation alive in Western 
classical music until the twentieth century; no longer considered an elaboration of the score itself, 
improvisation was a way of fashioning the personality of the performer. 
In the nineteenth century, however, the importance of fidelity to the notated score would 
increase. Prior to this time most music was not performed simply as notated in the score. At the 
12   Canguilhem, Philippe, “Singing upon the Book According to Vicente Lusitano,” trans. Alexander Stalarow, in  Early 
     Music History 30 (2011), 50-103. 
13  Elizabeth V. Philips and John-Paul Christopher Jackson, Performing Medieval and Renaissance Music (New York,    
      Schirmer Books, 1986), 56. 
14   Bartolomeo Barbarino, Il secondo Libro delli Motetti (Venice, Stampa del Gardano, 1614). Cover page. 
15   Sergio Martinotti, Ottocento strumentale italiano (Bologna, Forni, 1972), 588. 
16  Boris Schwarz, “Paganini”, in New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. XIV (London: Macmillan,   
 1980), 86. 
17  Richard Taruskin. The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 3: The Nineteenth Century (New York, Oxford 
 University Press, 2005), 251. 
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beginning of the nineteenth century Romantic virtuosos, like Liszt, continued this tradition and 
were famous for their improvised additions to the music. Over the course of the century, however, 
sweeping changes took place. While Liszt was conquering Europe as virtuoso improviser, he was 
also renowned for notating his compositions with the utmost precision as printed music began to 
take on a more central role. This development lead slowly to the demise of improvisation. Lydia 
Goehr writes that: “the need for a fully specifying notation really became urgent when it became 
the norm for music to travel independently of the composer, when one and the same composition 
began to be repeated in numerous performances.”18 The score, as an encapsulation of the work, was 
increasingly thought of as autonomous and inviolable, and the concept of 'the work', a concept 
which itself substantially took shape in the nineteenth century, found itself at odds with the practice 
of improvisation. Performing and composing increasingly became separate specializations, and the 
performer’s duty in many circumstances became the realization of the composer’s score, which left 
little scope for the kinds of improvisation that had hitherto been expected. Robert Levin remarks 
that: “In the 18th century all composers were performers, and virtually all performers composed.”19 
By the first half of the nineteenth century, performers were not necessarily composers, and 
composers were not necessarily performers. 
From the nineteenth century, leading composers typically sought to ensure that performers 
could understand and realize their ideas fully. Composers notated their scores in greater detail, 
including aspects like articulation and dynamics, and performers were now expected to observe the 
score strictly. As Goehr observes, “for the first time [improvisation] ...was seen to stand in strict 
opposition to composition 'proper'.”20 As ethnomusicologist Bruno Nettl summarizes, by the late 
nineteenth century, improvisation “was considered merely something of a 'craft', compared with the 
'art' of composition.”21 Even famous improvisers used notation as a written testament to their 
performing tradition, and their scores look like fully composed pieces that are meant to sound 
improvised when played. Many of Chopin's works serve as examples. The differences we find in 
Chopin's various manuscripts of the same works confirm that he constantly improvised and made 
changes during his live performances.22
By the twentieth century, there remained only isolated examples of composer-performers, 
such as Mahler, Rachmaninov and Bernstein, to name a few of the most famous. Mary Sue Morrow 
highlights the fact that a large number of the concertos listed in nineteenth-century Viennese concert 
programmes were performed by the composers.23 With the gradual evolution of twentieth-century 
concert life, composers generally became less involved in the performance of their works. This was 
also the result of the fact that great emphasis was placed on the precision of, and the technical  
18   Lydia Goehr, The Imaginary Museum of Musical Works: An Essay in the Philosophy of Music, (Oxford, Clarendon 
     Press. 1992), 225-226. 
19  Robert Levin, “Improvising Mozart,” in Gabriel Solis and Bruno Nettl, eds., Musical improvisation. Art, Education,  
    and Society (Urbana and Chicago, University of Illinois Press, 2009), 143. 
20   Goehr, The Imaginary Museum of Musical Works, 234. 
21   Bruno Nettl and Gabriel Solis, eds, Musical improvisation: Art, Education, and Society. (Urbana and Chicago,  
     University of Illinois Press, 2009), XI. 
22   Richard Taruskin, The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 3, “The Nineteenth Century” (New York, Oxford 
     University Press, 2005), 350. 
23  Mary Sue Morrow, Concert Life in Haydn's Vienna: Aspects of a Developing Musical and Social Institution 
 (Hillsdale, NY, Pendragon Press, 1989). 
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preparation required for, a performance, and many composers assumed the view that their works 
could receive more precise renditions in the hands of specialized performers with superior technical 
skills. The accuracy required in the performance of Western classical music became more and more 
pronounced; by the twentieth century, musicians, as Levin puts it, had “been trained to try piously to 
observe the written testament of the composer.”24
Wagner had stated that the true virtuoso is the musician whose talent is put at the service of a 
“true rendition of the thought of the composer.”25 Stravinsky and Ravel echoed him, expecting 
performers to translate the inviolable score into sound “without adding their own interpretation.”26
Both composers required performers to abnegate their own personalities in the service of the work, 
as reflected in the score. Stravinsky, in his volume Some Ideas about my Octuor, could not have 
been more clear about the role of performers: “To the author belongs the emotive exploitation of his 
ideas, ...to the executant belongs the presentation of that composition in the way designated to him 
by its own form.”27
The development and spread of the phonograph at the beginning of the twentieth century 
further transformed music-making: the mechanical reproduction of music marginalized the aspect 
of the performance itself. Music reproduction no longer required the medium of the musical text or 
its interpreters, and particular performances could now be purchased and enjoyed numerous times. 
Recordings made by composers themselves, like those of Rachmaninoff and Stravinsky, further 
reinforced the idea of the “work concept,” leaving us not only their detailed scores but also their 
own authorized renditions of the music. John Butt notes that when rehearsals became essential in 
order to prepare the work for recordings, performers started to annotate their parts to a greater 
extent than their predecessors, minimizing the spontaneous aspect of performance.28 One might also 
make the case that the development of the recording led to the ‘tape’ music of high modernism, 
which gave composers the greatest authority possible, by eliminating the performer altogether. 
Varèse summarized this sharply: “Anyone will be able to press a button to release the music exactly 
as the composer wrote it – exactly like opening a book.”29
Although in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries improvisation in these ways became 
marginalized, it of course did not disappear altogether from the Western classical tradition. 
Organists continued to follow the tradition of great improvisers such as Bach, Bruckner and Saint - 
Saëns. Some composers in recent times have again begun to call for improvisation, reinvigorating 
the agency of the performer, while also drawing on jazz, rock, and other genres characterized by 
improvisation. From the 1950s there has been a desire by composers to loosen the rigidity of 
notation and include more flexibility into their scores. John Cage was the pioneer of the movement  
to reject the premise of compositional intent, favouring chance and indeterminacy, resulting in “the 
24  Levin, “Improvising Mozart,” 144. 
25  Richard Wagner, On Conducting, trans. by Edward Dannreuther (London, William Reeves, 1897). 
26   Dorian, Frederick. The History of Music in Performance (New York, W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1942). 
27  Igor Stravinsky, “Some Ideas about My Octuor,” The Arts, January 1924; reprinted in Eric Walter White, 
 Stravinsky: The Composer and His Works (Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of California Press, 1966), 528. 
28  John Butt, Playing with History (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2002), 99. 
29  Marc Treib, Space Calculated in Seconds – the Philips Pavillion – Le Corbusier – Edgard Varèse (Princeton,   
 Princeton University Press, 1996), 176. 
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ability of a piece to be performed in substantially different ways,” as Cage himself put it.30 Earle 
Brown, a follower of Cage, describes how the mobile artworks of sculptor Alexander Calder 
inspired him to write music, “which would have a basic character always, but by virtue of aspects of 
improvisation or notational flexibility, the piece could take on subtly different kinds of character.”31
An Italian group, the Gruppo di Improvvisazione Nuova Consonanza, formed in Rome in 1964 by 
Italian composer Franco Evangelisti, allowed composers to collaborate together in the development 
of new-music techniques by improvisation. Other than using extended techniques on traditional 
Western instruments, another technique used by these groups was the so called “box technique” 
where notes are placed in boxes and performers are asked to improvise with them. 
In the last fifty years another area of Western classical music where improvisation has made 
something of a comeback is the early-music movement. Period-instrument performers, of course 
have long excavated and revived many past practices, promoting an “alternative to a performance 
practice governed by the work-concept.”32 Historically-informed performances are now 
commonplace, with some early music advocates employing improvisational practices of past 
centuries in their performances. The recording of Vivaldi's Orlando Furioso with Ensemble 
Matheus conducted by Jean-Christophe Spinosi is a good example. In the aria with obbligato flute 
“Sol da te,” the flautist varies the melody with a variety of florid embellishments and includes an 
invented cadenza before the end of the aria.33 Another example where similar practices are applied 
is the recording of Bellini's Norma conducted by Giovanni Antonini. Cecilia Bartoli, in the title 
role, embellishes even the famous melodic line of the aria Casta Diva.34 Nonetheless, these 
examples remain rare in the classical world. It seems fair to say that today, improvisation is 
generally a specialist domain, practiced by but a small proportion of performers. As Michael Saffle 
has wryly observed, “few 'classical' musicians invent even their own cadenzas.”35
Improvisation in Italy 
Throughout recorded history, improvisation has tended to be a more prominent feature of 
Italian music than that of other European countries, and Italian musicians were at many times 
especially renowned throughout Europe as great improvisers.36 Indeed, in his 1768 Dictionnaire 
de Musique, Rousseau defined the verb 'to improvise' as a “purely Italian word .”37 Echoing him 
was his countryman Laurent Garcin, who in his eighteenth-century treatise on the melodramma 
30  James Pritchett, The Music of John Cage (New York, Cambridge University Press, 1993), 108. 
31 Derek Bailey, Improvisation: Its Nature and Practice in Music (Cambridge, Da Capo Press, Inc., 1993), 60. 
32 Goehr, The Imaginary Museum of Musical Works, 284. 
33  Antonio Vivaldi, Orlando Furioso, Les Elements Chamber Choir and Ensemble Matheus conducted by Jean -   
 Christophe Spinosi, with Veronica  Cangemi, Philippe Jaroussky, Lorenzo Regazzo, et al., recorded January 18, 2005,  
    Naïve 30393, 3 compact discs. 
34 Vincenzo Bellini, Norma, Orchestra La Scintilla  and International Chamber Vocalists conducted by Giovanni Antonini, 
 with Cecilia Bartoli, Sumi Jo, John Osborn, Reinaldo Macias, et al., recorded November 6, 2013, Decca 001843802 
DDD, 2 compact discs. 
35 Michael Saffle, “Czerny and the Keyboard Fantasy,” in Beyond the Art of Finger Dexterity: Reassessing Carl Czerny, 
edited by David Gramit, (Rochester, University of Rochester Press, 2008), 223. 
36 Joan E. Smiles, “Directions for Improvised Ornamentation in Italian Method Books of the  Late Eighteenth 
Century,” Journal of the American Musicological Society, (31, n.3, Autumn, 1978), 495-509. doi:10.2307/831368 
37 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Dictionaire de Musique (Paris, Publ. Vve Duchesne, 1768), 255. “Le mot improvisar est 
purement Italien” 
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maintained that “Italians, in cantabile style arias, have granted great liberties to their singers  ....[the 
singer] may fill them as he pleases.”38 Rudolf Rasch, in the preface to his important edited volume 
on improvisation in Western music, revealingly points out that almost all the articles in the book 
refer to improvisation as a “typically Italian art form."39
Improvisation in Italy was not only relevant to music. Other aspects of Italian life and arts 
involved improvisatory elements, and musicians were deeply influenced by these. Renaissance 
society in Italy placed special emphasis on oral skills like the sprezzatura, the ability to speak and 
act with ease and courtesy, a subject often mentioned in Baldassare Castiglione's Il Cortigiano, the 
most widely read book on manners and etiquette of the sixteenth century. This courtier spent long 
hours learning the art of rhetoric in the tradition of the great orators since Roman times, including 
Quintillian, who opined that, “the greatest fruit of our studies, the richest harvest of our long labours 
is the power of improvisation.”40 But people of all classes in Italian Renaissance society were 
exposed daily to improvisation, either from the pulpit of the Accademia Fiorentina, whose members 
improvised orations about the Italian language at open-door events, or during street performances. 
Cultural historian Peter Burke stresses that such performances, which included “songs, stories, 
plays, sermons, speeches, the sales-talk of charlatans, and so on—were improvised.”41
Another important example of the Italian tendency toward improvisation was the Commedia 
dell'Arte (also known as Commedia all'Improvviso), based primarily on a free dialogue between the 
various stock characters (maschere). As in Western classical music before the nineteenth century, 
where the composition often allowed performers the freedom to add improvised material, “the 
scenario or framework within which action and speech could be improvised was the first and 
fundamental element of the Commedia all'improvviso.”42
An important Italian tradition, which dates back to the fourteenth century but thrived 
especially in the seventeenth century, was the art of the improvvisatori. These street performers 
were renowned for mixing improvised music and poetry, often on themes suggested by the public, 
with musical accompaniment. The musician involved in these performances would invent incidental 
music as necessary for the actor while the latter conceived the poem, in order to create atmosphere 
for the verses.43 Such collaborations between poets and musicians took place frequently and could 
include amateurs and professionals alike; a notable example being that of Alessandro Scarlatti and 
the actor Gian Felice Zappi.44 The reputation of Italian improvvisatori was so high around Europe 
38 Laurent Garcin, Traité du mélo-drame, (Paris, Vallat-La-Chapelle, 1772). “Les Italiens, dans les Airs du genre 
Cantabile, ont accordé de grandes libertés à  leurs Chanteurs. de les remplir comme il lui plâit”. 
39 Rudolf Rasch, ed., Beyond Notes: Improvisation in Western Music of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries 
(Lucca, Brepols, 2011), XI. 
40 Quintilian, “Institutio oratoria 10.7.1.” (Institutes of Oratory) quoted in Mary Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A 
Study of Memory in Medieval Culture (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2008), 253. 
41 Peter Burke, The Historical Anthropology of Early Modern Italy: Essays on Perception and  Communication 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 81. 
42 Philippe Borer, “Paganini's Virtuosity and Improvisatory Style,” in Beyond Notes: Improvisation in Western Music 
of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, edited by Rudolf Rasch (Lucca, Brepols, 2011), 193. 
43 For more on the art of the improvvisatori, see Melina Esse, “Encountering the improvvisatrice in Italian Opera,” 
Journal of the American Musicological Society, Vol. 66, No. 3 (Fall 2013), 709-770, and Gooley, Fantasies of 
Improvisation, 218-226. 
44 Alessandra  Di Ricco, L'inutile e meraviglioso mestiere. Poeti improvvisatori di fine settecento, (Milan, Franco 
Angeli, 1990), 24. 
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that, “in the late eighteenth century, a growing culture of tourism sent hordes of people to Italy” to 
witness a combination of “emotion, astonishment, and phantasmic connection to the ancient Latin 
world” which they had never experienced before.45 The young Pietro Metastasio started his career as 
an improvvisatore, and nearly died of exhaustion while practicing extempore poetry in the streets of 
Rome.46 This tradition found its way into Rossini’s opera Il viaggio a Reims, in which the composer 
gives us an example of an improvvisatrice extemporising a poem set to music, in Corinna's aria 
“All'ombra amena”. Rossini's heroine was based on the novel Corinne: ou l'Italie by Germaine de 
Staël, a work which had nurtured the fantasy of many Romantic musicians and which fostered the 
idea that Italy was a land “full of spontaneous effusions of beauty.”47 
Another important stimulus for musical improvisation in Italy derived from the strong link 
between musicians and the Catholic Church. Great baroque virtuosos, singers and instrumentalists 
were employed in Italian churches where they put their improvisation skills to use. An important 
example is Giovanni Luca Conforti, a famous castrato who was a member of the papal chapel.48 
Conforti wrote in 1593 the Breve et facile maniera d'essercitarsi ad ogni scolaro (Brief and easy 
manner of practicing for every student), an important treatise on ornamentation containing a 
description of his improvisation style, for the benefit not only for singers but also for 
instrumentalists.49 Paganini later in his life left a clear picture of how he learned his improvisation 
skills through “constant study of new works” while working in the churches of Genoa.50 Many 
Italian musicians, like Paganini, were employed in churches and had to learn the same skills in 
order to be prepared for last-minute changes during mass or other ceremonies. Working in churches 
also exposed musicians to rhetorical, theatrical, and poetic improvisation on a daily basis through 
observing the sermons. The basic technique of delivering a sermon is to use different words and 
intonation to express similar concepts, and might be be compared to the theme and variations in 
music.51 
Italian musicians have for many centuries transferred their culture's predilection for 
improvisation to their performances, as if it were second nature to them. Improvisation permeated 
Italian social life and arts. Even for Italian musicians, however, context played an important role 
and their spontaneous decisions had to be adapted to and follow certain rules. My task in the next 
chapter will be to survey the performance contexts in which improvisation was appropriate and 
where in the music flautists had opportunities to showcase it. 
 
 
Review of Literature 
Improvisation has played an important role in flute performance practice throughout music 
history, and practices in the Baroque and Classical periods have received considerable scholarly 
45 Gooley, Fantasies of Improvisation, 5 
46 Borer, Paganini, 195. 
47 Gooley, Fantasies of Improvisation, 221 
48 Noel O'Reagan, “Marenzio's Sacred Music: The Roman Context,” Early Music 27, n.4, (Nov., 1999), 608-620. 
49 Giovanni Luca Conforti, Breve et facile maniera d'essercitarsi ad ogni scolaro, (Roma, 1593), cover page. “quei 
che suonano di viola, o di altri instromenti da  fiato” 
50 Borer, Paganini, 201. 
51 Ibid., 202. 
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attention. Nonetheless, despite the continuing importance of flute improvisation in the nineteenth 
century, we find relatively little critical examination of its contexts and practices in this period. The 
practice of improvisation among singers, and string and keyboard players has recently attracted 
some scholarly attention. The multiple-author volumes Beyond Notes: Improvisation in Western 
Music of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries edited by Rudolf Rasch, and Musical 
Improvisation: Art, Education, and Society edited by Gabriel Solis and Bruno Nettl, provide a 
selection of articles discussing performance practices such as the prelude and the cadenza, and the 
performance contexts in which instrumental improvisation was considered appropriate. 
Keyboard improvisation is a recurrent topic in the literature, with articles by Martin Edin, 
Steven Young, William Kinderman, Robert S. Hatten, Nicholas Temperley, Valerie Woodring 
Goertzen, and Charlotte Mattax Moersch, exploring aspects such as keyboard improvisat ion in the 
Baroque period, the tradition of organ improvisation, the prelude on the piano, and the role of 
improvisation in the creative process of Mozart and Beethoven.52 John Rink, in an article not 
included in the previous volumes, explores the public and private contexts in which Chopin 
improvised, and the influence of bel-canto practices in his improvisations.53 Dana Gooley, in his 
volume Fantasies of Improvisation: Free Playing in Nineteenth-Century Music has gathered 
information on the performance contexts, purposes and musical style in piano and organ 
improvisation from biographies, concert reviews, correspondence, and other sources. His book 
gives a comprehensive picture of the role of keyboard improvisation in the nineteenth century.54 
From these studies we gain a better understanding what sort of extemporaneous additions in 
keyboard improvisations were considered appropriate by composers, performers, pedagogues and 
music critics, and in what type of performance contexts these took place. 
The figure of Paganini and the topic of improvisation on the violin are addressed in several 
studies. These tend to focus on how the famous Italian violinist employed improvisation in order to 
cultivate a theatrical persona and on the reception of his performing style not only by adulating 
audiences but also by the next generation of performers. Philippe Borer, Gregorio Carraro, and 
Renato Ricco explore improvisational genres such as preludes and cadenzas, drawing especially 
upon contemporary violin methods.55 From these authors we learn where in a musical composition 
these forms were considered appropriate and how musicians learned to improvise them. 
52 In Rudolf Rasch, ed., Beyond Notes: Improvisation in Western Music of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries 
(Lucca, Brepols, 2011): Martin Edin, “Cadenza Improvisation in Nineteenth -Century Solo Piano Music According 
to Czerny, Liszt and Their Contemporaries” - Steven Young, “Practical Improvisation. The Art of Louis Vierne” - 
Valerie Woodring Goertzen, “Clara Wiek Schumann's Improvisations and Her 'Mosaics' of Small Forms”. In Bruno 
Nettl and Gabriel Solis, eds, Musical improvisation. Art, Education, and Society. (Urbana and Chicago, University 
of Illinois Press, 2009): William Kinderman, “Improvisation in Beethoven's Creative Processes” - Robert S. Hatten, 
“Opening the Museum Window: Improvisation and its inscribed values in canonic works by Chopin and 
Schumann” - Nicholas temperley, “Preluding at the Piano” - Charlotte Mattax Moersch, “Keyboard Improvisation 
in the Baroque Period.” 
53 John Rink, “The Legacy of Improvisation in Chopin.” In Muzyka w kontekscie kultury, ed. Małgorzata Janicka- 
Słysz, Teresa Malecka and Krzysztof Szwajgier. (Cracow, Akademia Muzyczne, 2001). 
54 Dana Gooley, Fantasies of Improvisation: Free Playing in Nineteenth-Century Music. (New York, Oxford 
University Press, 2018), 
55 In Rudolf Rasch, ed., Beyond Notes: Improvisation in Western Music of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries 
(Lucca, Brepols, 2011): Philippe Borer, “Paganini's Virtuosity and Improvisatory Style” - Gregorio Carraro, 
“Natura e arte nell'improvvisazione di Giuseppe Tartini” - Renato Ricco, “Charles-Auguste de Bériot e 
l'improvvisazione virtuosistica per violino.” 
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Improvisational practices among singers are extensively documented across historical 
periods and described in many volumes. Peter Schubert has written several volumes and articles on 
improvised counterpoint in the Renaissance and Baroque period. Other articles by Melina Esse, 
Damien Colas and Naomi Matsumoto explore subjects such as the improvvisatrice in nineteenth- 
century opera, improvisation and ornamentation in Italian and French operas, and the role of 
cadenzas in operatic mad scenes.56 Improvisational practices in opera also receive some treatment in 
general histories of Western art music, notably those of Carl Dahlhaus and Richard Taruskin. In the 
Cambridge History of Musical Performance, edited by Colin Lawson and Robin Stowell, 
improvised ornamentation and the new harmonic structure of cadenzas in nineteenth-century opera 
arias are extensively discussed. 
Improvisation among flautists and other woodwind players on the other hand, has received 
scant attention in these or other studies, and an investigation of nineteenth-century flute 
improvisation pedagogy has not as yet been undertaken. Biographies of Italian flute virtuosos, 
concert reviews and books on the history of the transverse flute (such as Il Flauto Traverso by 
Gianni Lazzari and The Flute by Ardal Powell) provide information on performance contexts as 
well as the aesthetic ideology surrounding improvisation, and how its role changed during the 
nineteenth century.57 Ardal Powell, in the introduction and commentary on the new edition of The 
Elements of Flute Playing by the nineteenth-century British pedagogue Thomas Lindsay, gives 
some insight into improvised practices such as ornamentation and glides.58 He delineates some 
formal and performative contexts in which glides were appropriate and gives a description of the 
main ornaments. The dissertation “The Nicholsonian Effect” by Martyn Shaw offers a 
comprehensive study of the use of the glide in nineteenth-century flute performance practice in 
England.59 Their focus, however, is directed more towards the interpretation and the precision of the 
execution of embellishments than their extemporaneous additions to the music. Mary Catherine Jett 
Byrne's dissertation on flute performance practice draws upon pedagogical methods written for the 
Paris Conservatoire from 1838 to 1927.60 She briefly describes the verbal instructions on 
improvisation included in Victor Coche's flute method (1839), noting Coche's belief in the 
importance of improvisation, and his description of aesthetic aspects of “good” and “bad” 
improvisation, but nothing is specified about their application in the repertoire. Several secondary 
sources deal with nineteenth-century flute pedagogy: Kailan R. Rubinoff's article and the 
dissertations of Etienne David Eugene and Mary Catherine Jett Byrne, discuss French flute 
56 Ibid.: Damien Colas, “Improvvisazione e ornamentazione nell'opera francese e italiana di primo Ottocento” - 
Naomi Matsumoto, “Manacled Freedom. Nineteenth-Century Vocal Improvisation and the Flute-Accompanied 
Cadenza in Gaetano Donizetti's Lucia di Lammermoor.” 
57 Gianni Lazzari, Il flauto traverso (Torino, EDT, 2003). Ardal Powell, The Flute, (New Haven and London, Yale 
University Press, 2002). 
58 Ardal Powell, ed. Lindsay’s Elements of Flute-playing A Study in Performance Practice Facsimile of the Edition of 
1828–30, Edited, with an introduction by Ardal Powell and a commentary by Richard M. Wilson, (Hillsdale, NY, 
Pendragon Press, 2011). 
59 Martyn Shaw, “The ‘Nicholsonian effect': Aspects of 'Tone' in Early Nineteenth-Century Flute Performance 
Practice in England, with Particular Reference to the Work of Charles Nicholson, (1795-1837),” (PhD. Diss. 
Department of Music School of Languages, Cultures, Art History and Music. College of Art and Law University of 
Birmingham. July 2013). 
60 Mary Catherine Jett Byrne, “Tooters and Tutors: Flute Performance Practice Derived from Pedagogical Treatises of 
the Paris Conservatoire 1838-1927” PhD Diss. University of Victoria, 1993. 
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pedagogy with a general description of elements of tone production, articulation, breathing and 
musical details such as phrasing.61 Similarly the volumes and articles of Gian-Luca Petrucci, 
Maurizio Bignardelli, Ugo Piovano, Gianni Lazzari and Renata Cataldi give a broad picture of what 
elements of flute technique were included in Italian nineteenth-century flute methods. Improvisation 
is only mentioned as a “performance attitude” of some Italian virtuosos without any supplementary 
discussion on where and how they improvised. 
My objective with this thesis is to begin addressing some of the important questions on 
improvisational practice and pedagogy that the existing literature largely neglects. After a general 
survey of some performance contexts in which flute improvisation was applied in the nineteenth 
century, I will focus on the forms of improvisation and the techniques that flautists had at their 
disposal. The first chapter will briefly investigate the types of flautists who improvised —touring 
virtuosos, professional, orchestral players and amateurs—and in what performance situations they 
did so, as in the nineteenth century these were more numerous and varied than in earlier times. The 
remainder of the chapter will outline the forms of improvisation they employed, such as cadenzas, 
preludes, and fermatas, and the genres most germane to such extemporised additions. The second 
chapter will address issues of flute improvisation pedagogy: how students learned to improvise and 
how they shaped their improvisations. As we shall see, the exercises and etudes students practiced 
on a daily basis provided a vast fund of patterns and formulas, which students could assemble into 





According to Italian flute scholar Gian-Luca Petrucci the number of didactic publications for 
flautists published in Italy alone amounts to about 750, with the majority of these published in the 
nineteenth century.62 From the middle of the nineteenth century Italian players were very productive 
and published a large number of books which served as preparation for more challenging repertoire 
or to improve students' sight-reading skills. These publications included methods, collections of 
etudes, caprices and little exercises, daily exercises, duets, and books on preludes, cadenzas and 
fermatas. These books provide evidence on flute pedagogy and how improvisations could be 
included in various musical contexts. 
This didactic material appeared at a fast rate for a number of reasons. From the middle of the 
eighteenth century the transverse flute, thanks to its more flexible dynamic range and extension, 
played a more prominent role in the orchestra and eventually became a favourite wind instrument 
among amateur players, being free of the complication of reed making.63 While the piano, the harp 
61 Rubinoff, Kailan R. “Toward a Revolutionary Model of Music Pedagogy: The Paris Conservatoire, Hugot and 
Wunderlich’s Methode de flûte, and the Disciplining of the Musician.” In The Journal of Musicology. Vol. 34 n. 4, 
Fall 2017; (pp. 473-514) - Etienne David Eugene, “A Comparison and Application of Selected Teaching Methods 
for the flute by Henry Altès, Paul Taffanel-Philippe Gaubert, Marcel Moyse, and Trevor Wye” DMA diss. The 
Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical Col. 1988. 
62 Gian-Luca Petrucci, La Scuola Flautistica Italiana, aspetti e considerazioni (Pompei, Napoli, Falaut Collection 
2002), 57. 
63 Lazzari, Il flauto traverso, 56. 
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and the guitar were considered ideal instruments for the education of girls, boys tended to learn the 
violin and the flute.64 Professional flautists competed with each other for the “adulation of flute- 
playing dilettantes,” making the flute one of the most popular wind instruments learned by middle- 
class men in the nineteenth century, “doubling as walking sticks, swordsticks, or even (in England) 
umbrellas.”65 This growth in popularity encouraged many flute virtuosos to tour extensively around 
Europe and to publish didactic material in order to profit from this market, and from their own 
success. Flautists were then eager to entertain good relationships with the managers of the 
publishing houses so as to increase the number of their publications and earn more money. Some 
methods were published in multiple volumes, generating even more profit for the authors and 
catering to the needs of students interested only in specific volumes. The proliferation of 
publications was also stimulated by the numerous new flute mechanisms which were invented by 
nineteenth-century flautists, who competed with each other to promote their instruments by way of 
their method books. This was also the case in Italy where many flute systems were in use at the 
same time.66 Because of the impact which the new instruments had on flute publications and flute 
performance styles, it seems appropriate to give a short overview of the situation in Italy. 
From the mid-eighteenth century the flute underwent many structural modifications; the 
shape of the instrument changed and additional keys were added to make the mechanism more 
responsive. These improvements increased the popularity of the flute among amateurs even more. 
Each country had its favourite systems, and inventors, especially when they were also flautist - 
composers, promoted them with their own methods and compositions showcasing the specific 
capabilities of that particular instrument. Flautists wanting to endorse their instrument did 
everything they could to draw attention to it during their performances. Nineteenth-century reviews 
sometimes mention not only the skills of the musician but sometimes also the qualities of the 
instrument and what the virtuoso was able to achieve with it. A review of one of Giulio Briccialdi's 
concerts, acknowledges that he “plays on an instrument which he has perfected himself, reflecting 
his own particular qualities; it is smaller than any instrument known to us, and therefore produces 
less sound, but it is sweeter, even, secure and responsive, and it is believed to be easier to 
manage.”67 This activity fomented heated debate between players championing their preferred 
instruments. Virtuoso flautists willing to demonstrate the advantages of playing a particular flute 
entered into a sort of competition with each other, trying to outdo other players in concert, and in all 
probability their performances included some of the improvisatory elements they advocated in their 
methods. 
Italian experiments involving flute mechanisms go back to the eighteenth century. One of 
the most controversial developments was the enharmonic flute invented by G. B. Orazi in 1797. 
Orazi aimed to make the flute more competitive with the violin by extending its range in the low 
and the high register, and by facilitating portamento in order to allow quarter tones. Opinions on it  
64 Lazzari, Il flauto traverso, 103. 
65 Powell, The Flute, 144. 
66 Many articles on the subject can be found in Claudio Paradiso, ed. Il flauto in Italia (Roma, Istituto Poligrafico e 
Zecca dello Stato S.P.A., 2005) – Gianni, Lazzari, Il flauto traverso (Torino, EDT, 2003). 
67 Gian-Luca Petrucci, Briccialdi, il Principe dei Flautisti (Arrone, Terni, Edizioni Thyrus, 2001), “suona sopra un 
istrumento da lui stesso perfezionato giusta le peculiari sue qualità; è più piccolo di tutti gli altri a  noi conosciuti,  ed 
ha pertanto minore voce, ma vuolsi più dolce, eguale, sicuro e pronto, ed è creduto di più facile  maneggio”. 
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were divided, with composers of the stature of Cervelli and Paisiello being consulted on the 
qualities of this new mechanism. However, after being played by its inventor for a few years, 
Orazi's flute disappeared after his death.68 
The so called vecchio sistema (old system) was the mechanism most widely used in Italy 
until the early decades of the twentieth century. It was modelled on the flutes of the Viennese 
maker Johann Ziegler, consisting of a conical bore and a mechanism which came to include up to 
seventeen keys and a range (like Orazi's flute) which descended to the low G (and in some cases 
even low F). Italian-made models were used by many flautists throughout their lives, including the 
Milanese Giuseppe Rabboni (1800 – 1856) and the Florentine Cesare Ciardi (1818 – 1877). When 
the 1847 Boehm flute model appeared in Italy, it created controversy because it completely 
revolutionized the key system and also the shape of the headjoint and the body. These aspects not 
only had an effect on finger dexterity (the players had to completely relearn the fingerings) but also 
on the sound quality of the instrument, which enabled a substantially different colour palette. For 
some, the new rich sound obtainable with the Boehm flute seemed too reminiscent of the oboe and, 
for this and other reasons, the instrument was not immediately accepted everywhere. Emanuele 
Krakamp was an exception, and was an enthusiastic supporter and promoter of the Boehm flute. 
The new instrument inspired him to write the comprehensive Metodo per il flauto cilindrico alla 
Böhm Op.103, and also to include indications in his compositions which emphasize these new 
sonorities. 
Briccialdi, after playing the Boehm flute for some time, was not satisfied with either its 
timbre or its fingering and, after various experiments, towards the end of his life created his own 
flute, which likewise had a cylindrical bore but featured a key system similar to the old one (hence 
the “easier to manage” comment in the aforementioned review). Vincenzo De Michelis (1825 – 
1891) preferred the older conical shape of the flute, but also invented a key system which, despite a 
differing placement of the keys, kept the fingerings exactly like those of the old system. De 
Michelis also added extra keys to enable the execution of formerly impossible trills and tremolos 
which are explained in his Metodo Op. 89. 
A quirky Italian experiment was the patent of Carlo Tommaso Giorgi who, in 1888, 
completely changed the instrument and invented a T-shaped headjoint which allowed the instrument 
to be played vertically. Giorgi wanted a return to a much simpler flute with fewer keys to give the 
fingers ease of movement. His experiment, as one might imagine, was roundly rejected by his 
contemporaries. 
The various flute systems slowly disappeared, giving way to the hegemony of the Boehm 
flute which, with various alterations, is the modern instrument of choice today. Because it is also 
my own instrument and the one I understand best, I have used, where possible, works written 
specifically for the Boehm flute, or otherwise published after 1847, the date of its first presentation 
around Europe, in the many analyses and examples throughout my thesis. 
Publications also provide a range of information from basic aspects of tone production to 
68 Patrizio Barbieri and Hugh Ward-Perkins, “G. B. Orazi's Enharmonic Flute and Its Music (1797-1815),” in The 
Galpin Society Journal, Vol. 52 (Apr., 1999), 281-304, published by Galpin Society. 
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improvisation topics. Every flute had different sound qualities and, to fully develop the possibilities 
of that particular instrument, the opening chapters in the methods devoted to them focus on tone 
production. These methods also include basic elements of music theory (elementary notions on 
rhythm, note values, accidentals, harmony and other details), various fingering charts, advice on 
how to achieve an optimal posture to play the authors' particular instrument, and how to emulate the 
author’s playing style, sometimes even disparaging other approaches as incorrect. Other methods 
had a broader scope and were designed for students to study in detail, with a teacher in a 
conservatory, technical matters such as articulation and finger dexterity. These volumes tend to 
include daily exercises which helped students to familiarize themselves with the instrument in a 
natural and spontaneous way. In a typical structure of the methods, the daily exercises are followed 
by a section dedicated to etudes or sonatas composed by the author. These more substantial pieces 
were meant to foster the fluency necessary to play more challenging and extended repertoire. 
My thesis will explore nineteenth-century improvisation pedagogy; primary sources show 
that nineteenth-century flautists learned to improvise in a manner similar to blues and jazz 
musicians in the twentieth century. A detailed comparison of nineteenth-century pedagogical 
strategies with those used in the twentieth-century is included in the second chapter of the thesis, 
and will help me in drawing out parallels and differences between the various approaches of 
teaching improvisation. 
The daily exercises in particular offer insight into how students learned their craft, which 
included improvisation. The repetition of idiomatic figures included in the daily exercises helped 
students to surmount technical challenges and to build a natural relationship with their instrument. 
At the same time the daily practice of these exercises also gave them a repertoire of patterns that 
were “not melodic or even motivic in character” which, when assembled in various forms, could 
help them in building their improvisations.69 To guide students in the learning process of this last 
aspect, some flautists published volumes of cadenzas and preludes, both among the most important 
improvisational genres. L'Art de Préluder du Flûtiste by Giuseppe Gariboldi and 50 Points d'orgue 
ou cadences by Cesare Ciardi offer examples, which are fundamental sources for understanding 
how students learned how to acquire the expertise necessary to become more comfortable 
improvising.70 The items these volumes contain are effectively notated improvisations. These 
provide a catalogue of “elaborations of ideas,” which demonstrate how the patterns learned in the 
daily exercises could serve as building blocks for improvisation. In this way the student-improviser 
felt free of the task of inventing melodies spontaneously, as “with the repertoire of idiomatic 
figures, textural and harmonic invention came to the center of the improvisational process.”71 
Several authors, such as Filippo Franceschini and Alberto Roberti, published only daily exercises as 
opposed to comprehensive methods. In Luigi Hugues' 40 Esercizi Op. 101, in order to demonstrate 
how the patterns can be used to create longer improvisations, Hugues expands the formulas 
included in the daily exercises into musical compositions. 
Other than the basic instructions on technical aspects of the flute and music theory 
69 Gooley, Fantasies, 165. 
70 The title of the modern Bèrben edition has been changed to 50 Punti coronati e cadenze (50 Points d'orgue and 
Cadences). 
71 Gooley, Fantasies, 165. 
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mentioned above, some nineteenth-century methods also contain some examples of how to 
embellish with ornaments a melodic pattern in an adagio, how to terminate a trill or how to use 
harmonic fingerings to perform challenging passages, all important aspects of improvisation. On 
these subjects, however, the authors more commonly give only practical musical examples with 
little or no written explanation. An important method which gives some verbal descriptions on 
improvisation is the Méthode op. 15 by Victor Coche (1806 – 1881), published in Paris by the 
author in 1839. Coche's method was the second publication written for the Paris Conservatoire 
students playing the first model of the Boehm-flute, the instrument adopted by that institution in 
1838. Unfortunately, Coche lost his position of Assistant Professor at the Conservatoire because 
his superior, the flute professor Jean-Louis Tulou, opposed the use of the new instrument created 
by Boehm. This not only clouded Coche's name, because he was no longer associated with the 
prestigious French institution, but also had implications for the transmission of the method itself. It 
was only published privately by the author, who gave also a later second edition in 1873, but was 
never reprinted by a major publisher in later years. These factors probably limited the treatise from 
being fully recognized and reaching a significant position in the Parisian flute community.72 It is 
nonetheless the first major method written for the conical Boehm flute, and has an important role 
today because it explicitly deals with improvisational topics. Not only does it offer verbal 
descriptions, quite rare in nineteenth-century flute methods, but also many examples of fermatas 
and preludes. 
The flute methods circulating in Italy at the beginning of the nineteenth century were mainly 
written by foreign authors. Around 1830 Giuseppe Rabboni added extensive material to the French 
method by renowned virtuoso and pedagogue Antoine Tranquille Berbiguier but, in all likelihood, 
the Metodo Op. 103 of Krakamp, published in 1854, was the first by an Italian author to be as 
extensive and comprehensive as existing French methods. While French methods are more detailed 
in their written explanations on technique and performing style issues, Italian authors on the whole 
preferred practical notated examples without instructions, as can be gathered from Krakamp's 
introduction: “where other authors outline the theory, I have shown how it is practiced.”73 After 
introductory discussions of rudiments, ornaments, phrasing and tone production (which includes a 
very brief and dry explanation on breathing), the central part of the method is devoted to notated 
musical compositions, principally duets to be played with the teacher. Krakamp's duets often have 
pauses on important notes which, as I will explain in the following sections, seem like opportunities 
for improvisation, but as nothing is specified by Krakamp, one surmises that this kind of instruction 
was transmitted orally. It was a common belief in Italy that musicians “could acquire expertise only 
by studying with great masters. For this reason, among the Italians, the practice remained largely an 
unwritten tradition passed from teacher to pupil.”74 In the final sections Krakamp includes very 
detailed and challenging daily exercises which are intended for aspiring professional flautists, as 
 
72 Mary Catherine Jett Byrne, “Tooters and Tutors: Flute Performance Practice Derived from Pedagogical Treatises of 
the Paris Conservatoire 1838-1927,” (PhD Diss. University of Victoria, 1993), 124. 
73 Emanuele Krakamp, Metodo per il flauto cilindrico alla Böhm, Op. 103 (Milano, G. Ricordi, 1854), 3. “laddove 
altri metodisti accennano agli esempi, io ne ho invece data la  pratica”. 
74 Joan E. Smiles, “Directions for Improvised Ornamentation in Italian Method books of the Late  Eighteenth 








seen in other previously mentioned methods. Because of the quantity and richness of the material 
included, Krakamp’s method is an especially useful source for improvisational practices and for 
nineteenth-century flute pedagogy, which I will refer to in several places throughout the thesis. 
Daily exercises are found in each chapter of the method, and they become progressively more 
difficult. This demonstrates the importance they hold for Krakamp at every level of learning the 
flute. Krakamp also provides more examples of patterns than other nineteenth-century methods. 
Other, more elementary, methods were published after Krakamp's, including those of 
Camillo Romanino, Angelo Gambero and Raffaele Galli, which were oriented towards beginners or 
band musicians.75 In Italy many nineteenth-century flautists developed their technical ideas in books 
of etudes and exercises, the majority of which were dedicated to amateur players who obviously had 
attained a high level of technical virtuosity. The distinction between “etudes” and “exercises” is 
unclear. Italian flaustits seem to display their creativity even in the titles of their collections: some 
are called simply esercizi or studi while others take names such as grandi capricci o studi, soli, 
grandi studi. As a general rule we note that they are all musical compositions of varied length (some 
of them several pages long) which address specific technical challenges while incorporating them 
into a rudimentary musical form, such as a main idea followed by a development and either a 
recapitulation or a final coda. As I have mentioned above, many such books exist. I have chosen for 
my purposes those written by authors who also wrote methods, in order to demonstrate how the 
notated examples included in methods were developed in longer musical compositions. These 
etudes include elaborations of patterns found in daily exercises, useful for nineteenth-century 
students to understand how a simple pattern could generate a musical work of substantial length and 
with more complex harmonic modulations. They also show how a variety of patterns could be 
employed and assembled together in the same work. Etudes are useful for my purposes because 
they reveal the pedagogical approach of the authors. They provide useful examples of 
ornamentation, for example, as some of them are specifically dedicated to it and show new ideas on 
how to prepare or terminate a trill. Many of the etude books, including those by Briccialdi, De 
Michelis, Krakamp, and others, from the beginning of the twentieth century slowly disappeared 
from the catalogues of publishing houses and lay largely forgotten for the rest of the century. 
Recent research has allowed many of these nineteenth-century publications to be re- published and 
to provide a more detailed picture of nineteenth-century Italian flute performance practice. In this 
respect, Ardal Powell once more emphasizes the creativity of Italian musicians, indicating that their 
flautists published a vast number of “challenging and imaginative studies... [which] provided 
models and ideas for later works by [French flautists] Taffanel, Gaubert, Moyse and others.”76 
While improvisation pedagogy is not usually explicitly articulated in the methods, notated 
examples from methods and from specific volumes on improvisational forms such as preludes and 
cadenzas show how patterns from daily exercises could serve as bridges between harmonic points. 
These notated examples become models, similar to the numerous “solos” included in twentieth- 
century jazz methods, for students to emulate in learning how to create a cohesive improvisation. 
 
75 This information came from Gianni Lazzari in a private communication. 
76 Powell, The Flute, 192. 
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In recent times editors have collected and published collections of preludes and cadenzas from 
various eighteenth and nineteenth-century sources. Two comprehensive publications are the 
collection Prelude, Cadence, Capriccio - 233 Solo Pieces and Exercises in all Keys for flute edited 
by Nikolaus Delius, and Betty Bang Mather and David Lasocki's The Art of Preluding 1700-1830; 
both books provide useful examples of nineteenth-century improvisational musical forms. The latter 
volume provides guidelines for students which help them in learning to improvise preludes in a 
stylistic manner. Both volumes include many examples of nineteenth-century preludes and 
cadenzas, ie. fully notated improvisations, which provide more evidence of how students could 
apply patterns and formulas they had learned in other types of exercises, in order to formally and 
rhetorically structure an improvisation. 
Examples similar to those in these pedagogical works are also found in published repertoire. 
Notated cadenzas show how the didactic models could be incorporated into performance contexts. 
In addition, historical recordings provide a practical demonstration of how some of these 
improvisational practices survived into the first decades of the twentieth century. Comparison of 
flute improvisatory techniques with scores written for other instruments will also help clarify those 
tools and techniques particular to the flute. 
The knowledge gained during my research has enabled me to rediscover neglected practices 
of nineteenth-century improvisation; I have attempted to revive some of them in my Doctoral 
recitals, and in the recording included with this thesis. 
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Chapter 1: The Contexts of Improvisation 
 
 
This chapter will establish how flautists employed forms of improvisations in Western classical 
music and in what performance contexts. After a brief history of the transverse flute in Italian 
musical culture and the role of improvisation in flute performance practices, I will focus on the 
nineteenth century, a time of radical change in the life of musicians, detailing when and where the 
various types of flautists - such as touring virtuosi, professionals, orchestral players, and amateurs - 
improvised. The chapter will describe the performance settings where improvisations took place: 
public concerts which included a variety of performers, salon performances by both professional 
and amateur players, as well as more private settings such as concerts in the private house of the 
maestro di musica or even music lessons. All these contexts offered opportunities for flautists to 
explore improvisational practices. The last part of the chapter will establish the genres involving 
improvisation and also the formal contexts for improvisation. Improvising a cadenza during a 
concerto or a prelude before the performance of a theme and variations, for example, were 
approached differently whether a soloist was performing in front of the orchestra, in a private salon 
concert or improvising at home in his solitary practice. 
A variety of sources offer insight into the generic and formal contexts for improvisation. The 
flute methods discussed in the introduction provide verbal descriptions to some extent as well as, to 
a larger degree, examples of forms of improvisation. I was able to compare their precepts with the 
large variety of flute didactic material published in the nineteenth century, some of it specifically 
dedicated to improvisatory techniques like cadenzas or preludes. Published repertoire offered 
practical evidence on where in the music there were opportunities to improvise. A pause on a rest, 
for example, could have been seen as an opportunity to reflect upon or to add invented material. 
However, as I mentioned in the introduction, flute methods provide scant verbal commentary on 
improvisational topics. Methods for other instruments, those for piano and violin particularly, 
provide more information on which musical forms were considered more suitable for 
extemporaneous additions to the music. These, and other secondary sources which focus on piano 
or violin improvisation topics, suggest how improvisation was featured in flute compositions, and 
how flautists applied similar practices in their performances. 
The final musical example incorporates many of the ideas outlined in the chapter, and offers 




A Brief History of the Transverse Flute in Italian Musical Culture and the Role of 
Improvisation in its Performance Practices 
Documentation of the transverse flute’s usage before the Renaissance is quite fragmentary, 
but sources indicate that it was present in the musical life of the Roman and Etruscan eras.77 Music, 
 
77 Gianni Lazzari, Il flauto traverso, (Torino, EDT, 2003), 3 
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of course, was transmitted orally in antiquity, and we can assume that improvisation followed from 
this. The flute is present in many Medieval and Renaissance iconographical sources, carvings and 
manuscripts, mostly originating in Northern European countries, especially Germany. It is not until 
the Renaissance that we find the flute documented in Italy, where in numerous sources it is called 
flauto d'Alemagna (German flute), probably because it arrived in Italy as the result of cultural 
exchanges between European courts.78 Sixteenth-century sources increasingly mention the 
transverse flute among the microstates of the Italian peninsula, and its playing techniques are 
mentioned in treatises of the period.79 In the Renaissance, the flute was mainly employed in military 
contexts, and in situations where 'literate' music was found (that is, at court and in churches), where 
it was used to accompany singers in dances or polyphonic ensembles.80 In the consort or in similar 
ensembles, parts were not assigned to particular instruments, so the flautist would choose an 
appropriate part, and invent passaggios or diminutios (improvised melodic or rhythmic variations) 
on the given melody. Sylvestro Ganassi's Opera intitulata Fontegara, the first printed treatise on the 
subject of ornamentation published in Venice in 1535, instructs readers in how to insert passaggios 
and diminutios without altering the part's structural pitches on strong beats. Musicologist Ben 
Bechtel emphasises that in the sixteenth century these “elaborated melodic insertions... were more 
interesting than the composer's original notes,” underscoring the importance of improvisation in 
sixteenth-century vocal and instrumental music.81 
The role of the flute became more soloistic with the emergence of the solo sonata in 
sixteenth-century Italy, which placed more emphasis on the affetti (affections).82 Diminutios fell out 
of fashion because they were considered too intrusive, and short improvised ornaments gained in 
popularity because they were considered more apt to emphasize affetti and emotions. While a few 
ornaments were retained from older styles, others, like the trill, were invented as products of the 
new style.83 
The first solo instrumental works, among them the collection of ricercari Il Dolcimelo by 
Aurelio Virgiliano (around 1600), were printed in Italy, with indications that they could be played 
on a variety of instruments, including the violin and the transverse flute.84 In the seventeenth 
century many Italian works were composed for 'violin or flute'. So prevalent was this practice that 
French organist and theorist Michel Corrette dedicated the final chapter of his Méthode raisonnée 
pour apprendre aisèment à joüer de la Flûte Traversière (Paris, 1740) to the realisation of violin 
writing on the flute, including instructions for transposing beyond the flute's range.85 
The flautist in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries was expected by composers 
and listeners to elaborate the score with personal ideas, as improvisation was central to the 
performance practices relevant to this repertoire. Corrette, in his treatise, states that learning of 
78 Ibid., 26 
79 Ibid., 26 
80 Nancy Toff, The Development of the Modern Flute, (New York, Taplinger Publ., 1979), 12 
81 Ben Bechtel, “Improvisation in Early Music,” in Music Educators Journal, Vol. 66, No. 5 (Jan., 1980), 109-112. 
doi.org/10.2307/3395787 
82 Ardal Powell, The Flute (New Haven and London, Yale University Press, 2002), 55 
83 Bechtel, Improvisation 
84 Powell, The Flute, 55 
85 Lazzari, Il flauto traverso, 69-70 
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every type of ornaments is essential before applying them freely, “in all the occasions where 
appropriate,”86 a concept also shared by other theorists of that time. C.P.E.Bach, in his Versuch über 
die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen (1753) goes as far as saying that embellishments are essential, 
indeed indispensable to heighten the expression of the music.87 Other elements also contributed to 
this effect. In The Historical Performance of Music – An Introduction, Colin Lawson and Robin 
Stowell tell us that individual taste was essential in the “intuitive” decisions made to achieve 
melodic inflection, which is “shaping the melodic line through phrasing, articulation, dynamic and 
rhythmic control.”88 
Improvisation remained a vibrant aspect of flute playing throughout the eighteenth century. 
The most celebrated flautist-composer of eighteenth-century France, Jacques-Martin Hotteterre, 
explains in his introduction to the first volume of Pièces pour la flûte traversiere Op. 2, how and 
where embellishments should be employed in his music, thereby providing flautists with a well 
organised method of ornamentation. While the French Baroque style tended to employ various and 
specific signs to notate agréments (embellishments) precisely, it fell to performers to determine 
certain details, such as “the speed and number of repercussions in the trill, the length of the 
appoggiatura, and the rhythmic placement of the ornament, which varies according to musical 
context and affect.”89 
The improvisation of ornaments was also central to Italian flute music. The Italian national 
style of ornamentation in Baroque music is illustrated in many primary sources and has been an area 
of wide-ranging inquiry among musicologists and historically-minded performers. Charlotte Mattax 
Moersch states that, “contemporary treatises give a picture of a flamboyant style of embellishment 
in 18th century Italy... appoggiaturas, cambiata figures, and trills, as well as scalar and arpeggiated 
passage-work.”90 Johann Joachim Quantz, in his Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu 
spielen, one of the most important eighteenth-century treatises, not only for flautists but for “every 
kind of musician,” spends several pages describing the Italian style, in both vocal and instrumental 
contexts.91 There exist eighteenth-century editions of sonatas by Corelli and Locatelli which include 
the composers' suggestions for ornamentation; these offer insight into Italian improvisation and 
ornamentation of the period. From these examples we can see that the Italian approach to 
ornamentation was more elaborate than in other countries. The Italian style, as summarised by 
Rush, shows usage of ornaments “in more complex combinations, along with florid passage work of 
the performer's own devising.”92 
86 Michel Corrette, Méthode raisonnée pour apprendre aisément à jouër de la Flûtte Traversiere (Paris, Boivin, c. 
1740), 35 “on pourra les pratiquer en toutes les occasions où l'on trouvera qu'ils seront les plus apropos” 
87 Carl Philip Emanuel Bach, Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments, trans. and ed. by William J. 
Mitchell. (Ernst Eulenburg, London, 1974), 79. 
88 Colin Lawson and Robin Stowell, The Historical Performance of Music. An Introduction (Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, 1999), 53. 
89 Charlotte Mattax Moersch, “Keyboard Improvisation in the Baroque Period,” in Musical Improvisation. Art, 
Education, and Society, ed. by Gabriel Solis and Bruno Nettl (Urbana and Chicago, University of Illinois Press, 
2009), 153. 
90 Ibid., 154. 
91 Charles Burney, A General History of Music, from the Earliest Ages to the Present Period (London by Mus. D. 
F.R.S. Volume the fourth., 1789), 588. 
92 Philip Eugene Rush, “A string player's guide to improvisation in Western art music.” (DMA diss., Florida State 
University - School of Music, 2004), 18. 
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The difference between the Italian and French national styles in the Baroque era has been 
widely researched, with a recurrent conclusion being that improvisation was more central in Italy 
than France. In comparing seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Italian and French sonatas we note 
that in the Italian works the notation is less detailed, indicating that players were less restrained in 
the addition of ornaments and other musical details. This suggests that appropriate ornamentation 
was indicated by depiction of the affetti, and also that composers were prepared to admit greater 
variety according to the taste of the performer.93 Flautists, as one would expect, followed such 
practice. Quantz, himself an important witness of the style of the period, left examples of how to 
embellish the Adagio in the Italian style, a slow movement where composers left ornamentation up 
to the performers. Edward R. Reilly, in the introduction to his English translation of the Versuch, 
states that Quantz's treatise offers more detailed information then other contemporary accounts, and 
that subjects like “extempore embellishments,... are explored more fully than in any other treatise of 
the time.”94 For Quantz, while the addition of a few ornaments in French works is easily achievable, 
for a flautist wanting to succeed in performing an Adagio in “the Italian manner, ...knowledge of 
harmony is indispensable.”95 The term adagio “in the Italian manner” implies that extensive 
ornamentation was expected from the flautist in Italian inspired works and is another testament to 
the fact that the Italian style was renowned for being more flamboyant in its extemporaneous 
additions to the music than in other countries.96 Quantz's belief in the importance of performers 
understanding harmony and harmonic progression in order to improvise well, is stated in many 
nineteenth-century flute methods, and I will refer to the importance of this in several places 
throughout the thesis. It is a fundamental concept which confirms that to produce an extended 
improvisation – and the Italian adagio involved a substantial amount of improvisation - flautists 




Performance Contexts for Improvisation on the Flute in the Nineteenth Century 
In this section I will outline the various performance contexts for improvisation which 
flautists had in the nineteenth century. As is well known, changes in nineteenth-century life saw 
musicians leave the courts of their aristocratic and royal patrons, who were decreasingly the driving 
force behind political, cultural and artistic activity. The emerging middle class, made up of a variety 
of professionals ranging from lawyers to shopkeepers, was now able to organize events and sponsor 
public musical entertainment in university halls, public houses, churches, opera houses and 
theatres.97 The organization of musical life became more varied, and the size and the composition of 
audiences changed dramatically. After the French Revolution many of the royal institutions in 
France changed in management and name; royal patrons joined passionate amateurs of various 
93 Lazzari, Il flauto traverso, 97. 
94 Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen [On Playing the Flute], trans. 
with an introduction and notes by Edward R. Reilly (London, Faber and Faber, 1966), Introduction  X. 
95 Ibid., 163. 
96 Ibid., 163. 
97 Michael Musgrave, “Performance in the Nineteenth Century: an Overview,” in The Cambridge History of Musical 
Performance, ed. by Colin Lawson and Robin Stowell (Cambridge,Cambridge University Press, 2012), 581. 
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social classes in organizing new concert seasons which included newly-formed orchestras; theatres 
could be privately hired by impresarios or by the musicians themselves; and student organizations 
and amateur societies were now able to arrange concerts and invite their favourite touring virtuoso 
to perform. The middle class had a determining role in nineteenth-century musical culture that was, 
in its main aspects, a bourgeois culture.98 
This flourishing of new opportunities encouraged professional musicians, including flautists, 
to travel from city to city. The new largely bourgeois audiences had tastes that needed to be catered 
to and, under the new conditions outlined above, they expected not only a variety of  venues, but 
also of performers and repertoire. For the first time, audiences came to expect to hear old 
compositions as well as the new repertoire of popular composers of the time. They also expected to 
hear improvisations, where the audience could be called upon, for example, to suggest themes for 
the soloist to improvise on. The audience expected to experience a “phantasmal sensation of 
intimacy with the performer.”99 
A type of concert in which touring flute virtuosi typically performed was the so-called 
benefit concert, which had at its head the kapellmeister, an all-round musician at ease in composing 
various genres of music. This type of concert also featured opera singers, orchestras, choirs as well 
as virtuoso instrumentalists, and even if their structure changed at every occasion, the audience 
expected to see the kapellmeister sit down at the piano at the end of the concert and improvise free 
fantasies. In this way the kapellmeister reinforced the “performer-audience intimacy that had been 
suppressed during the more formal performances of written-out pieces.”100 As an extended, formally 
complex improvisation including wide ranging modulations and often culminating with fugal 
playing, the free fantasy, however, was mainly the domain of pianists or organists; for obvious 
reasons the solo flute was not suited to such extended improvisations. Nonetheless, flautists 
apparently did attempt such improvisations on occasion. In a 1791 Vienna performance, for 
instance, the flautist Friedrich Ludwig Dülon improvised a solo fantasy for over a quarter of an 
hour, as well as variations on a theme suggested by the audience.101 While the majority of the 
public, probably made up of amateurs, responded positively to this kind of entertainment, the same 
improvisations were strongly criticised by composer Dittersdorf: “How angry I was, when I saw a 
certain Dülon come with his flute a few years ago and heard him perform his fantasies in which he 
tootled various flourishes and whirligigs (to speak like my bow-legged servant), and ended with 
variations—note well—without any accompaniment!”102 
The fantasy for flautists became a codified form as described in the magazine Le Pianiste in 
1834: “The fantasy is to the sonata what a concertino is to a concerto, a piece in three movements... 
The form admits an introduction, or prelude... A first recapitulation as in a sonata... a large cantabile 
98 Carl Dahlhaus, Nineteenth-Century Music italian trans. by Luigi Dallapiccola (Scandicci, Firenze, La Nuova  Italia 
Editrice, 1990), 46-55. 
99 Dana Gooley, Fantasies of Improvisation: Free Playing in Nineteenth-Century Music (New York, Oxford 
University Press, 2018), 72. 
100   Ibid., 67-72. 
101  Leta E. Miller, “C. P. E. Bach and Friedrich Ludwig Dülon: Composition and Improvisation in Late 18th -Century 
Germany,” in Early Music, Vol. 23, No. 1, Flute Issue (Feb., 1995), 65-76+78-80. Oxford University Press 








and a finale consisting of a shorter rondo—that is the fantasy as we conceive it.”103 The nineteenth- 
century flute repertoire has a vast number of fantasies based on operatic tunes which have a similar 
structure to the form illustrated above and where the piano accompaniment is relatively simple. 
Nonetheless there are important examples of these works, especially those written in collaboration 
with piano virtuosi, where both instruments play an equally important role. The main musical ideas 
are borrowed from opera composers and the only opportunities for the flautist to improvise personal 
ideas are, as I will explain in details later, in the introduction, in the varying of the melodies or in 
the cadenzas used to connect the themes. 
Particularly in Italy, where the benefit concerts, known as accademia vocale e strumentale, 
were so popular in the nineteenth century, it was always expected to feature singers in concert 
programmes, performing solos, duets or choral works, thus limiting the opportunities for flautists to 
shorter appearances.104 Even if there were probably occasions for flautists to be the only artist 
featured in the concert, the tradition of performing a flute recital was not yet established in the 
nineteenth century and flautists had more opportunities to perform and earn their fees alongside 
eclectic groups of musicians. When the touring flautist was invited to perform by the local 
impresario, in matinées or other public concerts, it was often a concert which included local artists, 
to attract a bigger audience, or beside the well-known star virtuoso.105 The Italian flautist Cesare 
Ciardi, an active touring virtuoso and pedagogue, performed alongside Paganini in his childhood, 
an experience which inspired the young prodigy.106 In reviews of Italian accademie which included 
flautists we notice that their performances usually consisted of only two or three works; 
occasionally a concerto by another composer, but more often works composed by them and which, 
in all probability, featured improvisatory elements. 
The new institution of the public concert naturally did not replace the more exclusive private 
concert to which one had to be invited and on which many nineteenth-century virtuosi built their 
careers.107 Salon concerts took place in the palaces of the aristocracy, in the houses of maestri di 
musica, and in foreign embassies, which occasionally hosted special events. In their privately 
sponsored salon concerts, the aristocracy appreciated instrumental works such as fantasies and 
theme and variations inspired by the famous opera tunes they had heard in the public theatres, 
which became a staple of the flute-virtuoso repertoire.108 These more intimate music-making 
settings allowed more scope for improvisation, as occasionally the flautist was the only artist 
performing and his or her improvisations could range from fermatas in a written composition to an 
entire improvised theme and variations.109 Amateurs sometimes joined professionals in these 
103  Le Pianiste, 8 June 1834, 117-118, quoted in Bartoli, Jean-Pierre. “Reflexions sur l'evolution de la fantaisie pour 
piano au début du XIX siècle en France”, in Musique, Images, Instrum ents, XI (2009) 
104  Daniela Macchione, “Attività concertistica e musica strumentale da camera a Roma (1856 -1870)” [Concert 
activities and instrumental chamber music in Rome], in Rivista Italiana di Musicologia , Vol. 37, No. 2 (2002), pp. 
265-319. 
105     Ibid. 
106  Rossella Fabbri, Cesare Ciardi, un flautista toscano alla corte dello zar (Lucca: LIM, Libreria Musicale Italiana, 
“Akademos,” 1999), Prefazione XI. 
107      Dahlhaus, Nineteenth-Century Music, 53. 
108      Lazzari, Il flauto traverso, 143. 
109  Maurizio Bignardelli,. “Virtuosità: fra didattica e concertismo” [Virtuosity: between pedagogy and concert 
performing], in Syrinx, Anno III n. 9 
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private concerts, virtuoso flautists often performing duets learned during the private lessons with 
their patron-students. Published duets by flautist-composers often have pauses on important 
cadential notes where a short-improvised cadenza might have been added by the teacher to 
demonstrate his more refined skills. These published duets were probably similar to those performed 
privately with aristocratic patrons. Such exclusive private settings allowed flautists to feel less 
bound by the demands of a bourgeois audience, allowing them to improvise “with connoisseur 
values, learned style, ...and intellectual satisfaction,” qualities Dittersdorf evidently found lacking in 
Dülon’s extravagant public improvisations.110 
Another context in which professional flautists frequently improvised, as special guests or 
sometimes as members of the pit orchestra, was the opportunity to perform between the acts of 
operas produced at public theatres.111 This context is often mentioned in reviews where we read that 
flautists performed their own composed works, such as opera fantasies or theme-and-variation sets, 
to display their particular virtuoso style. Occasionally, however, reviewers did not fail to notice that 
some of those performances were not appropriate for the stature of the artists: “the eminent 
performers for their own reputation and interest should never perform in the intervals of comic 
representations.”112 
Flautists found as many ways as they could to be seen, and in their concerts, improvisation 
was expected by audiences hungry for it and flautists explored improvisational devices to appeal, in 
a competitive environment, to the broadest possible audience. They marketed themselves in order to 
find more concert opportunities and, “the playing of visiting flautists became the subject of 
commentary in newspapers, magazines, and diaries, often prompting revealing comments on 
performance style, repertoire, and instruments.”113 
The majority of flautists, however, continued to seek stable working opportunities in 
orchestras and, especially in Italy, in military bands. Professional orchestral flautists, however, 
probably improvised less, as the context naturally allowed less scope to do so. The great flute- 
virtuoso Johann George Tromlitz, in his 1791 flute method, had already warned flautists that, except 
when playing a solo, in “orchestral pieces, where several play from the same part, one must play 
what is written, so that no confusion will arise out of such additions—for one performer will 
certainly not add the same ornamentation as another.”114 We have evidence, however, that Italian 
musicians maintained their improvisation habits even in orchestral settings into the nineteenth 
century. Louis Spohr condemns this in his autobiography, describing Italian orchestras as sounding, 
“more like an orchestra warming up and tuning than an orchestra making music... Ornamentation 
has become so second nature to them that they cannot stop.”115 Instrumental solos for other 
110      Gooley, Fantasies, 76. 
111  Gian-Luca Petrucci, “Il didatta virtuoso Giulio Briccialdi” [The virtuoso teacher Giulio Briccialdi] in Falaut, (Anno 
VIII – n. 28 Gennaio-Febbraio, 2006). 
112  Gian-Luca Petrucci, Briccialdi, il principe dei flautisti [Briccialdi: the prince of the flautists] (Arrone, Terni, 
Edizioni Thyrus, 2001), “gli eminenti concertisti pel proprio decoro ed interesse non dovrebbero mai suonare  negli 
intermezzi di rappresentazioni comiche.” 
113      Powell, The Flute, 128 
114  Johann George Tromlitz, Ausführlicher und gründlicher Unterricht die Flöte zu spielen (Leipzig, 1791), italian 
trans. in Luisa Botteon, Metodo per suonare il flauto (Milano, Carisch, 1989). 
115      Ludwing Spohr, Lebenserinnerungen, I. Band (Tutzing, Hans Schneider, 1968). 
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instruments were also occasionally transferred to the flute in the opera pit. Their most common 
platform for improvisation, nonetheless, was while performing concertos or during other solo 




Generic and Formal Contexts for Improvisation 
During public and private performances of the sorts described above, flautists had the 
opportunity to exploit a variety of forms of improvisation: preludes to introduce a musical 
composition, virtuosic cadenzas and shorter fermatas in solo concertos or in other, lighter 
compositions, highly-embellished Adagio airs, and sets of variations on popular themes. This latter 
genre could sometimes even involve the flautist appealing to the audience for a theme upon which 
to improvise, a crowd-pleasing technique reminiscent of the tradition of street improvvisatori. In the 
present section I will address the various musical contexts where improvisation was applied; this 
will lay groundwork for the following chapter, where I will interrogate the practice of improvisation 
and how flautists learned it. 
 
Ornamentation 
From the sixteenth-century onwards, it is often mentioned in contemporary treatises that 
instrumentalists aimed to imitate the human voice as much as possible. Quantz goes as far as to say 
that if a student “has the opportunity to study the art of singing, ...I strongly recommend that he do 
so. ...The insight that [this] ...art provides will give him a particularly great advantage.”117 The 
imitation of vocal ornamentation by instruments is, of course, a familiar topic. Bruce Dickey, in his 
volume on Italian Baroque ornamentation, makes it clear that in early Baroque music, vocal lines 
without ornamentation were thought to lack the necessary elegance, and therefore bare instrumental 
playing was not considered truly vocal.118 Primary sources of the time bear this out. It is clearly 
stated in the front cover of Francesco Rognoni Taegio's Selva de Varii Passaggi, a treatise in which 
the author illustrates how to achieve “polished and graceful” singing and which includes examples 
of ornamentation that are “something useful to instrumentalists as well for imitating the human 
voice.”119 With regard to the flute, in his influential 1779 Italian tutor for the one-keyed flute Saggio 
per ben suonare il Flauto Traverso, Antonio Lorenzoni claims that since vocal music “brings more 
pleasure than instrumental music, ...one must therefore try to express the cantabile like a good 
singer, as far as possible.”120 
116      A few examples survive of transcriptions for flute of important instrumental solos from the operatic reperto ire. 
117      Quantz, Versuch, 115. 
118  Bruce Dickey, “Ornamentation in Early Seventeenth-Century Italian Music,” in A Performer's Guide 
to Seventeenth-Century Music (Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 2012), 293-313. 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt16gzcwn.23 
119  Francesco Rognoni Taegio, Selva de Varii Passaggi (Milano, Filippo Lomazzo, 1620), cover page: “modo di cantar 
polito, è con grazia” and “Cosa ancora utile a suonatori per imitare la voce humana.”  
120  Antonio Lorenzoni, Saggio per ben suonare il Flauto Traverso (Vicenza, Per Francesco Modena, 1779), n.198: 
Poichè la musica vocale reca maggior piacere della strumentale, ...così si dee cercare di esprimere il cantabile come 








In the nineteenth century singers continued to be the source of inspiration for instrumentalists. 
In many Romantic etudes for the flute, indications like voce piena, marcato or distinto il canto are a 
reminder of the connection between flute and voice which was one of the main concerns of flute 
virtuosi. Vincenzo De Michelis, in his introductory comments to his Studio n. 5 Op. 25, a slow 
etude, advises that “a Largo performed with expression, intonation and beautiful tone quality is 
much more appreciated than an abstruse difficulty.”121 Reviewers often acknowledged the singing 
qualities of flute virtuosos. In a review of one of Cesare Ciardi's concerts we read: “His flute is not 
an instrument but a most pleasing and exquisitely modulated voice.”122 Study of flute tone colouring 
was a priority in the nineteenth century to allow the instrument to adapt to the new Romantic 
soundscape and, especially, to increase its dynamic range and ability to contend with the increasing 
size of orchestras and concert halls. The evenness of the voice was once again the inspiration for the 
changes in flute tone, “uniform tone became the focus of technique where differentiation had 
previously been the key.”123 The Boehm flute system was a great improvement in that regard and 
many players explored its new sonorities with enthusiasm. Apart from the more common 
indications dolcissimo or sonoro, in some works flautist-composers went as far as marking un filo 
di voce (in a feeble voice) or, even more unusually, suono cornetta (trumpet sound) to imitate a 
richer timbre similar to the trumpet. But for flute virtuosos wanting to excite the audience, tone 
colouring had to be preserved while displaying spellbinding virtuosity in order to astonish and move 
the audience at the same time. Victor Coche, in his already mentioned Méthode, states that the work 
was conceived with the special timbre of the flute in the composer's mind, with a particular 
character and mood, and that these aspects had to be preserved when improvising.124 In their highly- 
embellished Adagio airs, flautists tried to imitate the bel-canto style, using a much more complex 
melodic elaboration and, occasionally, techniques such as portamenti, harmonics and vibrato. Not 
only could traditional airs or opera arias be embellished, but also slow movements of  sonatas or 
concertos were opportunities to add improvised material; even when composers presented a varied 
version of the main theme in the recapitulation, the soloist could still add his own additional 
embellishments as repetition in the nineteenth century was seen as an opportunity to vary the 
expression. Throughout the recording included with this thesis it will be recognisable how I have 
applied a similar style of ornamentation. I have freely embellished the repeated melodies when the 
composers have not changed either their melodic shape or the accompaniment. 
The newly-invented key systems from the eighteenth century onwards also encouraged 
ornamentation, making possible, for example, the realisation of previously impossible trills or turns, 
and making for greater ease in virtuosic passages. Vincenzo De Michelis dedicated an entire etude 
to the trill, his Studio No. 19 Op.158, and in his commentary, he states that some of the trills 
included are impossible with the vecchio sistema flute (the previously-mentioned Ziegler flute) or 
121  Vincenzo De Michelis, 24 Esercizi per flauto Op. 25. (Milano, Ricordi). “un Largo suonato con espressione, 
intonazione e bella qualità di suono è molto più apprezzabile di una astrusa difficoltà.”  
122      Fabbri Rossella, Cesare Ciardi, un flautista toscano alla corte dello zar, (Cesare Ciardi, a  toscan flautist at the 
Tsar's court), (Lucca, LIM, Libreria Musicale Italiana, “Akademos,” 1999). “Il suo flauto non sembra un istrumento 
ma una voce la più soave e squisitamente modulata.” 
123      Ardall Powell, The Flute (New Haven and London, Yale University Press, 2002), 146. 
124  Victor Coche, Méthode pour servir á l'enseignement de la nouvelle flûte inventée par Gordon, modifiée par 
Boehm et perfectionée par V. Coche Op. 15 (Paris, Schonenberger, 1839), 190. 
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with the Boehm or Briccialdi systems, but that “can be performed very well with my system.”125 He 
evidently wanted to endorse his own flute system and, for that reason, he regularly included in his 
works the low Db/Eb trill which required a special long Eb key, later also included in the Boehm 
instruments built by Italian makers. It is interesting to note that these mechanical advancements 
were recognized by composers at the time. De Michelis' Studio (1887) was written about ten years 
before Tosca (1900) where the same trill, in its enharmonic equivalent C#/D#, is used. A modern 





As Valerie Woodring Goertzen has emphasized, the practice of improvising a prelude— 
“preluding”—before performing a notated composition was a well-established tradition which 
persisted through to the end of the nineteenth century.126 A prelude could commence the public (or 
private) performance of a sonata or could be inserted as a transition between two lighter contrasting 
works. We can read analogous statements about 'preluding' in period writings. For example, in the 
second edition of his Regole Armoniche, an important treatise on keyboard accompaniment 
published in 1797, Vincenzo Manfredini writes, “the practice of preluding a little before the 
performance proper can also be considered a form of improvisation ... that is, to play something at a 
whim, and to establish the main key before playing whichever sonata or concerto; and before 
accompanying any piece of music.”127 This practice appears to have been wide spread. We find 
similar remarks fifty years later, and on the other side of the Alps, in the violin method of Francois- 
Antoine Habeneck: “The prelude is a small piece of fantasy, irregular and short which, by passing 
through the essential notes or chords of the key, thus serves as an introduction to the work to be 
played.”128 
The practice of preluding before a performance has a very long history, going back to 
antiquity, and it originally served a practical function, whether it be a violinist or wind player tuning 
or warming up, or an organist providing an introduction before a hymn. From the fifteenth century, 
this practice was taken up and expanded by instrumentalists as a means of displaying their creativity 
and virtuosity. Later, in the Baroque era, these improvisations were codified and written down, and 
took the form of the prelude introducing a suite or the overture to an opera, or became self -standing 
compositions such as the prelude and fugue and chorale prelude, brought to their highest level by J. 
S. Bach.129 As Nicolas Temperly has observed, by the nineteenth century these had become models 
125      Vincenzo De Michelis, 25 Studi per flauto Op. 158 (Milano, Pigna & Rovida, 1887), 49. 
126  Valerie Woodring Goertzen, “By Way of Introduction: Preluding by 18 th- and Early 19 th- Century Pianists,” in The 
Journal of Musicology, Vol. 14, No. 3 (Summer, 1996), University of California Press, 299-337. 
127    Vincenzo Manfredini, Regole armoniche, second ed. (Venezia, Adolfo Cesare, 1797), 25, “Forma di 
improvvisazione può essere considerata altresì la  pratica di preludiare un poco prima di inziare un'esecuzione vera  e 
propria... ossia sonar qualche cosa di capriccio, e far la  cadenza nel tono principale prima di eseguire qualsivoglia 
sonata, o concerto; e prima di accompagnare qualunque pezzo di musica.” 
128  François-Antoine Habeneck, Méthode théorique et pratique de violon (Paris, Canaux, 1842), “Le Prélude est un 
petit morceau de fantaisie, irrégulier et court qui passant par les notes ou les accords essentiels du mode, sert pour 
ainsi dire d'introduction au morceau qu'on va jouer.”  
129      Nicholas Temperley, “Preluding at the Piano,” in Musical improvisation: Art, Education, and Society, ed. by Gabriel   
       Solis and Bruno Nettl (Urbana and Chicago, University of Illinois Press, 2009). 
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“not so much for improvisation, but for other notated compositions,”130 for example the twenty-four 
preludes of Chopin. 
Nineteenth-century opinions on the prelude, and on the appropriate contexts for preluding 
range widely. In his Systematic Introduction to Improvisation on the Pianoforte, Carl Czerny 
advises the student to improvise a prelude, “before each piece he studies or plays,” but this seems 
more an encouragement to students to establish a daily practice routine. In the same method he also 
discourages preluding of any kind in public performances of solo pieces with orchestra, 
“especially[!] those beginning with a tutti.”131 Music critic Castil-Blaze, in his 1825 edition of the 
Dictionnaire de Musique Moderne, claimed that it was only in private gatherings that musicians 
ought to prelude before performing a sonata or concerto.132 This is a generalisation, but judging 
from other sources it appears that “like other forms of improvisation, preluding was an activity for 
one's solitary hours.”133 If private performances were suitable forums for improvisation, we can 
understand why an improvised prelude before a sonata was more the norm than a prelude before a 
concerto, since in the eighteenth century sonatas were far more likely to be performed in a private 
setting.134 
Preludes were used also by flautists in their improvisations. In eighteenth-century France, 
flautist Jacques-Martin Hotteterre had dedicated a volume to L'art de préluder (the “art of 
preluding”). In the preface to his treatise, Hotteterre states that there are two types of prelude: those 
notated in operas and cantatas, used to introduce the act or an aria, and the “prélude caprice,” which 
must be invented “on the spot without any preparation.”135 He stresses that preludes could be 
extraordinarily diverse, and that sound knowledge of harmony is essential for flautists to be able to 
master this art, given that it entailed the extemporization of the entire form. Michel Corrette 
specifies in his previously mentioned Méthode that “when one plays alone without accompaniment, 
one can compose a longer prelude. One can then modulate in the way that one wishes, to make the 
passages fast or slow by conjunct or disjunct degrees, according to what is present in the 
imagination.”136 The flautist, then, especially when unaccompanied, was expected to improvise at 
some length. 
Preludes and the “art of preluding” are often mentioned in nineteenth-century flute methods. 
The majority of the methods contain some verbal description about the introductory role of the 
prelude, and the extent to which flautists could use modulations when improvising them. We find, 
130      Ibid. 
131  Carl Czerny, A Systematic Introduction to Improvisation on the Pianoforte Op. 200, ed. and trans. by Alice L. 
Mitchell. (New York, Longman, Inc., 1983), 6. 
132  Castil-Blaze, Dictionnaire de musique moderne (Paris, Magasin de Musique de la Lyre Moderne, 1825, 2 nd edition 
vol.1), 162. 
133      Goertzen, “By Way of Introduction,” 299-337 
134      This matter is discussed in William S. Newman, The Sonata in the Classic Era, 3rd ed. (New York and London, W. 
W. Norton & Company, 1983), 52-57. 
135  Jacques-Martin Hotteterre, L'art de préluder sur la flûte traversiere, sur la-flûte-a bec, sur le hautbois et autres 
instruments de dessus (Paris, l’auteur, Foucault, 1719), p. 1. “...sur le champ sans aucune preparation.”  
136  Michel Corrette, Méthode raisonnée pour apprendre aisément à jouër de la Flûtte Traversiere (Paris, Boivin, c. 
1740), 45. “Quand on joue seul sans accompagnement, on peut composer un grand prélude. Pour lors on peut 
moduler sur tel ton que l'on voudra, faire des passages vites ou lents, par degrez conjoints ou disjoints, selon que 
cela se presente à l'imagination.” 
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in contrast, a large number of notated examples included in nineteenth-century collections of 
etudes, where each etude is typically introduced by a prelude. The collections are too many to name, 
by authors from various European countries. The Italian flautist Giuseppe Gariboldi followed 
Hotteterre steps and published, in 1882, L'Art de Préluder du flûtiste, a real compendium on 
nineteenth-century flute improvisation where he provided many examples of preludes. 
A celebrated practitioner of this art, confirming that this practice was also embraced by 
flautists, was the renowned blind flautist Friedrich Ludwig Dülon. Because of his inability to sight - 
read music he based his career primarily on solo performances, often including improvisations.137 
When Dülon met C. P. E. Bach in Hamburg in 1783, the young flautist managed to impress the 
famous composer. Dülon performed Bach's unaccompanied Sonata in A minor introducing every 
movement with an improvised prelude, and when the esteemed composer wanted to test the young 
flautist's abilities in composition, he also gave him a theme on which Dülon improvised 
variations.138 
The slow transformation of the prelude into a fully-composed work did not negate the 
practical function of the improvised one. Robin Stowell, in his volume on nineteenth-century violin 
technique, emphasizes that the prelude was not only useful for violinists but could also be beneficial 
for the audience, as a signal to keep silence in the hall, or to establish in the listener's ear the key of 
the work that was going to be performed.139 Some nineteenth-century flute publications ascribe a 
similar function to the prelude. In Victor Coche's Méthode Op.15 the importance of pleasing the 
audience with the prelude is aknowledged; for Coche, this form of improvisation was necessary to 
“rest the listener's ear and to anticipate the work.”140 This tradition continued even as the prelude 
became a notated genre and it was so established, almost expected from performers, that it is rarely 




Another form of improvisation which was a source of critical comment was the cadenza, 
and from reviews we are able to gain insight into how performers exploited cadenzas in public 
performances. Mendelssohn and Hiller astonished both the audience and the reviewer of the 
Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung when, in 1840, they improvised the cadenzas for Mozart's 
Concerto in Eflat for two pianos: “Both cadenzas,... were performed by the esteemed artists in a 
totally free manner; ...Each found and took the opportunity to perform various motives of the 
concerto plainly and to develop them. ...Mr Hiller played at some length several themes... and 
artfully Mendelsshon caused those themes to be taken up, pursued further, and rewoven with new 
 
137      Powell, The Flute, 129 
138  Leta E. Miller, “C. P. E. Bach and Friedrich Ludwig Dülon : Composition and Improvisation in Late 18th-Century 
Germany,” in Early Music, Vol. 23, No. 1, Flute Issue (Oxford University Press, Feb., 1995), 65-76+78-80. 
139  Robin Stowell, “Violin Technique and Performance Practice in the Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth 
Centuries,” (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1985), 354 -355. 
140  Victor Coche, Méthode pour servir á l'enseignement de la nouvelle flûte inventée par Gordon, modifiée par 
Boehm et perfectionée par V.Coche Op. 15 (Paris: Schonenberger, 1839), 190. “...reposant l'oreille et faisant 
pressentir la  suite du morceau.” 
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motives,... The applause of the public was immense; both artists celebrated a true triumph.”141 In a 
review of the flautist Dülon's concert in Weimar in September 1805, we read not only about his 
phenomenal double tonguing and his artistry in employing tempo rubato, but also his 
extemporaneous additions, such as the “closing or nightingale-trill he fittingly introduced in the 
very tasteful cadenza.”142 
Originally a simple vocal flourish at the end of an aria, the cadenza, as is well known, was 
taken up and expanded by instrumentalists. In the Classical period it found a formalised place at the 
end of the first movement and had to be performed following certain rules. Cadenzas came in some 
cases to be notated. Mozart, for instance, always wrote out cadenzas when his piano concertos were 
to be performed by others, even when the performer was his talented sister, Nannerl. For the flute 
concertos, however, no cadenzas survive, either because they are lost or because Mozart trusted that 
performers were experienced enough to adhere to the rule, also stated by Quantz, that cadenzas for 
wind instruments should be short, and “so constituted that they can be performed in one breath.”143 
Flute cadenzas, because of their limited length, included simple chord progressions. The piano, and 
the violin to a degree, were able to provide harmonic support to musical ideas; conversely the flute 
was not technically capable of sustaining a similar level of harmonic interest. Johann George 
Tromlitz, in his 1791 flute method, one of the most important and comprehensive sources of the 
period, has listed the rules for improvising cadenzas on the flute in great detail. Among other 
attributes, cadenzas should be short, and if possible, surprising (he criticizes contemporary cadenzas 
for being longer than the duration of the movement itself); they should be in a mood appropriate for 
the concerto, should not be only an accumulation of technical virtuosity, and should not modulate to 
any key the composer did not use in the concerto. We also read that a well-constructed cadenza, 
even if prepared in advance, should give the impression that it is played for the first time at the 
moment of performance and that it should not be used again in another concerto, implying that 
flautists could be tempted to reuse cadenzas like singers were doing with the aria di baule 
(insertion aria).144 
Views of the cadenza slowly began to change in the nineteenth century. Tromlitz also 
states, referring to the cadenza, that “without decorations one does not achieve success with the 
audience even if one has played the concerto extremely well.”145 He also suggests that a flute 
cadenza could go beyond the “one breath” rule mentioned by Quantz: “one can find opportunities 
to take a short breath...thanks to short rests or briefly interrupted notes.”146 Other flautists extended 
this idea even further, and cadenzas in the nineteenth century became longer and more 
complicated. In editions of the Mozart flute concertos published in the second half of the 
nineteenth century, the cadenzas are of extended length and feature techniques and a harmonic 
language that is far removed from that of Mozart’s time. As late as 1928, when John Amadio  
141      AMZ 1840, p. 117-118; as quoted in Todd, Mendelsshon, 197 
142  Quoted from Journal des Luxus und der Moden (September 1805), 355-7 in Ardal Powell, The Flute (New Haven 
and London, Yale University Press, 2002), 131. 
143      Quantz, Versuch, 185. 
144      Tromlitz, Metodo. 
145  Johann George Tromlitz, Ausführlicher und gründlicher Unterricht die Flöte zu spielen (Leipzig, 1791), Italian 
trans. by Luisa  Botteon. (Metodo per suonare il flauto), (Milano, Carisch, 1989). “senza  i fronzoli non si riscuote il 
successo del pubblico anche se si è suonato benissimo il concerto.” 
146     Tromlitz, Ausführlicher. “ci si può procurare anche l'opportunità di fare un respiro. .......questo può avvenire grazie a 
piccole pause oppure a note brevemente interrotte.”  
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recorded Mozart's D Major flute concerto, his cadenza in the second movement includes a variety 
of virtuosic passages with big leaps and elaborate harmonic shifts. There are cuts throughout the 
movement for practical reasons of length, but nonetheless he allows himself almost a minute in 
which to perform his long cadenza, still reminiscent of the previous century.147 
Although nineteenth-century works often included written-out cadenzas, performers 
continued to improvise extra material. Mendelssohn's violin concerto, for example, with its fully 
notated cadenzas, seems to offer little or no opportunity for improvisation. Nonetheless in a 
performance of the concerto by Heinrich Wilhelm Ernst, the violinist “tripled the difficulties [by] 
introducing octaves and double stops which, while maintaining the original character [of the 
cadenza], contributed tangibly to his brilliance.”148 In a recording by the flautist John Amadio, made 
in 1927, he also adds extra material in the brief cadenza composed by Cecile Chaminade for her 
Concertino Op.107 for flute and orchestra.149 
Other genres also included opportunities to improvise cadenzas. When nineteenth-century 
composers wanted to notate what was previously improvised by the performer, improvisational 
features started to influence composition and new types of compositions appeared, providing more 
opportunities for improvisation. Genres like the prelude or fantasy already connoted improvisatory 
style in the Baroque period; in the nineteenth century musical forms became even more free. Titles 
such as “Potpourri,” “Reminiscence,” and “Souvenir” became more common. These were based on 
operatic or popular tunes of the time, and were popular with touring virtuosi. These works 
contained notated cadenzas already, but there was still scope for further elaboration, as Czerny tells 
us: “In compositions primarily intended for a glittering, delicate or sentimental manner of playing, 
in variations, potpourris, transcribed vocal pieces or other works in popular taste, there are abundant 
opportunities, where small impromptus of this kind are adequate, and in fact often required.”150 
Nineteenth-century performers were left with the options of performing what was notated in 
the score or adding personal material, and had to make decisions either prior to or in the moment of 
the performance. This was especially true in the “glittering” repertoire, where opportunities to 
improvise cadenzas abounded. Martin Edin, in his article on cadenza improvisation, excellently 
elucidates the dilemma with which a performer is presented in this kind of nineteenth-century 
composition. In Un Sospiro, Liszt's third Étude de Concert S. 144 (Ex. 1), the pause over the rest 
after the long velocissimo scale in bar 53, which terminates in the piano high register, could  be 
147  HMV C1533 Matrix n. 09160/CR1605&09159/CR1604 included in The Susan Milan Collection, Flute Archive 
Series 2. Master Classics, Surrey UK, 1997 
148  Quoted from Marc Rowe, Heinrich Wilhelm Ernst: Virtuoso Violinist (Farnham, Ashgate, 2008), 172, in Renato 
Ricco, “Charles-Auguste de Bériot e l'improvvisazione virtuosistica per violino.” (Bériot and virtuoso 
improvisation for the violin), in Beyond Notes: Improvisation in Western Music of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth 
Centuries, ed. by Rudolf Rasch (Lucca: Centro Studi Opera Omnia Luigi Boccherini – BREPOLS, 2011), 229- 
230.“Heinrich Wilhelm Ernst durante l'esecuzione della cadenza del concerto mendelssohniano triplicava le 
difficoltà introducendo ottave e doppie corde che, pure preservando il carattere originale, contribuivano 
materialmente alla sua brillantezza.” 
149  HMV C1302 Matrix n. 09158/Cc8937 included in The Susan Milan Collection, Flute Archive Series 2. Master 
Classics, Surrey UK, 1997 
150  Quoted from Carl Czerny, SystematischeAnleitung zum Fantasieren auf dem Pianoforte Op. 200 (Vienna, Diabelli, 
1829), 22, in Martin Edin, “Cadenza Improvisation,” 169. 
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interpreted in many ways, and used by pianists to improvise a cadenza. Towards the end of his life 
Liszt wrote three possible short cadenzas to be performed over the pause sign. A performer could 
choose to insert one of those examples or, in a more personal way, “to interpret Liszt's notation of 








The flute repertoire abounds in similar cases, not only in lighter repertoire but also in 
concertos. With a few exceptions, nineteenth-century flute concertos follow the tripartite 
arrangement of contrasting movements, with an opening Allegro followed by a slow movement 
resembling an opera aria and, usually, a characterful finale infused with exotic rhythms, perhaps 
alla Polacca or a Rondo Russo. In keeping with the Romantic premium on virtuosity, the expanded 
solo parts typically employ a range of new technical possibilities and acrobatic effects. Nonetheless, 
such works normally include neither a written-out cadenza nor the conventional invitation to 
perform one—the emphatic six-four chord—before the first-movement coda. What is often present, 
however, especially in the Italian repertoire, is a moment elsewhere in the movement where the 
music halts on the dominant seventh chord, perhaps before the second theme or before the 
recapitulation. These were opportunities for the soloist to improvise a brief or more elaborate 
fermata. These moments, moreover, could occur in any movement of the work. 
Examples of this convention are found in concertos by Mercadante, Briccialdi and Giorgetti. 
The Concerto in E minor for flute and orchestra Op. 9 (1818) by Ferdinando Giorgetti (1796 - 1867) 
features several such opportunities for the soloist to improvise short cadenzas. For several of them 
Giorgetti supplies possibilities for the flautist. In the first movement, the pause at bar 195 (Ex. 2) 
includes a short descending arpeggio. This seem like an overly simple “cadenza” given the 
virtuosity displayed throughout the work, clearly inviting the soloist to improvise a more florid one. 
At bar 213 there is a similar general pause following an orchestral tutti. Here, the flute enters in the 
following bar, inviting the soloist to improvise a short eingang to assume the leading voice. In the 
second movement there are even more pauses: six distributed among bars 24, 25, and 26 (Ex. 3). 
The cadenza supplied in bar 24 is this time more elaborate, and the soloist could perform it as 
151  Martin Edin, “Cadenza Improvisation in Nineteenth -Century Solo Piano Music According to Czerny, Liszt and 
their Contemporaries,” in Beyond Notes: Improvisation in Western Music of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth 
Centuries, ed. by Rudolf Rasch (Lucca, Brepols, 2011), 180. 
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written. There are more pauses in bars 35, 36, and 45 where ideas are outlined by Giorgetti. The 
soloist, apart from performing what is printed, could add improvised material to the cadenzas or 
could use the more elaborate cadenza of bar 24 as an invitation to improvise similar ones during the 
pauses in the rest of the movement. 
 
 


















The most popular nineteenth-century Italian flute concerto, Mercadante's Concerto in E 
minor, has a pause before figure 20 (Ex. 4) in the first movement and two in the third movement, 
one after figure 42 and the second one after figure 48. Nothing is notated by Mercadante on the 
cadential note of the dominant seventh chord providing opportunities for the soloist to add an 
improvised cadenza appropriate for each pause. 
 
 




Nineteenth-century flute repertoire has a vast number of what Czerny called “glittering” 
pieces, often based on popular opera tunes of the time. The majority of these publications include 
cadenzas written by flautist-composers, but in other works pauses on rests are left blank. Flautists 
could interpret pauses like those in Gariboldi's transcription of the song Les Plaintes de la Jeune 
Fille by Schubert (Ex. 5) in a similar way. There is no cadenza included in the score and Gariboldi 
did not leave any other sketches of a cadenza to be inserted here. A modern flautist could still use a 




EXAMPLE 5 Giuseppe Gariboldi, Melodie de Schubert No. 2, Les plaintes de la Jeune Fille for 










￼ EXAMPLE 6 Giovanni Toja, Serenata in Re maggiore Op. 8 for flute and strings mm. 45-49 
 
 
I encountered similar situations when preparing for the recording included with this thesis. 
In Giovanni Toja's Serenata in Re maggiore Op. 8, for example, the last movement Rondò has 
pauses on the rests in bars 48 and 78. I interpreted Toja's notation as an opportunity to add short 
cadenzas linking contrasting musical sections, such as the modulation to the minor section in 
example 6. As Gariboldi has left room for the flautist to improvise a short cadenza before the 
recapitulation of the main theme of the song, so Toja has left blank a possible transition from the 
major to the minor section, giving soloists the opportunity to add creativity to their performance. 
My own short inserted cadenzas are realized according to the formulas I abstracted from 
contemporary methods, as I will illustrate in the next chapter. Other similar added cadenzas are also 




In the newly-important nineteenth-century genres mentioned above, we often find pauses 
which provided shorter opportunities to improvise a fermata. Until the nineteenth century a fermata 
called for a short, improvised flourish as opposed to the structurally more complex cadenza. The 
distinction between the cadenza and the shorter improvised fermata became less obvious from the 
nineteenth century. Castil-Blaze attempted a theoretical distinction between “cadenza” and 
“fermata” (point d'orgue): the former is described as an “unwritten point d'orgue, which the 
composer leaves to the discretion of those who perform the principal role,” whereas the point  
 
152    As it will be explained in the next chapter, some of the formulas used when improvising cadenzas included a             
variety of patterns, such as scales and arpeggios in various forms.
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d'orgue proper is written down (a notated cadenza).153 This definition seems an oversimplification, 
as nineteenth-century composers like Liszt or Mendelssohn wrote out long cadenzas in their 
concertos while fermatas (short pauses) could be left blank, as Mercadante did in his flute 
concertos, to cite just one relevant example. In his violin method, Pierre Baillot offers insight into 
situations in which musicians improvised fermatas. For him there are three main types of resting 
points: 
1 – that in which we cannot add anything (a long final note), 
2 – that in which a decoration can be added between the note with the pause and the following one 
3 – a pause or moment of silence (he underlies that the true artist makes silence speak).154 
He continues with a list of pauses belonging to the second type of resting point, giving a 
long list of examples for each one of them to show students the material they might improvise at 
such junctures. For some he goes as far as giving an example in every key, and some examples are 
of such considerable length that the distinction between cadenza and fermata is even less obvious. 
He recommends establishing the point d'orgue with a long note which separates it from the previous 
material, then to recall, with short intermediate rests, “its origin, its independent and capricious 
allure, its inspired reverie,” and then to conclude it with a final rest and trill.155 Baillot states after 
his list that his examples are only meant as models; the precise rendering of such embellishments 
ought to reflect the taste of the performer. Nonetheless they are important resources as they offer 
valuable insight into nineteenth-century improvisation practice style. Several flautists left examples 
of notated points d'orgue in publications specifically dedicated to this improvisational technique. In 
1862 Cesare Ciardi published his 50 Points d'orgue ou Cadences where he provides examples of 
fermatas in various keys. Like Baillot's examples they all start with a long note, and their length 
varies considerably (from one line to half a page). They are useful testaments to how flautists 
improvised and, in an appropriate situation, could have been used for students lacking inspiration. 
In the lighter repertoire opportunities for improvised fermatas could occur throughout. One 
common spot was at the entrance of the soloist, with an extravagant improvised display 
accompanied with only a few chords. There could also be pauses on a note within a phrase, as in the 
main theme of Paganini's “Le Streghe”, which Briccialdi arranged for the flute. The pauses in the 
piú lento section of the theme (Ex. 7) provide moments of suspension, reflection or delay before the 
harmony resolves on the last note before the I° Tempo. They are an invitation for the player to 











153      Castil-Blaze, Dictionnaire, 80-81. 
154      Pierre Baillot, L'Art du violon, Nouvelle methode (Paris, Dépôt Centrale de Musique, 1834), 166. 
155      Ibid., 165 -166. “son origine, son allure indépendente et capricieuse, sa rêverie inspirée”  
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Theme and variations 
Theme and variations was an important genre for improvisation. As with the prelude, the 
theme and variations genre had a practical origin. The lengthy dances performed at court in the 
Middle Ages and in the Renaissance were typically based on meagre melodic material, so 
performers were compelled to create variations by adding improvised ornaments.156 From the 
sixteenth century, this procedure led to the composed theme-and-variations genre, which of course 
became widespread and important. It was a very profitable source of income for composers, 
especially in the eighteenth century, as it attracted amateur musicians because of the instructive 
technical challenges found in the majority of these works. It was also an effective method for less 
experienced composers to assimilate the styles of their more accomplished peers. The popularity of 
the form surely owed in part to the fact that less skilful or experienced composers could still delight 
and surprise the audience. 
With the rise of the Romantic soloist, variation sets became a key part of the virtuoso 
repertoire. Publishers also encouraged virtuosos to notate their improvised theme and variations in 
order to capitalize on the large market for music by virtuoso celebrities.157 Often the variation form 
was included in the opera fantasy; the cantabile section of the fantasy, the lyrical theme taken from 
the opera, was used as opportunity for including a number of variations. As mentioned earlier in this 
chapter, flautists sometimes improvised entire sets of variations on a given theme, but the theme- 
and-variation genre also provided opportunities for flautists to improvise ornamentation, cadenzas 
and fermatas. The 1925 recording of Giulio Briccialdi's Carnevale di Venezia by John Amadio, 
differs substantially from the published score.158 Amadio omits the introduction, adds ornaments, 
changes the order of the variations, and amplifies the short cadenza included in the score with his 
own improvised material. 
156  Aubyn Raymar, Preface to Mozart: Miscellaneous Pieces for Pianforte, ed. by York Bowen (London, Associated 
Board of the Royal Schools of Music, 1931). 
157     Maurizio Bignardelli, “Virtuosità: fra didattica e concertismo” in Syrinx, Anno III n. 9 (luglio-settembre 1991) 
158  John Amadio: Zonophone 2071 Matrix n. 49550/V22145E recording included in The Susan Milan Collection, Flute 
Archive Series 2. Master Classics, Surrey UK, 1997 
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I will now summarize the points listed in this chapter with a musical example which gives 
an idea of the practice of improvisation in the nineteenth century and how a flute virtuoso could 
vary and transform a famous theme. Example 8 is an excerpt taken from Maria Bianchini's Fantasia 
Fantastica per flauto solo sull'Aria “Casta Diva” di Vincenzo Bellini which contains many features 
useful for my discussion: ornamentation, short cadenzas and fermatas, as well as some other 
elements I will examine in the next chapter. It is also likely that Bianchini would have introduced it 
with a short prelude. Maria Bianchini (1835–1910) was a pupil of the celebrated star flautist Giulio 
Briccialdi. She was a talented flautist herself and one of the very few female composer-performers 
in Italy at the time. The esteem in which she was held is demonstrated by the fact that composers 
such as Giulio Briccialdi and Giusto Dacci, the director of the Parma Conservatory, dedicated works 
to her. The work seems to reflect her improvisational practice and therefore offers evidence of how 
flautists could embellish and transform a theme. 
The famous Bellini aria Casta Diva, which itself begins with an extensive flute solo, 
becomes an opportunity for Bianchini to display her abilities, both as a virtuoso performer and as an 
improviser. The spontaneous character of Bianchini's Fantasia seems in itself evidence of how she 
would have improvised. She shows a delicate use of dynamics, usually favouring piano and 
pianissimo, implying an imaginative use of flute timbres to delicately colour the work. A sense of 
rhythmic flexibility is also evident in looking at her expression markings: largo, stentato, 
rallentando molto, as well as accellerando e rinforzando, which lend a more flexible and 
spontaneous character to her treatment of the aria. The main melody is interspersed with short 
cadenzas and unexpected fermata rests which create a feeling of suspension before resolving. It is 
interesting to note the imagination with which she decorates the main theme, from the addition of 
ornaments (simple turns, trills, or grace notes), to more elaborate and fast passages, creating a more 
virtuosic and dramatic effect. The fast decorative arpeggiated embellishments also serve Bianchini 
as a means of underlining the harmonic context of the melody, as in the last two lines of this 
excerpt. All these devices, which will be explored in the next chapter, were available to flautists 
when they wanted to add extemporaneous material to the music. Her rendition of the aria 
demonstrates how performers embodied a quasi-theatrical persona where the improviser’s ideas and 








EXAMPLE 8 Maria Bianchini, Fantasia Fantastica per flauto solo sull'Aria “Casta Diva” di 












Chapter 2: Basic Techniques of Improvisation 
 
 
In this chapter I will investigate how flautists learned to shape the improvisatory techniques 
introduced in the previous chapter, and how they included them in the works they performed. The 
didactic material provides both the necessary formulas used to build improvisations and a variety of 
examples which demonstrate how much improvised ornamentation was permitted, the appropriate 
stylistic approach, and how flautists learned to integrate improvised material into the work being 
performed. 
As illustrated in the previous chapter, nineteenth-century flute improvisation consisted 
mainly of the addition of ornaments, cadenzas and fermatas, as well as the extemporaneous 
performance of larger designs, such as preludes, fantasies and caprices, and theme-and-variations 
sets. The implementation and application of these basic techniques changed during the centuries 
along with musical trends. In the nineteenth century, the increasing technical capabilities of the 
virtuoso were celebrated by audiences, and performers set out to increase their abilities. Even Liszt, 
after hearing Paganini in Paris, felt that if he wanted to match Paganini's achievements, he had to 
practice more intensively in order to bring his technique to a similar level.159 
The teaching of pupils had to be organized with a newly rigorous routine, and new 
institutions—conservatories—were quickly established throughout Europe. The conservatories 
founded at the beginning of the nineteenth century in Paris, Vienna, Milan, and other great 
European cities, provided the setting for musicians to be trained in a more uniform manner, and the 
standardization of performance practice. “With its hierarchical [military] organization and 
systematic pedagogical methods, the Conservatoire served as institutional reinforcement for such 
nascent aesthetic ideals as reverence for the composer, obedience to the conductor, and compliance 
with the score. Such developments, while resulting in greater orchestral discipline, effectively 
curtailed the instruction of improvisation and other performative freedoms.”160 In the conservatories 
of Milan and Parma, for example, flute teachers in the nineteenth century taught their students 
almost every day for at least six or seven years.161 Conservatories, being inherently conservative 
institutions, increasingly focused the attention onto the inviolable score, and in time the study of 
improvisation disappeared from the curriculum, “neglected, if not scorned outright.”162 
At the same time, numerous nineteenth-century methods continued to include examples and 
aspects of improvisation pedagogy which help us in understanding how flute students learned the 
fundamentals of improvising. Just as the Versuch of Quantz detailed rules for “good” improvisation 
in the eighteenth century, so we can gain insight into the teaching of improvisation from nineteenth- 
century didactic material. 
159  Richard Taruskin. The Oxford History of Western Music. Volume 3 The Nineteenth Century (New York, Oxford 
University Press,2005), 264. 
160  Kailan R. Rubinoff, “Toward a Revolutionary Model of Music Pedagogy: The Paris Conservatoire, Hugot and 
Wunderlich’s Methode de flûte, and the Disciplining of the Musician,” in The Journal of Musicology. Vol. 34 n. 4, 
(Fall 2017), 473-514. 
161  Ugo Piovano, “La didattica del flauto in Italia nel XIX secolo” [Flute pedagogy in nineteenth-century Italy] in Il 
flauto in Italia, ed. by Claudio Paradiso (Roma, Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato S.P.A., 2005), 246. 
162  Richard Taruskin, The Oxford History of Western Music, Vol. 2: Music In The Seventeenth and Eighteenth 
Centuries (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 650. 
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The first official Méthode de flûte of the Paris Conservatoire, written by Hugot and Wunderlich in 
1804, followed a new structure compared to previous French methods. It included meticulous and 
repetitive exercises which replaced the many airs et brunettes (melodies and songs of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries) popular in previous methods. These exercises existed not, as 
formerly, to serve as recreation for the students, but to teach them how to thoroughly practice 
musical aspects such as articulation, dynamics and ornamentation in order to perfect their playing. 
Students were challenged as new keys were added to the flute, and the demanding exercises written 
in order to master them created a deeper connection between musician and instrument, “just as 
contemporary military tactic manuals promoted a meticulous meshing of soldier and weapon.”163 
This new pedagogical system effectively gave students more resources to apply to their playing. On 
the one hand, it pushed students towards a more precise rendition of what was printed in the score, 
reducing the mark of the performer's own personality, but on the other, the same rigour of practice 
gave students a more secure basis for extemporaneous additions to the music. In the definition 
given to the word “Extemporisation” in the 1880 edition of the Grove Dictionary, we read how 
important the assimilation of all these aspects is in order to become a successful improviser: “Not 
only must the faculty of musical invention be present, but there must also be a perfect mastery over 
all the mechanical difficulties, that the fingers may be able to render instantaneously what the mind 
conceives.”164 
The situation in Italy was different from the well-organized French educational system. 
Conservatories in Italy had already been producing skilful musicians since the late sixteenth 
century; the Ospedale della Pietà in Venice and conservatories in Naples were famous throughout 
Europe. Charles Burney, however, describes the decline of these institutions by the end of the 
eighteenth century: “the Pietà seems to enjoy the reputation of being the best school, not for what it 
does now, but for what it has done heretofore.’’165 Newly organised conservatories appeared in Italy 
in the nineteenth century, starting with those in Bologna and Milan, but due to the political situation 
on the Italian peninsula, there was not a centralized state-controlled institution like that of Paris. As 
a result, teaching methods differed from state to state. The Milan Conservatorio was modeled on the 
Paris Conservatoire, establishing one of the first flute classes in Italy and opting to employ the 
rigorous French flute methods, but its aims were at base different. The Paris Conservatoire, 
established in 1795 in the aftermath of the French Revolution, was structured on military discipline 
with the aim of disseminating culture at all social levels and to form students for professions often 
involving military activities. In contrast, the Milan Conservatorio began with a more modest 
boarding school structure, and was established in order to give new blood and vitality to the opera 
theatres of the city, thereby making them more competitive within the European circle.166 In other 
Italian cities the aims were also closely linked with opera theatres and, in a school system less 
structured than the Paris one, musical studies, including improvisation, still followed the established 
Italian practice of learning by imitation of the teacher-maestro. The violin teacher and virtuoso 
163      Rubinoff, “Toward a Revolutionary Model of Music Pedagogy.”  
164  George Grove, J. A. Fuller-Maitland and Edmund R. Wodehouse, A Dictionary of Music and Musicians: 
(A.D. 1450-1880), 5 vols. (London: Macmillan, 1879). 
165     Charles Burney, The Present State of Music in France and Italy (London, T. Becket, 1773), 170. 
166     Davide Daolmi, “Alle origini del Conservatorio di Milano” [At the origins of Milan's Conservatory] quoted in  
Milano e il suo Conservatorio, 1808-2002 ed. by Guido Salvetti (Milano, Skira, 2003), 125. 
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Domenico Giorgis, student of the famous Gaetano Pugnani, was a renowned improviser and, 
according to one of his students, Nicola Petrini Zamboni, his lessons consisted of asking students to 
imitate his improvisations: “He never made me play written down music, but he used to teach me 
by ear some concerto passages, some caprices, never-ending ascending and descending scales, 
modulating arpeggios, and similar things, always walking around the room after midnight.”167 This 
last seems an extreme example, but it testifies to the importance of improvisation in Italy which, as 
I stated in the introduction, had deeper roots than in other countries. 
The repetitive exercises included in the Paris Conservatoire method, which was translated 
and employed in Italy, became the formulas which Italian students meticulously practiced on a daily 
basis. Other flute methods came to feature a variety of technical or daily exercises designed to 
perfect technique and in order to assimilate formulas. With the inclusion of formulas in tutors, 
students absorbed a variety of patterns, which they could spontaneously recall and perform in any 
key, which was an important aspect of extemporaneous performances. In his book, The Improvising 
Mind: Cognition and Creativity in the Musical Moment, Aaron Berkowitz summarises four 
pedagogical strategies to obtain instant and creative access to formulas at the moment of 
improvisation: “transposition, variation, recombination, and the use of models that exemplify these 
processes in musical context.”168 Transposing and varying the formulas make the performer familiar 
with them “in intimate detail, and from differing perspectives,” and recombining their elements 
produces stronger “connections” between the “musical objects.”169 
Similar strategies are used in today's jazz improvisation pedagogy, which is helpful in 
providing a basic framework for understanding improvisation pedagogy in the context of the 
nineteenth-century. Jazz, one of the most obviously improvisatory musical forms in the twentieth 
century, also uses a tonal framework and modern-day jazz methods are rich in examples of scales, 
arpeggios and other formulas to develop “digital celerity” and assimilate harmonic language.170 
Once internalized, these formulas create a knowledge in the long-term memory that, after being 
organized and refined, is available in the moment of improvising.171 Some twentieth-century flute 
methods use a similar approach to improvisation pedagogy. The renowned flute pedagogue Trevor 
Wye, in his 2009 Looking at More Efficient Practice on the Flute, dedicates the last section of his 
book to improvisation and uses similar strategies. In the section dedicated to warm-ups, memory 
and finger exercises, Wye combines and varies formulas (some of them already present in 
nineteenth-century methods), giving only the first few bars of each of them, and then asking 
students to transpose the patterns, by memory, into every key. Some of the daily exercises are also 
167  Petrini Zamboni, Nicola. Memorie di un violinista cesenate (1785-1849) [Memoirs of a violinist from Cesena], ed. 
by Franco Dell'Amore. (Cesena, Comune di Cesena, 1995), “Non mi faceva suonare nulla di scritto,  ma 
m'insegnava a mente dei passi di concerto, dei capricci, infinite scale ascendenti e discendenti, arpeggi modulati, e 
cose simili, sempre passeggiando per la camera dopo la mezzanotte.”  
168     Aaron L. Berkowitz, The Improvising Mind: Cognition and Creativity in the Musical Moment. (Published to  
      Oxford Scholarship Online: September 2010), 39. 
169  Jeff Pressing, “Psychological Constraints on Improvisational Expertise and Communication,” in In the Course 
of Performance: Studies in the World of Musical Improvisation, ed. Bruno Nettl and Melinda Russell (Chicago, 
IL: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 53. 
170  Robert Witmer and James Robbins, “A Historical and Critical Survey of Recent Pedagogical Materials for the 
Teaching and Learning of Jazz,” in Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music Education, No. 96, Research in 
Jazz Education II (Spring, 1988), 8. 
171      Berkowitz, The Improvising Mind, 39. 
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inspired by popular tunes from the symphonic repertoire, while other patterns are built with 
arpeggios in chord progressions that when continued by memory in every key, push students to 
internalise the relationship between the chords. 
My aim in this chapter is to understand the pedagogical approach to improvisation in 
nineteenth-century Italy. I have compared and drawn connections between the various types of 
didactic material such as methods and etudes books, and have found that the nineteenth-century 
approach to the practice of improvisation and to improvisation pedagogy resembles present-day 
approaches, using implicit strategies similar to those listed by Berkowitz. The daily exercises 
provide a practical demonstration of how the authors have transposed and varied formulas such as 
scales and arpeggios to provide examples for students, while the notated examples included in 
methods, and also in the repertoire, offer a practical demonstration of how the “new” formulas 
could be recombined to give shape to an improvisation and to connect it with the overall work. 
Formulas encountered in some notated cadenzas or preludes are similar to those used in others, “in 
the manner of much improvised music from the era [nineteenth century], which often relied on a 
small amount of material obsessively reiterated for the purpose of coherence and stability.”172 
Due to their comprehensiveness and large number of examples, I have used the daily 
exercises included in the methods by Vincenzo De Michelis, Emanuele Krakamp, as well as that of 
the unknown author A.S..... r. De Michelis' Esercizi Giornalieri per la Velocitá, included in his 
Metodo Op. 89, include formulas for all the major, minor and chromatic scales, the intervals of 
thirds, sixths and octaves, various progressions, arpeggios, wide intervals and trills. For all its 
thoroughness, De Michelis' daily exercises are less challenging than the Indispensabile Esercizio 
Giornaliero included in the Metodo per il flauto cilindrico alla Böhm Op.103 by Krakamp, with its 
54 pages featuring all sorts of rhythmic and melodic combinations, ornamentation, various 
articulations, intervals and patterns, pushing students to achieve a complete mastery of the 
instrument. Its first half repeats ideas found in other methods, but after the long exercise on all the 
trills at the midway point of the Esercizio, Krakamp adds a pair of exercises on harmonic circles, 
wherein he makes the student familiar with modulation through the cycle of fifths and how to 
modulate from the major to the respective minor keys. He also presents other examples of scales, 
using two different patterns before each duet throughout the method in addition to those in the daily 
exercises section. From all these examples students learned how to vary basic formulas such as 
scales and arpeggios, and also how to combine them to create new formulas. 
In the second of a series of 'instructions' listed in the introduction of the Istruzione Teorico 
Pratica dell'Arte di Suonare il Flauto, a book useful to my purposes as it is entirely dedicated to 
formulas, the unknown author A.S......r suggests that the student play the first 60 exercises not only 
in the written key of C major, but also in the neighbouring keys of C# and Cb major, adding 
transposition to the nineteenth-century improvisation pedagogical syllabus.173 His sixth instruction 
recommends the student play the diatonic exercises in all the keys as given in the last part of his 
treatise. Patterns are then assimilated not merely technically but also harmonically, and the student  
172  John Rink, “The Legacy of Improvisation in Chopin,” in Muzyka w kontekscie kultury, ed. Małgorzata Janicka- 
Słysz, Teresa Malecka and Krzysztof Szwajgier (Cracow: Akademia Muzyczne, 2001), 79 -89 
173  The book was used in the Conservatori of Milano and Parma, where I was able to find a copy of it. Unfortunately 
I was not able to find information on its author and on the anonymity of the bizarre name  A. S..... r. 
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is in this way able to increase the fluency necessary when improvising. 
Some of the exercises in the above-mentioned methods have a precise time signature which 
implies that students should play them with a regular pulse, emphasizing accurate technique and 
evenness of finger movement. Other exercises are written without a pulse or precise rhythm, 
implying a more spontaneous manner of performance; the latter exercises could be played in a 
different manner each day. A player could of course improvise both with and without a regular 
pulse, so it was important to learn both styles, and the examples given by the three authors help 
students in applying rhythmic flexibility in their improvisations. The Istruzione Teorico Pratica also 
includes very challenging daily exercises on rhythmic patterns. 
The transposition, variation, and recombination strategies are recognisable as pedagogical 
tools in the three methods. The fourth strategy, the use of models, is as much a part of today's jazz 
pedagogy as it was in nineteenth century pedagogy. Just as jazz methods today provide many 
examples of 'solos' extracted from the repertoire, nineteenth-century flute methods abound in 
examples of embellished melodies, cadenzas, and preludes which could be interpreted as models of 
notated improvisations. As previously noted, it is rare to find specific references to improvisation in 
Italian flute treatises. Foreign methods are more forthcoming in this regard and serve as useful 
sources on pedagogical approaches to improvisation, and as a general frame of reference. The 
practical examples included in foreign methods resemble those found in Italian methods, so it 
follows that the written explanations might help us to understand how Italians, with a differing 
musical taste, applied these concepts in their playing. The important Méthode Op. 15 by Victor 
Coche has a chapter dedicated to improvisation of fermatas and preludes. The second edition was 
published in 1873, showing that improvisation still had an important place for performers in the 
mid-nineteenth century. Descriptive information is however limited, and focuses mainly on how to 
distinguish between “good” and “bad” improvisation, and how to evaluate the talent of a performer 
by the standard of their improvisation. After the introduction, Coche does not provide explanations 
of how to build improvisations but gives examples of preludes before each one of the etudes that 
follow; he offers them as “models.” Many collections of nineteenth-century etudes have an 
introductory prelude before each etude. These preludes are composed out of formulas organised in 
various combinations to give students ideas, the theory being that “dutiful rehearsal of all of these 
combinations would allow the student to tacitly internalize the combinational possibilities of the 
musical materials presented.”174 
Madame Cinti-Damoreau, in the introduction to her Méthode de Chant (1849), writes about 
the numerous fermatas extracted from her repertoire and included in her method: “I am not giving 
these examples to you because I want you to feel obliged to perform them despite your constitution 
and nature. They are varied formulas which I propose to you so that, later, your taste could direct 
you, within the limits of what is possible for you, to invent others which suit you accordingly. In 
doing this you are certain to do well and find success.”175   Her examples could serve as inspiration 
174      Berkowitz, The Improvising Mind, 58. 
175  Madame Cinti-Damoreau. Méthode de chant composée pour ses classes du Conservatoire (Paris: au Ménestrel, 
1849), Introduction. “Je ne vous les donne pas, d'ailleurs, pour que vous les exécutiez à tous prix, en dépit même de 
votre organisation et de votre nature. Ce sont des formules variées que je vous propose, p our que, plus tard, votre 
goût vous amène, dans la limite de vos moyens, à en trouver d'autres qui vous appartiennent en propre. Vous ne  
ferez ainsi que ce que vous serez certaines de fair bien et avec succès.”
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for singers wanting to learn how to embellish and improvise material on a piece of music. Coche 
and Madame Cinti-Damoreau's examples are of interest, because by looking at their finished 
cadenzas, we can deduce how they were constructed. 
Methods and books of etudes also include examples of models of ornamentation in the form 
of an adagio-like etude where many ornamental devices are demonstrated. To help students in 
perfecting the improvisation of embellishments, the introductions to some methods include more 
detailed information on harmony in their music theory sections. Louis Drouët, in his Methode pour 
la flûte, outlines principles of harmony and modulation in great detail, warning students to always 
be aware of the bass line in order to avoid harmonic mistakes, such as parallel fifths, when 
improvising ornaments. “When one does not know harmony well, one must limit oneself to playing 
the music as written.”176 Drouët was a famous nineteenth-century virtuoso who toured Europe 
extensively and with much success. In his method he often employs the word broder (embellish) 
which indicates that it was a feature of his own playing. At the end of the modulation section he 
writes: “now, I impart here some principles of modulation only to make the student able to prelude, 
improvise, perform a cadenza ad libitum, without disobeying the rules of harmony.”177 De Michelis, 
in the Esercizio per i Trilli at the end of his daily exercises, also goes beyond technical aspects of 
playing. He presents a wide range of trills with various preparations and endings, providing as a 
model a grand operatic aria in which technical mastery is incorporated into a musical composition. 
Another form of improvisation featured in Krakamp's method is the variation of a theme. 
Towards the end of his complex daily exercise there is a C major scale exercise which is 
transposable into other keys, and presented in a variety of forms and combinations. His “scale 
variations” exercise adds to his pedagogical tools the strategy of varying formulas. These variations 
provide “not only a much larger and more diverse stock of material with which to improvise, but 
also a more nuanced knowledge of the stylistic properties and possibilities of the underlying 
formulas.”178 In Krakamp's published collections of theme and variations we recognise similar 
features, which implies that the exercises included in his method are a practical demonstration of his 
own improvising style. 
Historical recordings are also referenced throughout the chapter to offer evidence that 










176  Louis Drouët, Methode pour la flûte (Paris, Chez Pleyel et fils, 1827), 15, “Quand on ne sait pas bien l'harmonie, il 
faut se borner à jouer la musique comme elle est écrite.” 
177  Drouët, Methode, 27, “Or, donnant ici des principes de modulation seulement pour mettre l'elève en état de 
préluder, d'improviser, de faire une cadence ad libitum sans commettre de fautes contre les règles de l'harmonie.”  
178      Berkowitz, The Improvising Mind, 46. 
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Ornamentation can be classified into two categories: the “indispensable” ornaments, those 
specified by the composer or demanded by the music like the cadential trill, and the extemporized 
embellishments, which could take different forms according to the “venue, individual preferences 
and national styles.”179 For obvious reasons it is the second, improvised, form of ornamentation that 
will be studied in this chapter. It is easier to observe and study ornamentation styles in Western 
classical music for the simple reason that it is a written tradition, and a great number of examples 
survive. Many examples of how to embellish a melodic line in an extempore manner exist in the 
repertoire and are also included in the didactic publications. This section will explore how both 
sources taught students how to invent and elaborate ideas during their performances. 
As mentioned in the previous chapters the Italian style of adding embellishments was 
renowned for being flamboyant. From the Baroque era, but especially from the middle of the 
eighteenth century, many Italian composers settled in other European cities, promoting the Italian 
style of ornamentation which infiltrated other schools and was imitated all over Europe. Jean- 
Jacques Rousseau was an advocate of the Italian style, and when Giovanni Battista Viotti settled in 
Paris in 1782, his ideas found way into French methods of the time. The flute method of French 
author V. Michel, published in Paris in 1802, gives us a practical example of how to embellish a 
melody in the Italian manner with the use of what he defines as broderie légère (light 
embellishment) and grande broderie (grand embellishment).180 Compared to the simplicity of the 
original Air de Boildieu (Ex. 9), the broderie légère already seems a highly embellished rendition of 
the aria, but it is in the grande broderie that we see to what lengths Italian-style ornamentation 
could go. 
If we compare the two broderies in example 9, it is noticeable how the grande broderie, 
with its effusive lines, brings a more theatrical flair to the melody. It is an indication of how bel- 
canto practices started to influence instrumental music, showing a new development in the Italian 
ornamental tradition: “the new style involved both a simplification and a complication. Simpler 
melodic skeletons, over more primitive basses with little or no contrapuntal complications in the 
accompaniment, were adorned with a greatly increased quantity of vocal notes.”181 Trills, turns, 
roulades, appoggiaturas were the perfect tools to increase and underline dissonances in the music, 
and their ubiquity in the first decades of the nineteenth century made them such a fixture that 








179  Descriptions included in Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments, 
trans. and ed. by William J. Mitchell (London, Ernst Eulenburg, 1974), 79 and Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch 
einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen [On Playing the Flute], trans. with an introduction and notes by 
Edward 
R. Reilly (London, Faber and Faber, 1966),113. 
180      V. Michel, Nouvelle méthode de flûte (Paris, chez Augte Le Duc et Compie, mds de musique, 1802), 38. 
181     Will Crutchfield, “Vocal Performance in the Nineteenth Century,” in The Cambridge History of Musical 
Performance ed. by Colin Lawson and Robin Stowell (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2012), 625. 
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Examples of how to embellish a simple melodic line with a great quantity of vocal notes can 
also be found in flute etudes, where authors codified their performing styles. Examples 10 and 11 
are taken from Cantabile all'Antica, Studio No. 8 Op. 158 by Vincenzo De Michelis, which shows 
the simplicity of the melody in the first half of the phrase, and its enrichment with bel-canto 
ornamentation in the second half. When the main initial theme of the etude (Ex.10) returns later in 
its recapitulation (Ex. 11), the adorned second half of the phrase is a differently embellished 
version. De Michelis's example gives students a variety of possibilities with which they could  adorn 
simple lines when improvising. De Michelis is also instructive regarding issues of style; when 
improvising, students could either copy his examples or invent similar ones. This example also 
demonstrates that the bel-canto ornamental style was still in fashion in 1887, the year De Michelis's 
25 Studi Op. 158 were published. 
 
 
EXAMPLE 10 Vincenzo De Michelis, Studio No. 8, Op. 158 “Cantabile all'antica” mm. 1-4 
 
 
EXAMPLE 11 Vincenzo De Michelis, Studio No. 8, Op. 158 “Cantabile all'antica” mm. 32-34 
 
 
Discussions on ornamentation in methods seem to follow two different paths in the 
nineteenth century. While some methods provide a variety of examples, for example of how to 
prepare or end trills, others only give technical descriptions, with fingering charts for trills and 
instructions on how to realise particular turns. In the aforementioned Méthode de flûte by Hugot and 
Wunderlich the authors make no effort to teach students where and when to add such 
embellishments, implicitly affirming the composer’s strict authority in matters of ornamentation.182 
182 Kailan R. Rubinoff, “Toward a Revolutionary Model of Music Pedagogy: The Paris Conservatoire, Hugot and 
Wunderlich’s Methode de flûte, and the Disciplining of the Musician,” in The Journal of Musicology, Vol. 34 n. 4,  
(Fall 2017), 473-514. 
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The explanation of ornaments in some methods is so dry that it makes us believe it is there only as a 
tool to interpret symbols in the music, rather than a palette of possibilities for the performer. In the 
method by Camillo Romanino (around 1860) he briefly gives one practical example each for the 
“four types of ornaments: appoggiatura, turn, mordent, and trill.”183 Fingering charts were also 
included, essential in methods advocating a new instrument with a newly-invented key system. 
Charles Nicholson, on the contrary, includes in his School for the Flute (1836) a twelve-page 
long General Scale of all the Shakes with their Various Resolutions, Turns & Cadenzas, which 
provides a variety of examples showing a more virtuoso style of terminating a trill.184 In looking at 
example 12 we see that Nicholson seems to encourage students to use the trill as another 
opportunity to improvise formulas, not only to decorate a note, but as an opportunity for longer and 
more complex improvisations. 
 
 





Emanuele Krakamp, in his 1854 Metodo Op. 103, summarizes these two ways of dealing 
with ornamentation. He offers instructions on how to execute the standard ornaments, including 
183       Camillo Romanino, Metodo per flauto (Torino, Giudici e Strada, between 1859 and 1865), 6. 
184       Charles Nicholson, A School for the Flute (London and New York: W. Hall & Son, 1836) 
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various grace notes, appoggiaturas and “double” appoggiaturas, and provides many examples of 
gruppetti (turns). The trill is notated with a precise rhythm (Ex. 13) and the trill fingering chart is in 
the form of a daily exercise six pages long. Gone is the idea that a trill should start slowly and then 
accelerate, Krakamp suggests evenness of speed between the two notes of the trill.185 
 
 










At the end of Krakamp's method there is an addendum with more fingerings for the easy 
execution of grace notes, turns and challenging passages. This gives a very detailed explanation of how 
to practice ornaments. Krakamp, nonetheless, includes also a range of examples of how to apply the 
ornaments: Krakamp shows, for example, a range of possibilities for preparing and ending trills with 
three, four or more notes (Ex. 15). Will Crutchfield notes that nineteenth century bel- canto 
ornamentation asked for this kind of embellishments and performers occasionally added “a bit 
 
185     It is interesting to note the difference in how the realization of the trill is explained in Krakamp's method. His idea 
of the trill is the new Romantic way of starting it from the main note compared to other methods written before  him. 
Luois Drouët in 1827, is still looking back at the older tradition of starting the trill from the upper note (Ex. 14)
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of new activity after the trill” before resolving on the tonic.186 Krakamp's examples are all useful 
options which serve as models for preparing or ending a trill. In playing Krakamp examples, 
students add these possibilities to their repertoire of formulas that they can either repeat or vary 
during their improvisations. Krakamp seems to find a compromise between the old flamboyant style 
and the new more rigorous approach to ornamentation. 
 
 




Some other methods, however, go to some length to demonstrate how students might improvise 
bel-canto style ornamentations of melodies. Example 16, from Louis Drouët's flute method, is 
representative of the range of possibilities the author gives to vary a melody. I have already stated in 
the first pages of this chapter how frequently Drouët mentions improvisation in his method. As a young 
flautist he had studied composition at the Paris Conservatoire with Etienne Nicolas Méhul and Anton 
Reicha, and the theory of harmony has a prominent place in his method. He was concerned with the 
fact that his words could be taken lightly by students and therefore constantly warns them against 
improvising without the deep knowledge of harmony. In the introduction to the chapter on broder (to 
embellish), he suggests restraint in embellishing a melody,  
 
186  Will Crutchfield, “Vocal Performance in the Nineteenth Century,” in The Cambridge History of Musical 
Performance ed. by Colin Lawson and Robin Stowell (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2012), 629. 
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nonetheless he gives seventeen examples that serve as models and inspiration for students (Ex. 
16).187 The whole chapter seems singularly concerned with giving students a whole repertoire of 
ways, ranging from minimal to extravagant, to ornament a typical bel-canto style melodic shape: a 
C major triad. After the table with his seventeen examples, he shows other examples of the 
ornamentation of item 11 with a different harmonisation of the C major triad, making students 
aware that harmony has to be taken into consideration when improvising ornamentation (Ex. 17). 
This type of information in a method book seems to have, as its only possible purpose, the aim to 
teach students to improvise. 
 
 
EXAMPLE 16 Louis Drouët, De ce qu'on appelle broder from Méthode pour la flûte 
 
 
187      Louis Drouët, Méthode pour la flûte (Paris, I. Pleyel et fils aîné, 1827), 60-61. 
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Some of the ornamental examples illustrated above are recognisable in other works by 
Drouët. The ornaments contained in his collections of etudes, for example, seem to offer examples 
of the musical contexts in which the ornaments shown in the method could be applied—a practical 
demonstration which shows students how to apply what is taught in the method. Example 18 is part 
of Drouët's Etude No. 61, from his 72 Studies on Taste and Style composed expressly for the Boehm 
Flute, and it is noticeable how the light descending appoggiaturas in bars 13, 14, and 15, resemble 
item No. 9 on the table shown above. Another similarity can be found in his collection of preludes 
and cadenzas, where some of the preludes (Ex. 19) end with a similar turn of five notes resembling 
item No. 8 on the table, showing students how to close an improvisation with what seems to be a 
feature of his improvisational style.188 The two turns in example 19 are also similar to some of the 











188      Louis Drouët, Dix-huit préludes et six cadences (Leipzig, Hofmeister, c.1830). 
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EXAMPLE 18 Louis Drouët, Etude No. 61 from 72 Studies on Taste and Style composed 
expressly for the Boehm Flute mm 12-15 
 
 
EXAMPLE 19 Louis Drouët, last bars of Prelude in A minor and Prelude in F major from Dix-huit 
Préludes et six cadences 
 
 
Nineteenth-century etudes also offer instruction on musical context for ornamentation. A 
vast number of flute etudes reveal how students could learn how to embellish a melody, especially 
in the adagio-like ones. Etudes provide practical examples of how to employ ornaments and, by 
studying and practicing large numbers of these, students assimilate the appropriate musical contexts 
in which various types of ornaments could appear. Vincenzo De Michelis, like many other 
nineteenth-century flautists, has written a large number of etudes where ornamentation is employed 
in various musical contexts. In Studio No. 5 Op. 25 (Ex. 20, 20a, 20b) the main melody is stated at 
the beginning unadorned and then, throughout the etude, embellished in different ways. In the 
following three examples I have marked with brackets the main theme of the etude and the four 
embellished versions. Each version, also in different octaves, is presented with a different use of 
ornamentation offering a demonstration of the range of possibilities available to students. As in the 
previous examples 10 and 11, De Michelis seems to advocate simplicity in the first half of the 
phrase, and a more complicated ornamentation in the second half to develop the theatricality of the 
melody. 
EXAMPLE 20 Vincenzo De Michelis, Studio No. 5, Op. 25 mm. 1-11 
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The ornamentation given is borrowed from the bel-canto repertoire of ornaments resembling 
that included in Krakamp's or Drouët's methods, which De Michelis combines and varies to 
demonstrate how the addition of ornaments gives different characters to the simple melody. Turns 
and broken arpeggios are a staple of the daily exercises, and they are used to decorate the melody: 
the high D in the third bar at the beginning of the etude, for example, is embellished with arpeggios 
in bars 27 and 52 as Drouët suggests in items 12 and 17 of his table (Ex. 16). De Michelis, in bars 
25 and 49, also shows how the use of short rests within melodic phrases can create a moment of 
suspense. The variants found in the etude are stylised vocal embellishments of a similar nature to 
those we find in the above examples by Nicholson, Krakamp and Drouët, including turns, leading 
notes, long runs, syncopations, and odd numbers of notes against an even accompaniment. Students 
becoming familiar with these stratagems could use them in their performances. Repetition in the 
nineteenth century was seen as an opportunity to vary the expression and etudes gave students a 
variety of examples which helped them to draw ideas of how to shape and include in a musical 
composition the instructions included in methods. 
This ornamentation practice can also be observed in twentieth-century historical recordings. 
There are several recordings of the work Il Vento for flute and piano by G. Briccialdi, made between 
1915 and 1920 by the flautists Clement Barone (1876 – 1934), John Lemmoné (1861 – 1949) and 
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John Amadio (1883 – 1964), all of whom were born in the nineteenth century.189 Barone and 
Amadio were both of Italian descent, and the Australian Lemmoné would have been familiar with 
the Italian bel-canto tradition through his collaboration with opera singers such as Adelina Patti. 
The three flautists, in their training years, would have been exposed to the nineteenth-century Italian 
flute pedagogy illustrated above. Each player has his own performing style and adds his own 
improvised material such as extra solo cadenzas, different articulation, ornamentation and dynamics 
to the work. The spontaneity of their playing is refreshing to listen to today, when recordings tend 
to be edited and polished by engineers. Their recordings are closer to a real performance than a 
studio production. The Adagio section of the work is the opportunity for each one of them to 
showcase their art of phrasing and, more importantly for my purposes, they all try to be more 
“expressive” by adding to the music. Barone and Amadio are the more conservative of the three, 
focusing above all on purity of tone and legato, and adding only with few personal touches such as 
the addition of an extra note at the end of the Adagio in Amadio's recording and some accellerandos 
and rallentandos to enhance the phrasing in Barone's. Lemmoné on the other hand, adds much more 
material to the melody. Before the Adagio starts (bars 34-36), Briccialdi writes two simple trills 
which serve as a transition between the Andante con Moto and the more cantabile Adagio. 
Lemmoné uses the trills to add “a bit of new activity,” reiterating chromatic passages to create two 
short cadenzas in a similar manner to Nicholson's dominant seventh arpeggio in his table of shakes 
(Ex. 12). Extra grace notes and mordents are also added to enhance the climax of the phrases, and in 
bar 13 Lemmoné adds a short rest before resolving on the long note, just as De Michelis suggests in 
the abovementioned Studio n. 5 (Ex. 20a and 20b). The end of the melody is also embellished with 
a very dramatic slow turn which closes the Adagio, similar to those suggested by Drouët (Ex.16) 
and Krakamp (Ex. 15). Lemmoné is also much more free with the phrasing, changing the 
articulation to suit his breath, and slowing down the pulse whenever he wants to achieve a more 
dramatic effect. Lemmoné's ornamentation is less flamboyant than other examples mentioned in 
this section, but his recording is nonetheless a good example which demonstrates that the “Italian” 
tradition of adding ornamentation carried on into the twentieth century. 
 
 
Cadenzas and Fermatas 
Cadenzas and fermatas can be observed in Western classical music from the seventeenth 
century onwards; from the simple extemporaneous addition of a variable number of notes near a 
cadence to the more virtuosic instrumental cadenzas of the concerto, they have been an important 
feature of the soloist's improvisational craft. Historiography conventionally holds that the concerto 
evolved considerably in the nineteenth century, leaning towards a more symphonic form—one less 
bound to classical conventions—and an expanded solo part. As Richard Taruskin has noted, “It was 
inevitable that a new concept of instrumental virtuosity should have brought about a 
reconceptualization of the musical genre in which such virtuosity was traditionally exhibited.”190 
189  Clement Barone: Victor 20344-A Matrix n.4/9 John Lemmoné: Victor E5 Matrix n. 70026 John Amadio: Aeolian, 
Vocalion R-6024 Matrix n. 02239 all recordings included in The Susan Milan Collection, Flute Archive Series 2. 
Master Classics, Surrey UK, 1997 
190      Richard Taruskin, The Oxford History of Western Music, Vol. 3 The Nineteenth Century (New York Oxford 
University Press, 2005), 273. 
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The double exposition of the Classical concerto was no longer the norm, and in some cases, 
Mendelssohn's violin concerto being an example, the main theme is stated at the outset by the 
soloist. The virtuosity of the solo part also increased considerably, notably in the fully composed 
cadenzas many composers included. The nineteenth century's tendency toward chromaticism also 
had an impact on the harmonic style of the cadenza; it was not performed after the six-four chord as 
in the classical concerto, but on the dominant seventh chord, which previously signalled the 
conclusion of the cadenza. Will Crutchfield notes that in nineteenth-century vocal performance, a 
variety of ideas were used to make the cadenza more interesting harmonically, such as “the addition 
of multiple chromatic notes” and the “device of borrowing notes from the minor mode to give 
expressive coloration to major-mode cadences.”191 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, Romantic flute concertos rarely feature a written-out 
cadenza as composers—especially those who were not flute virtuosi—either outlined short ideas for 
cadenzas or wrote simply a pause on important cadential notes. It is in the lighter flute repertoire 
that we encounter a variety of fully composed cadenzas which serve as transition between the 
various sections of the opera fantasy, for example. By looking at different editions of the same work 
we can gather that such compositions were not necessarily performed as printed. Two contrasting 
editions of Giulio Briccialdi's arrangement for flute and piano of Il Carnevale di Venezia Op. 78 
show this. The original 1854 edition has a brief cadenza included after the variation sostenuto e con 
molta espressione (Ex. 21). In the edition by Leonardo De Lorenzo, published in 1915, extra piano 
interludes are introduced to give a chance to the flautist to rest for a few seconds, and De Lorenzo 
also amplifies Briccialdi's cadenza by adding his own invented material (Ex. 22). The reiteration 
and alternation of dominant and diminished seventh arpeggios marked velocissimo con bravura 
gives a more virtuoso character to the cadenza, similar to example 12 by Nicholson. With his 
addition, De Lorenzo confirms that an outlined cadenza in a composition also created an 
opportunity for improvisation to take place. Historical recordings corroborate this. The 
aforementioned recording of the same work made by John Amadio provides more evidence of how 
flautists would have applied such practices in performance.192 Amadio follows on from the initial 
chromatic descent, which begins Briccialdi's cadenza, with an improvised cadenza of his own, 
distinct from the two I have just mentioned. While the inclusion of printed cadenzas had the 
purpose of benefiting those performers not (yet) able to improvise or of increasing sales, it did not 
limit more experienced players adding to the score with their own material. John Amadio, in this 
regard, being a performer active in both the nineteenth and the twentieth century, makes it clear that 
this performance tradition carried on into the twentieth century. This section will explore how, from 
examples similar to Briccialdi's one as well as others from nineteenth-century didactic material, 





191  Will Crutchfield, “Vocal Performance in the Nineteenth Century,” in The Cambridge History of Musical 
Performance, ed. by Colin Lawson and Robin Stowell. (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2012), 629. 
192  John Amadio: Zonophone 2071 Matrix n. 49550/V22145E recording included in The Susan Milan Collection, Flute 
Archive Series 2. Master Classics, Surrey UK, 1997 
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To assist young performers in learning how to improvise cadenzas and fermatas, some flute 
virtuosi wrote books entirely dedicated to these forms of improvisation. In 1862 Cesare Ciardi 
published a volume on punti coronati (pauses) and cadenze, dedicated to his pupils at the St 
Petersburg Conservatory, and twenty years later, in 1882, Giuseppe Gariboldi published L'Art de 
Preluder du Flûtiste (The Art of Preluding for the Flautist), a book dedicated completely to preludes 
and cadenzas. These two publications are important representations of the style of the period, 
providing numerous notated examples which capture the improvisation practice of flautists active 
on the concert stage. 
Ciardi started his performing career at the age of 9, performing in a concert alongside the 
great Paganini. The experience must have inspired the young flautist, who went on to a very busy 
and successful career that brought him as far as Russia, where he established himself as the first 
flautist of the Tsar, performing for the Imperial Theatres in Saint Petersburg. When Giuseppe Verdi 
travelled to Russia for the world premiere of La Forza del Destino, Ciardi was then the principal 
flute of the Imperial Bolshoi Kamenny Theatre. He travelled back to Italy several times during his 
Russian years, in order to give recitals which were always greatly acclaimed. He is also 
remembered for his important contributions to flute pedagogy, and the young Tchaikovsky was 
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one of his pupils while teaching at the Conservatoire of St Petersburg.193 As a flautist, as can be 
gathered from the catalogue of his works, his outlook remained Italian during his whole life. 
Gariboldi was a famous travelling virtuoso who, after an intensive career as orchestral 
player in various Italian and European theatres, had to flee into exile on account of his involvement 
in the wars for the unification of Italy. He managed to established himself in Paris with the support 
of his friend Gioacchino Rossini and was well known in the French capital as a flute virtuoso, 
composer and teacher at the celebrated College Rollin.194 
The books by Gariboldi and Ciardi provide practical examples for students to learn and 
understand how to improvise a cadenza. Both books consist exclusively of notated examples of 
cadenzas of varying lengths, ranging from one to five lines. They all begin with a pause on either 
the initial note or the rest before it, to separate the cadenza from the introductory tutti idea which 
often precedes it. Gariboldi, to differentiate the preludes from the cadenzas, marks the beginning of 
every cadenza Ad libitum. In this way he encourages freedom of pulse right from the beginning. The 
cadenzas are structured with several pauses or resting points linked by improvisatory ideas, which 
are not motivic but help clarify the implied harmony. The figurations used resemble the patterns that 
students learned in the daily exercises included in methods and other exercise books: scales, 
arpeggios, turns, and other basic patterns are assembled in various combinations to form new 
patterns. Students playing these cadenzas on a regular basis are exposed to the various options 
available; they learn how all the patterns could be put together. Once they have assimilated the 
figurations, students can invent new ones to create their own improvisations. 
Their cadenzas are organised in a way that gives the impression of an extemporaneous 
improvisation. An obvious feature of all the examples is the lack of bar lines. This implies a free, 
improvisatory style, but does not denote license for unrhythmical, shapeless playing. To avoid 
creating cadenzas that sound like technical exercises and to give them more variety of form, 
Gariboldi intersperses figurations with short melodic fragments (Ex. 33). Both authors guide 
students in structuring the improvisations with the help of musical indications and extra details. 
Gariboldi writes ritenuto almost every time there is a new resting point to prepare the new chord 
and, to enhance the virtuosity of the cadenzas, both authors encourage velocity with markings such 
as presto, affrettando, and con velocità. Unconventional note groupings are also a staple of their 
cadenzas, enhancing the improvisatory feel, with gradually increasing and decreasing note values 
and accellerando or rallentando indications. Both authors also employ a wide range of dynamics, 
another factor in creating variety and interest. Ciardi uses the marking crescendo regularly as the 
music reaches the highest point of the cadenza, while Gariboldi often repeats the same fragment 
either in a slower rhythm or marked piano, to create an echo effect which gives the music a 
contemplative character. This last aspect can be noted in the third line of example 23 and in the 
second and fourth lines of example 24. 
The pauses, or resting points, help to make the student (and the listener) aware of the 
 
193  Rossella Fabbri, Cesare Ciardi, un flautista toscano alla corte dello zar [Cesare Ciardi, a  toscan flautist at the Tsar's 
court], (Lucca, LIM, Libreria Musicale Italiana, “Akademos,” 1999). 
194  Fabio Montesi, “Un celebre musicista di Castelraimondo: Giuseppe Gariboldi” in Il Flauto in Italia ed. by Claudio 
Paradiso (Roma, Istituto poligrafico e zecca dello stato, 2005), 177-186. 
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cadenza’s harmonic design, and to note when the harmony is in the tonic, the dominant, or in other 
points of the scale. Each note under the pause is decorated with various figurations which present 
the notes of the chord. In example 24 the cadenza does not move from the dominant seventh chord, 
and each pause is an opportunity for Gariboldi to demonstrate how to bring out the harmony with a 
different figuration. In other cadenzas the figuration is used to move towards the next chord, like the 
initial run in example 23. The chord progressions in Gariboldi's and Ciardi's cadenzas have a simple 
harmonic structure, often moving from the tonic to the dominant seventh and back, these pillar 
harmonies occasionally being interspersed with subdominant and diminished seventh chords. These 
examples reflect Louis Drouët's advice; in his method he states that harmonic progression on the 
piano, if it were “made up of arpeggios played by a single [monodic] instrument, would be 
weak, ...the few examples of modulation which I have so far suggested, tend to indicate to the 
student that they must stop at least every bar, on every passing chord and that each of these passing 
chords must little by little guide the ear to the chord which follows.”195 Following this rule literally 
would indicate that a chord progression from, for example, C major to C# major, achieved in 
Drouët's method with a few chords played on a keyboard instrument, would be too long if the 
flautist was obliged to develop at least a bar for each chord and use more arpeggios to prepare the 
following chord.196 Gariboldi's and Ciardi's examples represent useful exercises because they 
exemplify typical harmonic plans, structured around various resting points that students can connect 
with the repertoire of formulas. Example 23 demonstrates these aspects: at the start Gariboldi 
includes the cadenza in a musical context writing an introductory tutti bar, before the soloist starts 
the cadenza, then he develops the dominant seventh chord with a scalar pattern which resolves on 
the tonic at the end of the first line. Because there is not a clear chord underneath the low E natural 
before the rest, the next two arpeggios clearly state the C major chord which then moves towards 
the subdominant area. From there, the cadenza simply remains in the tonic and dominant with only 
a diminished chord which briefly tonicizes the submediant in the third line. The cadenza concludes 



















195  Louis Drouët, Méthode pour la flûte. (Paris, I. Pleyel et fils aîné, 1827), 28, “cette Modulation, formée par des 
Arpèges sur un seul instrument, serait faible, ...le peu d'exemples de Modulation que j'ai donnés jusqu'à présent , 
tendent à indiquer à l'Elève qu'il faut s'arretèr une mesure au moins, sur chaque Accord intermédiaire et que chacun 
de ces Accords intermédiaire doit préparer peu à peu l'oreille au Mode vers lequel ils conduisent.”  
196      Drouët, Méthode, 28. 
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Example 24 shows similar aspects of how arpeggios and scales give a sense of the harmony. 
Here as well Gariboldi frames the cadenza with a musical context, but in this example he also 
shows how to connect thematic/motivic material from the “work” with the improvisation, as Coche 
emphasizes in his method, where he admonishes students “to preserve, even in the invention of the 
most free ideas, a relation to the written notes.”197 The semiquaver figuration in bars 2, 3, and 4 is 
continued by the soloist right at the beginning of the cadenza, the last two notes of every 
semiquavers group are a reminder of the previous bars. Students are helped also in this example to 
colour the cadenza with various dynamic contrasts, accents, and other markings such as the 















197  Victor Coche, Méthode pour servir á l'enseignement de la nouvelle flûte inventée par Gordon, modifiée par 
Boehm et perfectionée par V. Coche op. 15 (Paris, Schonenberger, 1839), 190. “afin de conserver, même dans 
l'invention des idées, les plus libres, une analogie qui les rendent agréables.” 
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As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the nineteenth-century tendency towards 
chromaticism was also taken on board by flautists and had an impact on their cadenzas. Example 
25, from Ciardi’s volume on cadenzas, is built, like the previous examples, around a simple 
harmonic structure, remaining mainly in the tonic-dominant areas. However, Ciardi uses extensive 
chromaticism creating more tension and melodic interest between the two pauses. The cadenza 
begins with a chromatic scale disguised by descending chromatic seconds, an exercise encountered 
regularly in methods. The long succession of diminished chords in the middle of the cadenza 
(followed by an unexpected arpeggio on the supertonic) is another way for flautists to use a pattern 
found in the daily exercises when wanting to move between high and low registers. 
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The figuration used by Ciardi and Gariboldi to connect the cadenzas’ harmonic pillars 
resembles material found in methods and daily exercises. Daily exercises become examples that 
performers can use and develop in order to build their improvisation, like the pieces of a jigsaw that 
could be put together according to the inspiration of the moment. By surveying the whole corpus of 
examples the authors provide, I was able to categorise major features used to connect the main 
harmonic points and to establish the harmonic basis of the note under the pause. These are: 
                      -  scales in long runs or in other patterns  (Ex. 23 and 24) 
                      -  chromatic scales as long runs or with various rhythms and articulations  (Ex. 23 and 25) 
   -  diatonic scales with some chromatic intervals  (Ex. 23 and 24) 
                      -  fragments of diatonic and chromatic scales in thirds, octaves and other intervals (Ex. 25 and  28b) 
                      -  rising, descending and broken arpeggios  (Ex. 23, 24 and 25) 
                      -  arpeggios with chromatic lower neighbour notes  (Ex. 23 and 25) 
   -  chains of diminished arpeggios  (Ex. 25) 
                      -  intervals and big leaps with various articulations, also with a pedal note  (Ex. 29a, 29b, and 35) 
                      -  melodic fragments repeated in various scale degrees  (Ex. 32) 
                      -  echoes of short melodic fragments  (Ex. 23 and 25) 
                      -  trills with various preparations and endings, and in scale or arpeggio succession  (Ex. 31b) 
   -  fast articulation: double- and triple-tongue  (Ex. 30b) 
                      -  chromatic and diatonic progressions  (Ex. 28b) 
                      -  short melodic lines with embellishments in between  (Ex. 33) 
                      -  use of harmonics  (Ex. 34) 
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Students could learn all items on the above list from exercises included in the method books, 
including those by Krakamp, De Michelis, and others, which have already been discussed. Most of 
the virtuoso patterns included in the cadenzas are fragments of daily exercises, that when practiced 
and assimilated as part of a daily routine build a repertoire of gestures which could be put together 
by performers when improvising. In the following examples I will show the similarities between the 
daily exercises by Krakamp, De Michelis and in the already mentioned Istruzione Teorico Pratica, 
by the unknown A.S..... r, and the cadenzas found in the books by Ciardi and Gariboldi. 
In example 26a we can see how an arpeggio pattern similar to that in Krakamp's Esercizio is 
employed to connect the tonic and dominant resting points as in Point d'orgue No. 3 by Gariboldi 
(Ex. 26b). 
EXAMPLE 26a Emanuele Krakamp, Esercizi di accordi arpeggiati from Metodo Op. 103 
 
 
EXAMPLE 26b Giuseppe Gariboldi, Point d'orgue No. 3 from L'Art de Préluder du flûtiste 
 
 
The progression of chromatic triplets as in example 27a, is used by Gariboldi to link a large 
interval between two pauses in his Point d'orgue in B flat major (Ex.27b). 
 
EXAMPLE 27a Vincenzo De Michelis, Altra progressione semitonata from Metodo Op. 89
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Large intervals between resting points could also be filled with a succession of chromatic 
minor thirds that were also a common feature of the daily exercises found in many nineteenth- 
century methods like the one by De Michelis shown in example 28a. Ciard i shows in his cadenza 
No. 15 (Ex. 28b) how the same device could be used when improvising. 
EXAMPLE 28a Vincenzo De Michelis, Progressione di terze minori from Metodo Op. 89 
 
 




The flute, compared to other wind instruments, has more flexibility of movement being free from the 
constraint of the reed, and big leaps, successions of octaves or even larger intervals are often encountered in 
nineteenth-century flute repertoire. It was a technique which could create a contrasting effect to long slurred 
runs as in example 29b from Ciardi's cadenza No. 18 where the big staccato leaps state the dominant seventh 
chord. The Istruzione Teorico Pratica, includes a similar technique as a daily exercise (Ex. 29a). 
 
EXAMPLE 29a A.S..... r. Esercizio n. 18 from the Istruzione Teorico Pratica 
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EXAMPLE 29b Cesare Ciardi, Cadenza No. 18 from 50 Punti Coronati e Cadenze per flauto solo 
 
Fast articulation was also a technique developed in almost all the methods and books of 
etudes. Agility of articulation was used regularly by flautists in improvisations, and was often 
mentioned in reviews. Krakamp, in his Metodo, provides a variety of exercises on double-tonguing, 
including the one where he shows the abbreviated form for repeated notes (Ex. 30a). Ciardi 
included fast articulation in his cadenza No. 8 (Ex. 30b) to remind students how the same technique 
could become useful when improvising. 
 
EXAMPLE 30a Emanuele Krakamp, Del Doppio Colpo di Lingua from Metodo Op. 103 
 
 
EXAMPLE 30b Cesare Ciardi, Cadenza No. 8 from 50 Punti Coronati e Cadenze per flauto solo 
 
As mentioned in the ornamentation section, fingering charts for trills were always included 
in methods. Krakamp, in his Metodo, includes a long exercise made up of arpeggios where every 
note is trilled (Ex. 31a). In a similar way, Ciardi's cadenza No. 27 (Ex. 31b) ends with a short 
chromatic passage where every note is decorated with a trill. 
EXAMPLE 31a Emanuele Krakamp, Tavola generale... dei trilli from Metodo Op. 103
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EXAMPLE 31b Cesare Ciardi, Cadenza No. 27 from 50 Punti Coronati e Cadenze per flauto solo 
 
EXAMPLE 32 Cesare Ciardi, Cadenza No. 7 from 50 Punti Coronati e Cadenze per flauto solo 
 
 
EXAMPLE 33 Giuseppe Gariboldi, Point d'orgue No. 32 from L'Art de Préluder du flûtiste 
 
 
EXAMPLE 34 Vincenzo De Michelis, Prelude to Studio No. 17 Op. 158  “Suoni Armonici” 
 
EXAMPLE 35 Giuseppe Gariboldi, Point d'orgue No. 36 from L'Art de Préluder du flûtiste 
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In looking at all the cadenzas included in both books, it is obvious that the patterns are not 
applied in a technical and repetitive manner by Ciardi and Gariboldi. Patterns are incorporated and 
shaped in a seemingly spontaneous way, helping to “hide the method, the technique, behind an 
appearance of improvisational and virtuosic instinct.”198 The artistry with which a soloist was able 
to combine the various formulas was the hallmark of a good improviser, and both authors guide 
students to achieve successful improvisations with a variety of extra indications. From all the 
markings in the cadenzas included in the two books, we gather that phrases could begin slowly, and 
then accelerate. In example 36 we notice that students are asked to start the figuration in the third 
line slowly and then to accelerate, with the marking pressez (to press forward). In the fast figuration 
at the beginning of the same cadenza, the tenuto marking encourages students to emphasise the first 
note of every group to avoid playing it in a mechanical manner. Students are asked to stop at the 
important resting points before moving on to the next phrase, and in important places silences could 
be used to increase the suspense and keep the attention of the audience. The numerous pauses on 
rests in example 36 show this. 




Other aspects not marked in the score were left to the musicianship of the flautist. In the 
method by J.G.Tromlitz, published in 1791, about twenty years before Ciardi was born, we read 
how vibrato could also be used “on held notes, fermatas, and on the note before a cadenza.”199 
198  Carmela Bongiovanni, “Testimonianze sulla prassi improvvisativa dei musicisti italiani tra sette e ottocento,” in 
Beyond Notes – Improvisation in Western Music of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, ed. by Rudolf Rasch 
(Lucca, Centro Studi Opera Omnia Luigi Boccherini – BREPOLS, 2011), 37. “L'arte dell'improvvisazione è tesa a 
nascondere il metodo, la  tecnica, dietro una parvenza di istinto improvvisativo e virtuosistico.”  
199      Johann George Tromlitz, Ausführlicher und gründlicher Unterricht die Flöte zu spielen, (Leipzig, 1791), italian 
trans. in Luisa Botteon, Metodo per suonare il flauto (Milano, Carisch, 1989). 
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Vibrato is never mentioned in Italian flute methods and so nothing is specified about its use in the 
cadenzas by Ciardi and Gariboldi, but we could surmise that its use in their cadenzas followed a 
similar approach. This and the other aspects mentioned above were left in the hands of performers 
in a live improvisation and the two books include a range of details to guide students in learning 
how to employ them imaginatively and to produce a rhetorically effective rendition of the music. 
From the vast range of examples found in repertoire and didactic materials we see how 
flautists could assemble various elements which helped them to connect the resting points that 
determined the cadenza’s form. It is hard to categorize the combinations used as they are many, 
every flute virtuoso marked cadenzas with his or her own personal style and used some patterns 
more than other players. Ciardi seems to have favoured successions of diminished arpeggios, for 
example, a pattern that factors prominently not only in his volume on cadenzas but also in his flute 
compositions. Gariboldi preferred a virtuosic use of long scale passages. Both flautists emphasize 
bold contrasts in dynamics. As a general observation, Gariboldi and Ciardi favour the alternation of 
scalar patterns with various forms of arpeggios to encourage variety (an improvisation entirely built 
on arpeggios would sound more like an etude than a cadenza). In example 24 the long scalar pattern 
in the third line is immediately followed by arpeggios, and then by another long scale. A similar 
approach is seen in example 25, where Ciardi follows a long succession of diminished arpeggios 
with a long chromatic scale. 
The extensive use of chromaticism stands out in all these examples, in the form of long runs, 
expressive leaning notes in turns, and arpeggiated motives, as well as in the preparations and 
endings of trills, as previously illustrated in the table by Krakamp (Ex. 15). In the above examples 
23 and 25 by Gariboldi and Ciardi, the cadenzas comprise chromatic scales with varying 
articulations. Other examples of chromaticism are to be found throughout both books. Ciardi, in 
example 25, disguises the arpeggio on the supertonic, after the pause in the third line, by 
anticipating each note with its leading note. In the last line of Gariboldi's Point d'orgue No. 8 (Ex. 
24) a D flat is added to imply the minor subdominant before reinstating the dominant chord. In this 
way Gariboldi gives also more weight to the end of the long run. In the short motif after the rest, he 
adds appoggiaturas to every note to give more grace to the melodic line and contrast it with the 
preceding idea. More chromaticism occurs in the tutti four last bars of the same example where the 
D is flattened to enhance the F major colour of the last chord. In Ciardi's cadenza No. 6 (Ex. 25) the 
low A under the pause in the last line, instead of having the usual final trill, continues with a turn 
followed by the B flat of the minor subdominant, and then continues chromatically until the C sharp 
to increase the tension which resolves on the D major chord. It is intriguing to note that, in the 
volumes by Ciardi and Gariboldi, the majority of the examples included rarely have a final trill, 
especially when the cadenza comes to its close with a descending motive. This could also be seen as 
an encouragement for students to improvise a final trill of their own. 
Professional players were thus faced with a lot of possibilities to consider when an 
opportunity to improvise a cadenza arised. As I have previously stated, flautists did not always 
perform the cadenza as notated in the score. Flautist-composers, generally speaking, wrote out their 
cadenzas in full but, as in De Lorenzo's version of Briccialdi's cadenza (Ex. 22), performers often 
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added extra material. Other composers could suggest an outline, as in the examples by Giorgetti 
included in the previous chapter (Ex. 2), and the role of the performer was that of developing them. 
The outline was there to provide the harmonic structure of the cadenza, its realisation was in the 
hands of the performer. Example 37 is taken from the orchestral score of Giacomo Meyerbeer's Les 










Meyerbeer suggests a few ideas which, as we see in example 39, are developed extensively 
in the version of Italian flautist Giuseppe Rampa. The Cadenza Variata by Rampa is a model of a 
notated improvisation showing how a professional player could elaborate a composer's sketch and 
incorporate the pedagogical aspects mentioned above. The various patterns and musical ideas 
outlined above are included in Rampa's cadenza. After the first long chromatic scale at the 
beginning, Meyerbeer’s simple semiquaver motif is transformed by Rampa into flamboyant 
figuration which incorporates arpeggios and turns, recalling the figuration in Gariboldi's Point 
d'orgue No. 8 (Ex. 24), but more virtuosic and flamboyant. Rampa then continues with another 
articulated chromatic scale, this time in a much faster tempo, which culminates in a rapidly 
descending G major arpeggio which is very similar to the arpeggio exercise included in Krakamp's 
method (Ex. 38). After the arpeggios with the minor/major contrast in the high register, identical to 
Meyerbeer's score (fifth line of example 39), the following simple arpeggio notated in the orchestral 
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score provides the opportunity for Rampa to develop figuration which incorporates wide intervals 
and more chromaticism, culminating in another high E flat (this time added by Rampa), followed by 
a descending double-tongued chromatic scale. This last scale is very similar, apart from the 
articulation, to the one in the last part of Gariboldi's Point d'orgue No. 3 (Ex. 23). In addition, the 
ornamentation before the last pause on the final B embellishes Meyerbeer's simple trill with a 





EXAMPLE 38 Emanuele Krakamp, Arpeggio in sol maggiore, from Metodo op. 103. 
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EXAMPLE 39 Giuseppe Rampa, Cadenza variata su Les Huguenots di G. Meyerbeer 
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When nothing is notated by the composer on the cadential note, as in example 4 by 
Mercadante, performers had to structure the cadenza themselves. As I have mentioned earlier in this 
section, flautists organised cadenzas around the resting points on certain degrees of the scale. 
Krakamp, in his method, explains at some length how a musical phrase is built in order for flautists, 
or other wind players, to understand the structure of the music and to organize their breathing. He 
employs a linguistic metaphor to teach students the organisation of a musical phrase. For Krakamp 
a phrase is “a sequence of ideas that coalesce amongst themselves to create a total.”200 The various 
“harmonic cadences” we find in a musical passage, form, in Krakamp's words, “musical 
punctuation.”201 These 'punctuation' points are the same as the resting points I have introduced 
earlier as the formal framework for cadenzas. The phrase can then be divided into smaller phrase- 
groups, each terminating on a resting point. The resting points can be melodic (the phrase stops on a 
longer note) or harmonic (the cadence on which the phrase stops introduces a new harmony). When 
the rest is only melodic and brief it can be called quarto di cadenza, a very brief rest which 
Krakamp calls the equivalent to a virgola (comma). As with the comma in writing, it separates parts 
of the same sentence or listed items. When the rest or the final note is longer Krakamp calls it 
semicadenza, equivalent to the punto e virgola (semi-colon). The semicadenza is also a rest where 
the harmony moves to a different chord. At the end of the phrase there is the cadenza perfetta, a 
stronger resting point, with the dominant resolving to the tonic, equivalent to the punto (full stop). 
The formal organisation of the cadenza, then, consists in the art of making these various resting 
points clear to the listener. Krakamp also gives us examples of the various harmonic cadences 
possible on these resting points. His ideas are effectively theorizing musical form, helping students 
to build an organised musical phrase, a tool useful also when improvising longer cadenzas. 
Analysing the cadenzas in the books by Ciardi and Gariboldi, we can usually recognise a 
similar structure. Example 40 shows how Gariboldi's Point d'orgue No. 24 might be parsed 
according to Krakamp’s theory. I have pinpointed in the example the quarto di cadenza (Q), 
semicadenza (S) and cadenza perfetta (P). Using Krakamp's terminology, the quarto di cadenza in 
this example is a short resting of the melody without moving to a new harmony, either marked with 
a pause or not. The semicadenza, however, denotes a change in the harmony. As noted above, the 
harmonic structure of Gariboldi's cadenzas is quite simple; in example 40 it follows the standard 
syntactic progression: I – viio7 – I – IV – V – viio7 - I – viio7 – V – I. Its broad organisation reflects 
the examples of chord progressions found in method books, such as that of Drouët. The cadenza 
starts with the main notes of the chord linked by turns, pausing on the high G (Q). The G minor key 
is established and continues into the next arpeggio before the cadenza comes to a rest after an 
interval which implies a diminished chord (S). After the rest, the same figuration repeats, this time 
on the diminished chord. In this way, as I have shown in previous examples, Gariboldi is building 
form by prolonging the tonic, then moving to the diminished (dominant-functioning) chord before 
moving back to G minor. The cadenza continues with more virtuosic patterns, and after an even 
shorter comma (Q) arrives at another semicadenza, now on the subdominant. Anticipating the final 
trill, the last line of the cadenza starts with a pattern entirely built with trills on each note of  the 
 
200  Emanuele Krakamp, Metodo op.103, 59 “Un periodo è dunque una catena d'idee che si coordinano tra loro per 
formare un centro totale.” 
201      Ibid., 57 “formano la punteggiatura musicale.” 
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diminished-seventh chord before announcing, with the trill on the dominant, the conclusion of the 
cadenza. The formulas taken from the daily exercises are easily recognisable - turns linking the 
notes of the arpeggios, straight arpeggios, broken arpeggios, a long chromatic scale, descending g 
minor scales, and a diminished chord succession of trills with a pattern similar to the example 41 
from Krakamp's method. 
Apart from the harmonic organisation of the cadenza, flautists had to consider also how to 
structure its ebb and flow, and how to maintain unity during the improvisation. As I have mentioned 
in the earlier paragraphs of this section, students could learn these aspects from the examples 
provided by Gariboldi. In the first four phrases of Point d'orgue No. 24 (Ex. 40) the flow of the 
cadenza accelerates towards the quarto di cadenza, then slows down to conclude the phrase. While 
the fifth phrase has a slower rhythm at the beginning and at the end, the addition in the middle of an 
extra fast section between the two quarti di cadenza, maintains the virtuoso feeling of the cadenza. 
The ritenuto under the last arpeggio contrasts with the earlier fast patterns, and adds weight to the 
music in preparation for the final trill. Unity is maintained thanks to a symmetrical harmonic pattern 
in the first four phrases, and to create variety the fifth phrase has no harmonic change after the rest 
on the quarto di cadenza, insisting on the diminished chord before the final trill on the dominant. It 
is also obvious how every phrase is made up of an ascending phrase followed by a descending 
phrase. 
EXAMPLE 40 Giuseppe Gariboldi, Point d'orgue No. 24 from L'Art de Préluder du flûtiste 
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Comparing two contemporaneous editions of Cesare Ciardi’s Le Carneval Russe for flute 
and piano, we observe how flautists organised cadenzas in a similar way to the examples by 
Gariboldi and Ciardi, and structured them with a similar musical “punctuation” to that exemplified 
by Krakamp. The work is based on a favourite theme from the opera Rogneda by Alexander N. 
Serov, which premiered in St. Petersburg in 1865 and ran successfully for almost ten years. It was 
and still is Ciardi's most famous work. It is in the form of a theme and variations with introduction, 
one of the forms categorized by Czerny as having a “glittering” character, thus providing more 
opportunity for flautists to add improvised material. 
These two editions were published at the beginning of the twentieth century, one with 
cadenzas by Joachim Andersen, and the other edited and with cadenzas by Rudolf Tillmetz. The 
cadenzas are the main point of difference between the two editions. Both flautists have included 
their own cadenzas and, without altering the underlying harmony, combine the abovementioned 
formulas from daily exercises according to their respective styles. My aim here is not to compare 
their performing styles, however I would like nonetheless to use Tillmetz's cadenza (Ex. 42a) to 
highlight how a famous flute virtuoso (and pedagogue) organised, in a published cadenza, the 
resting points (Krakamp's Q and S) with some of the patterns mentioned earlier in this section. The 
work begins with an extended cadenza where an arpeggio embellished with appoggiaturas 
establishes the E minor key right at the start. Once the highest point is reached (Q), Tillmetz adds 
figuration very similar to the third line of Rampa's Cadenza Variata (Ex. 39), involving alternation 
of turns and arpeggios to create a virtuosic descent to the dominant chord (S). He then follows with 
other patterns from the daily exercises which I have included in my earlier examples: fast repeated 
notes in measures 9 and 11 as in examples 30a and 30b, trills linked by chromatic scales in measure 
12 as exemplified by Krakamp in his table with preparations and endings for trills (Ex. 15), and 
other long chromatic runs in the same measure as in many of the above examples. As described by 
Coche in his method and exemplified by Gariboldi (Ex. 24), Tillmetz connects its cadenza to the 
following movement of the piece, the Cantabile, by recalling the same short melodic fragment first 
in the fourth line of the cadenza and then in its final notes to make the connection more obvious. 
There is also a short cadenza in the Cantabile (fourth line of example 42b) which is a replica of 
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Ciardi's cadenza No. 19 from his book 50 Punti Coronati e Cadenze. I have not been able to locate 
the original edition of Le Carnveval Russe to ascertain whether Ciardi's cadenza was included in the 
original score, but it could be that Tillmetz used it to connect this 'improvised moment' with the 
composer himself. Tillmetz modified the note values at the end of the cadenza, as we can see by 
comparing examples 42b and 43, to adapt it to the work. In the cadenza included in the Cantabile 
there is only one dominant seventh chord in the piano part, but colour is brought out with added flat 
notes in the first arpeggiated motives which follows the low D under the pause, with short 
chromatic fragments linking descending octaves (of the notes of the chord) after the high A, with a 
chromatic demisemiquaver pattern in the sixth line, and finally, at the end of the cadenza, a 
chromatic scale with gradually increasing note values to maintain the tension leading into the tonic 
initiating the Tema. 
Flute virtuosos used these improvisatory techniques to mark a cadenza with their own 
personality. Tillmetz’s published cadenza shows that flute virtuosi approached a published score 
with a lot of freedom not only when performing but also when editing it. This last example confirms 
that cadenzas were meant to be improvised and not performed from the score, and raises an 
interesting question about modern editions of nineteenth-century works. We see many new editions 
of nineteenth-century works where additions, such as cadenzas, by nineteenth-century editors are no 
longer included. Such an approach could create more difficulties for students and teachers today, 
who may not be familiar with nineteenth-century performance practice. A better approach might be 
to provide cadenzas, either from historical performers or devised by the editor, either as a template 
or as options for performance. In the absence of a living practice, such information might help 
today’s performers recognize, as Martin Edin puts it, “the artistic qualities intrinsic to this art— 

























202  Martin Edin, “Cadenza Improvisation in Nineteenth-Century Solo Piano Music According to Czerny, Liszt and 
their Contemporaries,” in Beyond Notes – Improvisation in Western Music of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth 
Centuries ed. by Rudolf Rasch (Lucca, Centro Studi Opera Omnia Luigi Boccherini – BREPOLS, 2011), 182. 
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Preludes and Fantasies 
While nineteenth-century ornamentation and cadenzas have been revived in historically- 
informed modern performances, the practice of improvising preludes and fantasies largely has not. 
One reason, as Nicholas Temperley observes, might be that the early music movement is especially 
oriented toward “performing established works of great composers in a more authentic form, 
whereas if you improvise a free fantasy there is no great composer in sight.”203 As noted in the 
previous chapter, the free fantasy was not a genre embraced by flautists, because of the instrument's 
limitations in respect to complex modulations and fugal playing in solo improvisations. However, 
the prelude was more suited to the strengths of the flute and this form of improvisation was 
developed extensively throughout the nineteenth century. For these reasons I will focus mainly on 
the prelude in this section. 
The term prelude in the nineteenth century could designate a variety of compositions of 
different lengths and styles. Although born as an improvisational practice, the prelude evolved into 
a notated piece of music that, at least initially, served as an introduction to a larger work. 
Nonetheless, as I will illustrate in this section, we have evidence that, to a certain degree, preludes 
continued to be improvised until the twentieth century. My aim is to understand how pedagogical 
materials assisted students in developing the skills needed for the improvisation of preludes, 
including technical mastery, the understanding of chord progressions, and aesthetic considerations. 
 
203  Nicholas Temperley, “Preluding at the Piano” in Musical improvisation. Art, Education, and Society, ed. by Gabriel 
Solis and Bruno Nettl (Urbana and Chicago, University of Illinois Press, 2009). 
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The tradition of introducing a work with a prelude is very old. It is mentioned even in 
Aristotle's Rhetoric (ca. 336 B.C.): 
The proem is the beginning of a speech, like a prologue in poetry 
and a prelude in flute playing; ...flute players begin by 
playing whatever they can execute skilfully and connect it with the keynote.204 
In Western Classical music, until the nineteenth-century, there was an established practice of 
improvising a prelude in public performances before written compositions such as sonatas or theme 
and variations. In many eighteenth- and nineteenth-century primary sources, this practice was also 
recommended in the daily private practice of students and professionals. Flautists followed this 
practice. In the Baroque era flute preludes resembled other works for solo flute, such as the fantasia 
or partita, where the melodic line “implies an absent bass line... and rest[s] only momentarily at [its] 
interior cadences.”205  Some Baroque preludes are constructed with a repeated semiquaver 
figuration, which conveys the harmony. Gustav Scheck goes so far as to describe the beginning of  J. 
S. Bach's allemande from the Partita in A minor BWV 1013 for solo flute, a “preluding on the 
arpeggio of the tonic.”206 
In flute preludes of the Classical era there is more flexibility of rhythm and metre but it is in 
the nineteenth century that flautists allow themselves an imaginative approach to rhythm and 
harmony, with the use of cascades of notes and chromaticism. Flautists developed a true virtuosic 
exhibitionism in line with the fantastic ideals of the period. The practice of preluding on the flute 
remained relevant as late as 1928, when Leonardo De Lorenzo, an influential Italian flautist and 
teacher in the United States, published L'Arte Moderna del Preludio, an entire book which includes 
a vast range of examples of solo preludes for flute. De Lorenzo, in this regard, can be considered a 
late advocate of a dying tradition. In the preface he underlies that one of his aims is “to demonstrate 
how to prelude artistically and with taste,” evidence that, although De Lorenzo's musical language 
was very different from that of nineteenth-century opera, to a certain degree the practice continued 
in the context of solo performance.207 
These published works no doubt present a curated and refined version of their authors' 
improvisational styles, but the character that the music conveys is representative of the composers' 
distinct personalities. Gianni Lazzari notes that, “the published works give a strong impression of 
having been put down after the experience of live improvisation.”208 By the mid-twentieth century, 
this tradition of of improvising preludes had almost entirely disappeared from Western classical 
204  Ars rhetorica, III, 1414b. The passage is given in Greek and translated by Warren Kirkendale in "Ciceronians 
versus Aristotelians on the Ricercar as Exordium from Bembo to Bach," Journal of the American Musicological 
Society XXXII (1979), 3. Kirkendale's study examines the functions and characteristics of preludial pieces up to the 
time of Bach.) as quoted in Valerie Woodring Goertzen, “By Way of Introduction: Preluding by 18 th- and Early 19 th- 
Century Pianists,” The Journal of Musicology, Vol. 14, No. 3 (Summer, 1996), 299-337, Published by: University 
of California Press. Greensboro. 
205  Betty Bang Mather and David Lasocki, The Art of Preluding 1700-1830, For Flutists, Oboists Clarinettists and 
Other Performers (New york, McGinnis & Marx Music Publishers, 1984), 12. 
206      Gustav Scheck, Die Flöte und ihre Musik (Mainz, Schott, 1975). 
207  Leonardo De Lorenzo, L'Arte moderna del preludio Op. 25 (Leipzig, Zimmermann, 1928) Preface. “Dimostrare il 
modo di preludiare artisticamente e con gusto.” 
208  Gianni Lazzari, Il flauto traverso (Torino, EDT, 2003), 179. “è forte l'impressione che le opere stampate fossero 
definite in seguito a esperienze improvvisative dal vivo.”  
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music performances. It scarcely needs to be emphasized that today, few performers “would dare... 
to perform a prelude leading into a Mozart or Beethoven sonata.”209 
Some of the many flute methods and etude books published in the nineteenth century 
include short preludes which offer students some guidance for learning this improvisatory practice. 
These publications present the prelude as a brief introduction independent from the etude, for 
example. Other preludes introduce some of the ideas that the listener will later hear developed, as 
encouraged by Coche in the aforementioned quote from his method: “to preserve, even in the 
invention of the most free ideas, a relation to the written notes.”210 In the majority of nineteenth- 
century Italian didactic material for the flute, however, the authors offer only practical, notated 
examples which could familiarise students with the various options available when improvising 
preludes. The volume L'art de préluder du flûtiste by Giuseppe Gariboldi was, as its title suggests, a 
publication especially relevant to these skills, but even here the author provides no verbal 
instructions, offering only notated examples of preludes and fermatas. 
Methods for other instruments, and flute methods from other countries provide more verbal 
instructions from which we can gain information on vital attributes of the improvisation practice of 
preludes and how flautists learned it, which can be linked with flute playing in Italy. Tommaso 
Giordani, an Italian composer living in London, published in 1773 a set of Preludes for the 
Harpsichord, one of the first collections of this type. He states in the title page that his preludes will 
help students aquire crucial skills, because “the beginning of any song or lesson without touching of 
the key has a very awkward appearance and often disconcerts the performer.”211 If preluding was 
expected in performance, in order to avoid making an “awkward” impression, students and 
amateurs needed examples in every possible key to consult when unsure of their own 
improvisational abilities. Peter Welcker, Giordani's publisher, evidently considered a volume with 
examples of preludes in every key a profitable venture. It is perhaps significant that he chose for 
this purpose a fashionable Italian musician in London, confirming the reputation that Italian 
musicians had of being great improvisers. As Nicholas Temperly has observed: “Giordani's 
collection was representative of his own spontaneous preluding but simplified to the level of young 
students and amateurs. The main aesthetic of these preludes is one of freedom from constraint, 
suggesting that the player is following is inclination wherever it takes him.”212 
Mathieu Péraut, in his flute method, includes 42 preludes before each air for solo flute, duet 
for two flutes or sonata for flute and bass. These preludes offer examples that students could imitate 
or even use outright. The author rationalizes his inclusion of preludes thus: “the student can begin 
early to collect in his head and get used to thinking up all the patterns that may be used to establish 
the key and mode he is going to play in.”213 
209       Temperley, “Preluding at the Piano.” 
210  Victor Coche, Méthode pour servir á l'enseignement de la nouvelle flûte inventée par Gordon, modifiée par 
Boehm et perfectionée par V. Coche Op. 15 (Paris, Schonenberger, 1839), 190. “afin de conserver, même dans 
l'invention des idées, les plus libres, une analogie qui les rendent agréables.” 
211  Tommaso Giordani, Preludes for the Harpsichord or Piano Forte in All the Keys Flat and Sharp (London, Welcker, 
1773). 
212      Temperley, “Preluding at the Piano.” 
213  Mathieu Péraut, Methode pour la flûte (Paris, par ĺ auteur, ca 1800). “afin que l'élève commence de bonheure à se 
meubler la tête et s'habituer à concevoir toutes les formules dont on peut se servir pour établir le Ton, et le Mode  
dont lequel on doit jouer.” 
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Pierre Baillot, in his violin method, provides more verbal descriptions on the prelude. He 
starts by stating that the violin has the possibility of two types of prelude, which he calls “melodic” 
and “harmonic.” The prélude mélodique is an “element of song... rendered according to its nature” 
while the prélude harmonique is “clothed with its chords.”214 In looking at example 44 we see how 
the initial melody is presented in the last bars with chords on the violin, an impossible task for the 
flute in the nineteenth century. The flute, being a homophonic instrument, could only emulate the 
effect of the harmonic prelude with fast arpeggiated grace notes as in the final arpeggios of 
examples 45 and 48, and similarly intervallic leaps imitating double stopping. Baillot then continues 
with more rules on how and when one should prelude: 
1 – one must not prelude when the violin is not playing the principal rôle. 
2 – a prelude could be performed before a first movement; if a work is in more movements, 
...silence is necessary between them to enjoy the constrasts between them... 
3 – if we need to command silence, a few chords of announcement are enough; after this there is 
nothing better to dispose the audience to silence, than the silence of the performer... 
4 – The prelude and the fermata, both children of the imagination, must above all respond to their 
calling, as when taken up by the performer they become a pitfall or a means to triumph.215 
With this last comment, Baillot, warns students that the prelude is to serve as a simple 
introduction and not a means to draw attention to the performer and overshadow the ensuing work. 
Victor Coche, in his already mentioned flute method, also cautions students against exuberance: 
“four well-executed bars can help us judge the talent of the artist.” Fundamental qualities are: “the 
choice of the chords, their positioning, the grace of the details, the purity of the execution and the 
quality of sound.”216 Both authors encourage virtuosity with their written examples but, at the same 
time, they warn students not to make it the only vehicle for success and to keep in mind the main 
role of the prelude. 
Coche’s precepts are mirrored  in the various introductory preludes found in the important 
Italian volumes of nineteenth-century flute etudes by Giulio Briccialdi, Vincenzo De Michelis, 
214  Pierre Baillot, L'Art du violon, nouvelle méthode (Paris, Imprimerie du Conservatoire de Musique, 1834), 183. 
“trait de chant... rendu selon sa nature” and “revètu de ses accords.”  
215  Baillot, L'Art du violon, 184. “Il ne faut jamais préluder quand le violon ne joue pas le prémier rôle. Le prélude 
peut être placé avant un premier morceau; mais si plusieurs morceaux se succèdent dans le même ouvrage ...un 
silence complet devient indispensable pour faire jouir de ce contratse. Que si l'on a besoin de commander le 
silence, quelques accords d'annonce suffisent; mais après cet avvertissement, il ne faut  pas oublier qu'il n'est rien de 
meilleur pour disposer l'auditoire au silence, que le silence observé par l'exécutant lui même. Le prélude et le point 
d'orgue, tous deux enfants de l'imagination doivent s'attacher surtout à répondre juste à son appel, car une fois que 
l'artiste les a entrepris ils deviennet pour lui un écueil ou un sujet de triomphe de  plus.” 
216  Coche, Méthode Op. 15, 190. “Quatre mesure bien exécutées peuvent fair juger du talent d'un artiste. Le choix des 
accords, leur disposition, la  grâce des détails, la  pureté dans l'execution, la  qualité du son...”  
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Raffaele Bossi, and Cesare Ciardi, among others. Their preludes offer evidence of how these noted 
performers employed similar ideas. Their preludes are short and are structured with simple chord 
progressions, and resemble cadenza improvisation as I have outlined in the previous section. They 
are almost entirely written without metre or subdivision of bars, and chord progression, although 
more limited, is emphasised here as well with resting points, moving from the tonic to the 
dominant, for example. These resting points are connected with figuration similar to that described 
in the cadenza section. Carl Czerny, in his Piano Forte School, defined this simple harmonic 
succession as the "shortest possible prelude," and also stressed the “importance of playing 
memorized preludes in such a way that they would appear unstudied.”217 
Apart from the shorter length and simpler chord progressions, other differences between 
preludes and cadenzas are obvious in their beginning and ending: a long initial note, an opening on 
the tonic chord in second inversion or on the dominant, a final trill on the dominant chord are traits 
more characteristic of a cadenza, while a final chord on the tonic which is embellished in various 
figurations is not possible in a cadenza, but typifies the conclusion of a prelude or capriccio. 
As for cadenzas, the authors guide students to achieve variety in their improvisations with 
extra indications and, to attain a surprise effect, with an unconventional use of dynamics. In De 
Michelis preludes, for example, we note that he is emphasizing bold changes in dynamics, accents, 
and also uses nomenclatures typical of the romantic style: con bravura, spiegato, veloce or con 
calore (Ex. 46 and 48). These details help the prelude to move away from a stiffening formality and 
rhythmic precision, and encourage a spontaneous effect more suggestive of true improvisation. 
Belgian violinist Charles-Auguste de Bériot, a pupil of Giovanni Battista Viotti, tells us in his 
method that the prelude “allows abandon, audacity, confers on performers that which the Italians 
call la maestria, which we would happily refer to as the boldness of talent.”218 
Using Krakamp's “punctuation” points illustrated in the previous section we are able to 
understand how preludes are assembled formally. A harmonic analysis of some of these preludes 
shows that they often begin with an arpeggio on the tonic. Starting the prelude with an arpeggio has 
an obvious and simple harmonic raison d'etre, and is especially apt for the flute, with its melodic 
nature. The prelude comes at the very beginning of the work being performed and, to establish the 
key, it generally does not stray from the tonic, unless the player seeks a more dramatic effect. 
Occasionally we encounter preludes starting on the dominant chord. The initial arpeggiated chord is 
then developed with short scales and other rhythmic features to create a varied melodic tapestry. 
Employing Krakamp's terminology we can say that we encounter more the quarto di cadenza (Q) 
than the semicadenza (S). In example 46 the pause on the high F has no harmonic function, it can be 
considered a quarto di cadenza which creates a moment of repose after the fast arpeggio, and 
introduces the next idea made up of grace notes and short rests. To demonstrate variety within the 
unshifting harmony, the authors vary the initial arpeggio and present it with different figuration. In 
De Michelis's preludes, for example, it often takes on more complicated forms to avoid 
repetitiveness. In example 45 every note of the E minor chord is decorated with upper or lower 
 
217      Czerny, Piano Forte School Op.500 III, (Vienna, Diabelli, 1839), 117 and 123. 
218  Charles-Auguste de Bériot, Méthode de violon Op. 102 (Paris: Schott, c.1870), 175, “Le prèlude donne la 
désinvolture, la  hardiesse, c'est lui qui revêt les executants de ce que les italiens appellent la  maestria que nous 
nommeront volontiers la  crânerie du talent”. 
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neighbouring notes until the dominant chord is reached on the low F sharp of the second line and, to 
give it a dramatic closure, a chromatic scale is added in both registers before the final arpeggiated 
motive of the tonic. In the examples which follow, De Michelis suggests a variety of options for 
arpeggios in the same prelude: simple slurred arpeggios, notes of the chord embellished with grace 
notes, broken arpeggios and even a trill on every note of the chord. With a variety of simple 
examples, the author encourages students to follow their muse wherever it might lead them, 
provided that they do not move away from the main key. 
 






EXAMPLE 46 Vincenzo De Michelis, Preludio e Studio No. 21 from 24 Esercizi Op. 25 
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In the nineteenth century, an age which placed a premium on thematic or motivic integration 
of various parts or movements of a composition (like a symphony or sonata), stylistic and motivic 
connections between prelude and whatever piece followed it were a priority for at least some 
authors of didactic material. It is noticeable how De Michelis attempts, in the short preludes to his 
24 Exercises Op. 25, to establish a connection between the prelude and the exercise. De Michelis's 
preludes not only anticipate the technical challenges encountered in the following exercises, but 
also their musical character. I have added underneath examples 45, 46, 47, and 49, the beginning of 
the etude to illustrate the connection between the introductory prelude and the etude. In example 45 
it is the chromatic scale with a pedal note in the second line of the prelude which is similar to the 
second bar of the etude, and in example 46 the grace notes motif, on which the etude is built, are 
introduced in the first line of the prelude. In example 47, De Michelis also anticipates in the prelude 
the double tonguing technique on which the etude is based; a player could, in this way, “warm up” a 
particular technique before the etude proper, another practical way of using the prelude. Other 
authors likewise emphasized motivic links between prelude and exercise, as we can see in example 
49, by Raffaele Bossi. Here the arpeggio with leading notes has exactly the same pattern as the one 
in the second line of the etude. In order to maintain a connection with the etude which follows, the 
prelude could end on the dominant or dominant seventh chord rather than the tonic, which also 


















In playing these preludes regularly students learned how to formally construct one; which 
chords to include and the technical figuration they have at their disposal to build a climax, for 
example, or to travel from the low to the high octave with runs or varied arpeggios. 
The nineteenth-century flute repertoire included a variety of fashionable lighter pieces; 
many of these works lacked introductions, and thus offered the opportunity to improvise a prelude. 
Sets of variations beginning directly with the theme were one example that allowed for this. We also 
find examples of lighter works where the introduction is included  but varies from edition to edition. 
There was evidently a pecuniary motive for famous virtuosi to publish their own edition of a work, 
but it seems likely that soloists improvised their own during the performance. In published 
introductions we again see the importance of continuity between movements. In these preludes- 
introductions the flautist was able to include material from the actual work, and could thereby 
generate a longer and harmonically more complex prelude. Incorporating figuration and themes 
from the “work” gave flautists more material to develop the improvised prelude. These examples 
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become guidelines for less experienced musicians where they could learn how to develop ideas and 
how to form a structure which offered more contrast and opportunities for virtuosic display. 
In Krakamp's Fantaisie sur des Motifs de la Norma for solo flute, the lengthy introductory 
adagio freely retraces the first scene of Bellini's opera. In this prelude-introduction Krakamp creates 
a thematic link between the introduction and the principal theme, and demonstrates how to unite the 
themes during a free improvisation. Fragments of themes are linked by passages of virtuosic 
figuration and more complex modulations. In the last lines of the introduction, for example, the 
flute plays both the theme and the accompanying rhythm of the Religious March of the Druids, in A 
major, but then unexpectedly, over an implied G major 7 chord, the theme modulates to C major. 
With the use of diminished seventh and dominant seventh chords he then introduces without 
interruption the A major Marziale theme of the variations. 
As noted earlier, in the nineteenth century the prelude took on a variety of shapes: from the 
Preludes Op. 28 of Chopin, self-standing works of art, reflecting but not bound to their simple 
introductory function, to the preludes or passages for various instruments published as separate 
collections or included in methods.219 In nineteenth-century publications for flute these types of 
preludes are not always easily distinguishable. We often find titles like preludi, passaggi, studi o 
capricci but their composing style makes us think that nineteenth-century virtuosi referred to them 
indiscriminately with their preferred terminology. 
The distinction between preludes and points d'orgue is more obvious in Gariboldi's L'Art de 
Préluder du Flûtiste, a real compendium on the art of improvisation in the nineteenth century. His 
preludes no longer serve as brief introductions to the etudes but rather resemble short compositions 
with more chord progressions and a wider scope. The interchange of preludes and points d'orgue 
clearly shows Gariboldi's ideas regarding the two improvisatory forms: the prelude has the structure 
of a short etude, or caprice, with a precise beginning and ending, while the point d'orgue, as 
explained in the previous section, has a freer flow, always starting with a longer note, and then 
moving from one cadential point to another with short melodic or virtuosic passages. The prelude, 
from a structural point of view, is defined by its precise meter and division into bars. Some even 
adopt well-defined musical genres, for example Prelude No. 6 in F, which has a clear waltz 
character, or Prelude No. 37, a barcarolle, familiarising students with the musical genres fashionable 
at the time. The key focus of Garibloldi's book is of course improvisation, and for six of the 
preludes he also offers a version transposed a semitone higher or lower. This pedagogical strategy 
invites students to transpose the other preludes in order to avoid approaching them from a merely 
technical standpoint but also harmonically, and to explore the particular colour of each key. 
Gariboldi's preludes also help students to learn how to modulate in their improvisation. In example 
51 he shows how to modulate to neighbouring keys with the help of dominant and diminished 
seventh chords. In 1839, about forty years before the publication of L'Art de Préluder du Flûtiste, 
Berbiguier had already stressed the importance of modulating in a similar way. In his 10 Little 
Preludes for the Flute Op. 139 Berbiguier builds his framework on various forms of diminished 
chords, giving four possible solutions to modulate into different keys (Ex. 51). As he states in his 
 
219  Valerie Woodring Goertzen, “By Way of Introduction: Preluding by 18 th- and Early 19 th- Century Pianists,” in The 
Journal of Musicology, Vol. 14, No. 3 (Summer, 1996), University of California Press, 299-337. 
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brief introduction, “in this way some practice of modulation can more easily be acquired”.220 
Berbiguer's examples are more an applied demonstration of the various ways in which the 
diminished seventh chord can resolve while Gariboldi demonstrates how to apply a similar 
technique while improvising preludes. In his Point d'orgue No. 2 he presents the same diminished 
chord in different figurations, showing how it can resolve into C major in the first two bars, and into 





































220  Antoine Tranquille Berbiguier, 10 petits préludes pour la flûte oeuvre posthume 139 (Paris, Aulagner, c.1839), 
1. “et par ce moyen on acquerra une certaine habitude à moduler avec plus de facilité.” 
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EXAMPLE 51 Antoine-Tranquille Berbiguier, Prélude n. 5 from 10 Petits Préludes 
 
EXAMPLE 52 Giuseppe Gariboldi, Prélude en Ut majeur No. 2 from L'Art de Préluder du Flûtiste 
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Other examples of preludes-etudes for flute are found in Emanuele Krakamp's method 
which, after the long Indispensabile Esercizio Giornaliero, presents fifty short compositions which 
incorporate the technical skills learned in the previous section. Krakamp's preludes have similar 
characteristics to those of Gariboldi. They are self-contained compositions which demonstrate how 
to include formulas in a piece. Krakamp's aims, however, are more complex, technically and 
harmonically. Compared to Gariboldi, the style is more virtuosic and the preludes explore more 
uncomfortable keys for the flute, with six or seven accidentals, thus displaying the technical 
potential of the Boehm flute, of which he was a promoter. Krakamp also includes more complicated 
modulations, using more than one diminished arpeggio in the same prelude or achieving chromatic 
progressions with the help of a repeated melodic pattern (Ex. 53), providing a model for more 
adventurous modulations. In this way Krakamp, like Gariboldi, includes transposition in his 
pedagogical tools, but compared to Gariboldi, through a bar by bar chord progression which 
ascends chromatically on every beat, he encourages students to process ideas faster. His expression 
markings are also very different to those found in L'Art de Préluder du Flûtiste. While Gariboldi 
often employs genteel terms like dolce, dolcissimo, delicato and elegante, Krakamp uses bolder and 
more contrasting terms like con fuoco, agitato, risoluto, reflecting his performing style, a theatrical 
and spectacular virtuosity.221 Once again all these examples provide ideas for students to learn the 
various options they can explore while improvising. 
 
 
EXAMPLE 53 Emanuele Krakamp, Preludio No. 15 from Metodo Op. 103 
 
 
To teach students the variety of possibilities available when improvising in a more practical 
way, some teachers-virtuosos even produced 'prelude-exercises' such as the Preludio-Esercizio by 
Alberto Roberti or the Preludio Monodico Onnitonico Op. 91 by Vincenzo De Michelis. The former 
is a lengthy work of fourteen pages, which dedicates each page to two alternating keys, displaying 
the various possibilities of modulating from major to minor and to the next key with a 
recombination of the solutions found in daily exercises. Roberti does not provide examples of 
preludes to use in performance, but rather a range of pedagogical formulas intended as a cognitive 
 
221  Maurizio Bignardelli,. “Virtuosità: fra didattica e concertismo” [Virtuosity: between pedagogy and concert 
performing], in Syrinx, Anno III n. 9 
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arsenal for virtuosos, helping them to keep their performances fresh and alive. Thus we have what 
Dahlhaus describes as a “disconcerting” fact, that an improvisation “made up of a collage of 
formulae,” nonetheless produces the impression of spontaneity.222 
Examples of flute preludes can be found also in historical recordings. The recording of 
Giovanni Paggi's Rimembranze Napolitane made by Albert Franzella in 1911 features an 
improvised prelude not included in the score.223 The score has a written-out introduction but, in this 
recording, the orchestra starts with a simple loud chord, leaving Franzella alone to improvise his 
own prelude introducing the main theme. Fransella uses exactly the same devices illustrated above. 
The work is in A major and Fransella begins his prelude with arpeggios on the dominant chord. 
After a long descending chromatic run, he performs another arpeggio that arrives at the dominant 
trill with the F natural, to emphasise the brighter colour of the F sharp in the downbeat of the main 
theme. 
John Amadio's 1920 recording of Offenbach's Barcarola Veneziana (arranged by Richard 
Carte for flute and piano) similarly features an improvised prelude, in this case with the flute 
starting alone.224 Unfortunately I have not been able to locate the score of the work, so it is unclear 
whether Carte supplied the prelude or Amadio improvised it. Whether composed by Carte or added 
by Amadio, it certainly exemplifies the characteristics of the improvised prelude. The flute starts 
brilliantly with a trill on the dominant chord, a kind of summons to capture the attention of  the 
audience, and then carries on with a wild sequence of diminished arpeggios, octaves and chromatic 
scales, all formulas mentioned in the previous section on cadenzas. The prelude then gradually 
winds down and settles on the dominant chord before the piano commences the accompaniment to 
the main theme with the gentle rhythm of the barcarolle. 
These rare historical recordings are essential documents, which confirm that the art of 
preluding on the flute was still alive in the first decades of the twentieth century. Following the 
practice of introducing a lighter work with a prelude, I have improvised one on the recording of 
Mercadante's Variazioni sul tema Là ci darem la mano included with this thesis. My improvisation 





Theme and Variations 
In the nineteenth century, two of the main attractions of the theme-and-variations form, for 
both performers and audiences, were the pleasure of hearing popular themes in a new context, and 
the enjoyment of pure virtuosity. Famous themes became “scenarios for performances that  focused 
 
222  Carl Dahlhaus, “Che cosa significa improvvisazione?” [What is the meaning of improvisation?] in In altri termini, 
Saggi sulla musica, ed. by Alberto Frassone, (Milano, Ricordi, 2009), 243 (original publication, 1979). 
223  Columbia Rena Records (27294) 1674 included in The Susan Milan Collection, Flute Archive Series 2. Master 
Classics, Surrey UK, 1997 
224  Aeolion, Vocalion R-6025 Matrix n. 02240 included in The Susan Milan Collection, Flute Archive Series 2. Master 
Classics, Surrey UK, 1997 
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more on the player or the singer that on the work being played or sung.”225 Opera tunes were 
especially popular for theme-and-variations sets, and the numerous examples used by flautist- 
composers give us a picture of the broad and ever-changing operatic repertoire in the first half of the 
century, with many popular themes drawn from operas almost entirely forgotten today. The 
constantly changing repertoire of the opera theatre in Italy provided a wealth of material for flautist- 
composers. The simplicity of a lyric melody, “served as the necessary counterfoil to a virtuosity 
consisting of brilliant figuration and passage work unfolding in variants and episodes,” and the 
many published examples show the authors' inventiveness.226 With the possibilities for invention 
inherent in the form, the theme and variations gave soloists the possibility to comprehensively 
explore their technical capabilities, and such works were regularly featured in performances.227 
They also allowed scope for further improvisation; when performing his celebrated variations on 
the Carnival of Venice, Paganini is reported to have, on occasion, improvised up to thirty additional 
variations.228 
The cognoscenti among professional flautists were able to draw from the particular styles of 
other performers for inspiration. In Krakamp's Scherzo Fantastico sopra un tema ideale for flute 
and piano, after the usual introduction and original theme, Krakamp gives us examples of how 
famous virtuosos of the period might have varied the theme. The graceful variation alla Tulou 
explores a flexible style of playing, moving with ease from one register to the next, in the manner of 
the French virtuoso Jean-Louis Tulou (1786 – 1865). Sergio Nigri (1804 – 1839), first flute at the 
Teatro San Carlo in Naples, inspires an Italian variation alla Nigri, which features much more 
virtuosic and agile writing, with more complicated articulation. Krakamp also includes an example 
of his own style, another agile variation in the Italian manner, but with more energy, with the theme 
emphasized by the ƒƒ dynamic and the dramatic marking con rabbia (angrily). With their published 
compositions and, particularly, their teaching methods, in which their ideas were codified to instruct 
students and amateurs, every virtuoso promoted their own recognisable style of  improvising. 
The majority of nineteenth-century variation sets for flute have simple piano 
accompaniments, the focus being on the virtuosity of the flute, and which give the soloist more 
scope to improvise. The combination of instruments could also include other wind or string 
instruments, and in addition many variations were also written for solo flute, a setting which 
naturally gave the flautist complete freedom in inventing improvised material. I would like to focus, 
in this section, on a published set of nineteenth-century variations for solo flute by Krakamp, where 
the author develops many of the techniques inherent to this form of improvisation. I will compare 
them to the exercises included in Krakamp's Metodo Op. 103 to understand what pedagogical tools 
he used to help young performers to become expert in the variation technique. 
The five Fantaisies Variées pour flûte seule of Krakamp, published by Girard in Naples 
 
 
225  Carl Dahlhaus, Nineteenth-Century Music, trans. by J.Bradford Robinson (Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of 
California Press, 1989), 138. 
226       Dahlhaus, Nineteenth-Century Music, 138. 
227  Renato Ricco, “Charles-Auguste de Bériot e l'improvvisazione virtuosistica per violino” [Bériot  and virtuoso 
improvisation for the violin], in Beyond Notes – Improvisation in Western Music of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth 
Centuries ed. by Rudolf Rasch (Lucca, Centro Studi Opera Omnia Luigi Boccherini – BREPOLS, 2011), 227. 
228       Pietro Berri, Paganini. Documenti e testimonianze (Genoa, Sigla Effe, 1962), 84. 
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around 1850, are dedicated to the “célèbre amateur Chev. J. Capecelatro,” of whom we know 
little.229 At first glance it is clear that these pieces are not written with an amateur player in mind. 
The level of virtuosity and the length of each set of variations call for the technical ability and 
stamina of an experienced virtuoso. Apart from one set based on an original theme, they are all 
based on operatic excerpts. They all include a prelude-introduction similar to the improvised 
prelude mentioned earlier in this chapter. While the prelude-introductions to the opera sets are 
always either harmonically or melodically connected to the theme, and include other themes from 
each opera, the one based on an original theme is essentially made up of the formulas found in the 
daily exercises, with a simple harmonic structure, and displaying a pure pleasure in exploit ing 
technique to achieve a virtuosic effect. 
It is however in the variations that the level of virtuosity attains heights unique in 
nineteenth-century flute repertoire. The variations are arranged in a sequence of increasing 
difficulty, typical of this form, so that the unrestrained virtuosity of the final pages leaves both 
performer and audience breathless. He explores the complete range of the Boehm flute of the time, 
from low B to the rarely encountered top D. The themes are varied with up to ten variations, and 
each set closes with a coda that in some cases becomes a lengthy improvisation on previously-heard 
themes designed to finish the performance with an energetic flourish in order to astonish the 
audience. The variations are of such inventiveness that they become like independent entities; they 
are still thematically related, but the imagination and resource of the composer give each variation a 
highly individual character. 
In the following paragraphs I will show some of the variation techniques used by Krakamp, 
and how these techniques derive from exercises. As previously noted, Krakamp was one of the most 
celebrated virtuosos in Italy, a renowned improviser and a great pioneer of the new Boehm 
mechanism. His published variations are like structured improvisations, and therefore important 
sources to understand his style of improvisation. Bignardelli informs us that Krakamp was able to 
freely improvise variations on a theme during his performances, with a level of virtuosity well 
beyond the scope of amateur flautists. Through improvising in both private and public settings, 
Krakamp also tested the boundaries of his personal technique, which helped shape his musical 
language.230 In the examples that follow, I will show how Krakamp was then able to showcase this 
language in his published compositions. Even if these show his improvisational style in a more 
ordered, and in a sense domesticated, form, these “strings of variations became the paradigmatic 
form of a type of virtuosity that, even when set down in writing as a composition, never lost its 
close proximity to improvisation”231 
The most basic issue, when learning to improvise in this genre, is how to differentiate each 
variation of the theme. One standard means is to apply a different figuration to each variation. Some 
of Krakamp’s didactic material instructs students to do exactly this. The Esercizio Giornaliero 
(Daily Exercise) in his already mentioned Metodo Op. 103 features many examples of how to vary 
a melodic line. It includes a lengthy exercise called Esercizi di Scale Variate in un solo modo, 
 
229      Emanuele Krakamp, 5 Fantaisies Variées pour flûte seule (Naples, B. Girard, c. 1850). 
230      Bignardelli, “Virtuosità.” 
231      Carl Dalhaus, Nineteenth-Century Music, 137. 
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consisting of 24 variations on the scale of C major which could be applied to other scales. Even if a 
scale is quite a basic melody, the exercise guides students in learning to improvise, and more 
specifically in how to vary a melody. Each variation applies a different figuration to the notes of the 
scale. The figurations applied to each scale degree include scalar patterns, arpeggios, dotted 
rhythms, lower neighbour notes, thirds, octaves and other big intervals, trills and turns. All these 
figurations are ideas borrowed from his daily exercises. It is a real lesson on variation that the 
player can usefully apply when improvising. 
In the published Fantaisies variées, we recognize some of the ideas found in this varied 
scale exercise. I will present an example from the Esercizi di Scale Variate from the method first, 
and compare it to some of the variations included in the sets to point out similarities. Example 54 
decorates each note of the descending scale in the upper register with short figurations in the lower 
register, giving the impression that two voices are heard, the main melody and an accompaniment. 
In Krakamp's 3rd variation from Fra Diavolo by Daniel Auber, the theme is emphasised in the upper 
register with a similar technique (Ex. 55). 
EXAMPLE 54 Emanuele Krakamp, Esercizi di Scale Variate in un solo modo from Metodo Op. 103 
 
 




Example 56, another of Krakamp’s variations on the scale, is entirely based on arpeggios. 
The first note of each arpeggio is the main note of the scale “melody,” and each descending 
arpeggio outlines the chord on which it is built. The 3rd variation of Krakamp’s variations on themes 
from Bellini's Il Pirata employs a very similar technique. Even if articulated differently, the 
accented notes of the Il Pirata variation emphasise the first note of every group making the melody 
obvious to our ears (Ex. 57). 

















In Examples 58 the accented notes, in the lower octave, are connected by slurs to the root of 
the chord in the higher octave, which is repeated to establish and reinforce the harmonic context. 
Krakamp employs a similar technique in one of his Norma variations to emphasise the lower 
melody (Ex. 59). Like in his scale variation exercise, the lower moving notes also help convey the 
harmonic basis. 










Krakamp gives a range of possibilities of how to exploit big leaps in his Esercizi. Examples 
60 and 61 show how octaves and big leaps with different articulations are good devices to ornament 
the melody. Examples 62 and 63 show how the same devices are used to create distinct figuration in 
Krakamp’s variations on Carafa's air “Oh Cara Memoria” and on Bellini's Norma. Example 60 has a 
different rhythm compared to example 62 but the basic idea is the same, featuring alternation of 
octaves with descending arpeggios. In example 63, after the sextuplet figuration, Krakamp employs 
a pattern very similar to example 61. 
EXAMPLE 60 Krakamp, Emanuele. Esercizi di Scale Variate in un solo modo from Metodo op. 103 
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EXAMPLE 63 Emanuele Krakamp, Fantaisie variée No. 4 sur des motifs de la Norma – Presto 
 
 
Other examples of figuration patterns useful when improvising variations can be found in 
Krakamp's 30 Studi, where he demonstrates how the flute can create the impression of both melody 
and accompaniment with the use of various techniques. The basic idea is to intersperse the main 
notes of the melody with harmonic notes in various speeds: simple quavers (Ex. 64), faster triplets 
(Ex. 65) or arpeggiated motives, and even very fast tremolos. In examples 64 and 65 it is noticeable 
how, by putting the main melody in a different register, and by emphasising it with accents or a 
different articulation, Krakamp makes the melody stand out. Examples of these techniques were 
exploited by many nineteenth-century flautists, so that they became an idiomatic feature of flute 
playing. 
EXAMPLE 64 Emanuele Krakamp, Studio n. 15 from 30 Studi 
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Another way of giving the impression of multiple voices playing simultaneously and to vary 
a melody was achieved with the use of harmonics. Harmonics, a technique developed extensively 
by violinists, were already known to flautists from the eighteenth century but were not put into 
practice frequently until the nineteenth century. In De Michelis' Studio n. 17 Suoni Armonici 
Op.158 harmonics are the principal technique used, and they are explored fully with the addition of 
all the various possible fingerings. In his Metodo Op. 89, De Michelis had already explained the 
acoustic properties of harmonics and how to make them sound sweet “with the use of the lips, in 
order to emulate violin harmonics.”232 In his Studio n. 17 he demonstrates their application to 
different musical contexts. Example 66 shows how the main melody (estremamente dolce), in the 
second part of the etude, is played with standard fingerings and is interspersed with harmonic motifs 
which contribute even more, with their different colour, to bring out the main canto (song). The 
special colour of harmonics was also what attracted the curiosity of flautists and the audience. Their 
otherworldly sonority could be used to achieve particular atmospheres, even echo effects, to 
captivate the listeners. Another similarity between the flute and the voice is noted by nineteenth-
century flute specialist Thomas Lindsay in his Elements of Flute Playing, in which he compares the 
“peculiar” colour of flute harmonics to the falsetto voice, an effect which “at first appeared as a 
defect, will be found a beauty.”233 




The scale exercise from Krakamp's method and the other examples from his 30 Studi 
demonstrate simple ways to create variations by employing patterns learned in exercises to apply 
figuration to the notes of a theme. Improvising a set of variations also requires devising an overall 
structure, so the numerous published sets of theme-and-variations teach students how to order them 
in a cohesive way. It is possible to begin either with an introduction or with a simple statement of 
the theme, followed by a number of variations featuring increasingly complex figuration, and 
generally concluding with a coda. They all include a slower cantabile variation, where the theme is 
 
232  Vincenzo De Michelis, Metodo per flauto Op. 89 (Milano, Vismara, 1874), 103. “per mezzo del labbro, da 
paragonarsi ai suoni armonici del violino.” 
233      Thomas Lindsay, The Elements of Flute Playing (London, T. Lindsay, 1828/1830), 81. 
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embellished in a bel-canto style similar to that described in the ornamentation chapter. 
While Krakamp uses the same pattern for an entire variation, Mercadante, in his Dieci Arie 
Variate (10 Varied Arias) for solo flute, shows how a more experienced composer could include 
several patterns in the same variation to give it a more interesting shape. Arpeggios and scales with 
various articulations, chromatic turns, fragments of scales in thirds and even a long succession of 
arpeggios with appoggiaturas are all included in the Variazione No. 1 from his set of variations on 
“O cangia il mio destino o qui degg'io spirar” from Rossini's Ricciardo e Zoraide (Ex. 67). With this 
inventive approach, the variation moves away from being a mere technical exercise. 
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EXAMPLE 67 Saverio Mercadante, O Cangia il mio destino... - Var. 1 from Dieci Arie Variate 
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Published theme and variations also served as a template for further improvisation by 
performers, as in the John Amadio's afore-mentioned 1925 recording of Briccialdi's Il Carnevale di 
Venezia. The formulas and patterns absorbed during practice were useful when flautists wanted to 
add extra material to the music, and published scores became the “themes” on which virtuosos 
applied their variants. 
 
 
Facilitation and Complication 
I would like to conclude with an additional thought on where music improvisation was 
applied. We read in Galeazzi's method that, “in such a case that the performer is suddenly presented 
with difficult passages, ...one can find the solution by changing them, and adapting them to his or 
her ability, without changing the harmony, so that no listener, even a musical one, will be aware of 
this ingenious stratagem.”234 Krakamp's method includes a table used by the author to explain 
uneven groups of notes, which reminded me of Galeazzi's quote. In example 68 Krakamp shows 
how groups of three, five, six, seven and nine notes must make up the same value included in a bar, 
therefore instructing the student to accelerate their execution accordingly. If we surmise, then, that 
amateur performers called on Galeazzi's solution when the music was too hard for them, we could 
also speculate that virtuoso performers reversed this stratagem, adding more difficulties (i.e. extra 
notes) to the music as an opportunity for display. 
EXAMPLE 68 Emanuele Krakamp, Delle Terzine, Sestine, ecc. from Metodo Op. 103 
 
 
234  Francesco Galeazzi, Elementi teorico-pratici di musica - Tomo secondo (Roma, Michele Puccinelli, 1796). “in caso 
che gli si presentino all'improvviso de' passi difficili, ... può sul fatto rimediarvi mutan doli, ed adattandoli alla 
propria abilità , senza uscir d'armonia, in guisa che non possa verun uditore, anche musico, accorgersi dell'ingegnoso 
stratagemma.” 
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As shown in examples 69 and 70, composers often include an alternative solo line or ossia, 
allowing performers the freedom of choosing the version more convenient to them. 








Occasionally there was also a suggestion to eliminate notes to allow space for breathing, as 
in example 71 from Ciardi's concerto. 
 
 




A similar approach is illustrated by Krakamp in his chapter on breathing. Krakamp teaches 
students that in phrases which are too long to be played in one breath, they can change the 
articulation to allow space for breathing or eliminate one note to make breathing more comfortable 
for them. Example 72 shows the full phrase in its entirety and example 73 how it could be modified 
by performers. 
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EXAMPLE 72 Emanuele Krakamp, Della Respirazione from Metodo op. 103 
 
 




The inclusion of ossia is more present towards the end of the nineteenth century and into the 
twentieth century, and again demonstrates a desire by composers to maintain control over their 
music. This is another example of an improvisational practice being modified, and losing its 
extemporaneous aspect. 
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This project has sought to enrich our understanding of improvisation among flautists in 
nineteenth-century Italy, a fundamental element of their performance practice. 
I have brought to light performance contexts in which flute improvisation was employed in 
the nineteenth century, a time when new performance possibilities for flautists emerged. Touring 
virtuosi, professionals, orchestral players appeared in a variety of public settings, including benefit 
concerts, operas, and accademie strumentali or matinée-type concerts. Both professional and 
amateur players appeared in more intimate settings such as private house concerts and music 
lessons. 
However, improvisation was not encouraged in all of these contexts; orchestral and chamber music 
allowed less scope for extemporaneous additions. My secondary source findings confirm Dana 
Gooley's noting of the “unevenness in the distribution of free practices,” in other words, 
improvisation, in the nineteenth century.235 Fermatas in concertos were a traditional opportunity for 
improvisation, as well as preluding before a performance, but it is in the lighter works, with which 
nineteenth-century flute repertoire abounds, that flautists had the most freedom to add extra material 
to the score. Short cadenzas could be inserted (or extended) on the pauses in opera fantasies, and in 
the introduction to theme-and-variation sets, which could be also improvised entirely. 
With regard to the main focus of this thesis, the pedagogical aspects of improvisation, I 
have employed, as primary sources, nineteenth-century flute methods, collections of etudes, daily 
exercises, and other books on specific forms of improvisation such as preludes and cadenzas. In 
comparing them with twentieth-century books on jazz improvisation, I have observed that 
nineteenth-century Italian flautists learned improvisation in much the same way as present-day jazz 
musicians. In contrast, these tools are rarely encountered in contemporary Western classical music 
flute publications, so that improvisation pedagogy is left in the hands of a few dedicated teachers. In 
the main, twentieth-century Western classical performance pedagogy orients students “towards an 
appreciation based on the opinions of others,” these “others” being successful performers, teachers 
or conductors.236 
What emerged from my research is the recurring connection between daily exercises and  the 
notated improvisational forms included in nineteenth-century published works and didactic 
material. The didactic material provides a vast fund of patterns included in the various exercises. 
These exercises, practiced as a daily routine, enabled students to acquire a repertoire of formulas 
which could be employed when improvising a cadenza, a prelude, and when varying a theme. 
Methods included tables that showed students how to execute a variety of ornaments, how to 
embellish a melodic pattern in an adagio, how to terminate a trill, or how to use harmonic fingerings 
for creating sound contrast and executing challenging passages. Etudes were an extension of this 
process. The vast number of etude books published in the nineteenth century provide useful 
 
235        Gooley, Fantasies, 12. 
236  Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, trans. R. Nice (Cambridge, Harvard Univ.    
Press, 1984). 
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examples of ornamentation, with some being specifically dedicated to it. Etudes also demonstrate 
how to assemble and develop various technical patterns in longer forms and with more complex 
harmonic modulations. In addition, the desire of flautists to expand their possibilities in realising 
trills, tremolos, and more challenging technical figuration, was spurred on by ongoing 
improvements and development of the flute mechanism, with many performers creating and 
endorsing their own flute designs. These developments allowed more freedom and scope to 
improvisers. 
Notated examples of these improvisatory genres, found in the volumes by Ciardi and 
Gariboldi, showed students how formulas and patterns could be employed in small musical forms. 
They teach how to connect harmonic resting points, how to structure a cadenza or prelude 
harmonically and formally, and how to connect these to the “work” being performed. 
Published repertoire and historical recordings offer evidence that professional musicians 
based their improvisational practices on these pedagogical sources. The notated cadenzas included 
in nineteenth-century Italian flute concertos and other lighter repertoire such as opera fantasies and 
theme-and-variation sets show how the models offered in didactic publications could be 
incorporated into musical contexts. Historical recordings provide evidence of this practice in 
performance, and demonstrate how it continued into the first decades of the twentieth century. 
Many of the historical recordings cited in this thesis and used during my research feature material 
added to the score by the performer, from cadenzas to extra ornamentation and preludes. These 
additions are in line with the formulas demonstrated in primary sources, reinforcing the connection 
between pedagogical materials and performance practice. 
The lessons I have drawn from these source materials have informed my own performances. 
My performances on the attached recordings reflect the nineteenth-century improvisation practices 
found in the primary sources. My improvisations range from short cadenzas on pauses in both 
serenades by Giovanni Toja, added embellishments, and a prelude before Mercadante's Variazioni 
sul tema Là ci darem la mano, among others. 
With the rise of historically-informed performance, there is now a renewed interest in 
improvisation. In the words of Derek Bailey: “It's here and I think it's going to stay. And it's not 
going to do away with the writing of music but it's going to bring an added dimension—of 













237      Derek Bailey, Improvisation. Its nature and Practice in Music (Cambridge, Da Capo Press, 1993), 64-65. 
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- Rondò. Allegro 
 
Pietro Bottesini (1792 – 1874): Introduzione, Tema e variazioni per flauto, clarinetto e quartetto 
d'archi. 
- Andante 
- Tema, Andante 
- Variazione I, Allegro assai 
- Variazione II, Allegro 
- Variazione III, Andante minore 
- Variazione IV, Allegro 
 
Saverio Mercadante (1795 – 1870): Variazioni sul Tema Là ci darem la mano dall'opera Don 
Giovanni di W.A. Mozart per flauto, violino, viola e violoncello. 
- Tema, Andante 
- Variazione I 
- Variazione II 
- Variazione III 
- Variazione IV 
- Variazione V 
- Variazione VI 
- Variazione VII 
 
Egisto Mosell (1787 – 1852): Tema con Variazioni per flauto con accompagnamento di due violini, 
due corni, viola, violoncello e basso. 
- Adagio 
- Tema, Allegretto 
- Variazione I 
- Variazione II 
- Variazione III 
- Variazione IV, Più Adagio 
- Variazione V, Primo Tempo 
- Pollacca 
 
Camillo Romanino (1803 – 1863): Serenade per due violini, viola, flauto, clarinetto, violoncello e 
contrabbasso. 
- Allegro – Andante grazioso – Allegro – Più mosso 
 









- Scherzo. Tempo di Valtz 
- Allegro agitato 
 
Musicians: 
Luca Manghi, flute 
Maurizio Trapletti, clarinet 
Quartetto Fonè: Paolo Chiavacci and Marco Facchini, violins 
Chiara Foletto, viola 
Filippo Burchietti, cello 
Lorenzo Gabellini, double bass 
Andrea Leasi and Claudio Carta, French horns 
Technician: Carlo Cantini 







Information about the life of Giovanni Toja is limited. He was active as a copyist for the 
Ricordi Publishing house in the first half of the nineteenth century, which suggests that he was 
working in the Milan area. A number of hiw works, including original compositions and 
arrangements of works by Donizetti, Pacini, Cavallini, were published by Ricordi. From the 
dedication of his Solfeggi for Voice Op. 14 and the Fantasia for piano Op. 15, “a madamigella 
Giuseppina Manini dal suo maestro Gio. Toja” we can surmise that he was also teaching piano and 
voice.1 His main compositions are for various chamber music ensembles, including winds and strings 
in various combinations, and voice. 
The two Serenate for flute and strings belong to the nineteenth-century salon music repertoire, 
music written for particular occasions, for small ensembles, in imitation of more traditional orchestral 
models. Like other examples of similar works, the instrumentation varies and includes a small 
number of winds (from two to five) with an also small number of strings (from three to five). Other 
examples of this genre are Beethoven’s Septet op. 20, Schubert’s Octet op. 166, Rossini’s Serenata in 
E flat major and Donizetti’s four Nocturnes, in addition to the works by Bottesini and Romanino 
included in the recording.  
Toja’s Serenate are simple, well-crafted works, and the free form of the Serenata allows Toja 
to combine various movements of different forms and tonalities. In both works all instruments have 
equal roles, and the writing style is not particularly virtuosic. There are several fermatas throughout 
the works where I was able to extemporise short cadenzas, of the kind I have described in the second 
chapter of the thesis. When themes are repeated in the score, I have also added extra ornamentation. 
The edition I have used in the recording is based on the 1826 Ricordi edition of the five separate 
parts, in the collection of the Conservatorio “Giuseppe Verdi” in Milan. 
 
1 “to Mademoiselle Giuseppina Manini from her Maestro Gio. Toja”  
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Pietro Bottesini (1792 – 1874)  
 
Pietro Bottesini is most remembered as the father of Giovanni Bottesini, probably the most 
important double bass player of the nineteenth century, whose virtuosic abilities were often compared 
to those of Paganini. Pietro, however, was an accomplished clarinettist and composer, and his 
Introduzione, Tema e Variazioni is a fine example of his compositional style. It was published by 
Ricordi in 1831 and stylistically is similar to his contemporaries Rossini and Donizetti. 
The Introduction provides opportunities for both the flute and the clarinet to showcase a cantabile, bel 
canto style of playing, and while the theme itself is very simple, the variations provide plenty of 
opportunities for both instruments to showcase their technical virtuosity. 
 
 
S. Mercadante (1795 – 1870) 
 
The important figure of Saverio Mercadante has undergone a well-deserved revival in the last 
forty years. During his lifetime he obtained great successes both in Italy and throughout Europe with 
his operas, and from the outset of his career was highly respected by his fellows, including Rossini, 
who had enthusiastic words about Mercadante’s early compositions. While visiting the Naples 
Conservatory in 1817, Rossini wrote to the director of the school: “Mercadante, your young student, 
begins exactly where we end”. Rossini invited Mercadante to Paris where his opera I Briganti was 
premiered with four of the most famous singers of the time: Giulia Grisi, Giovanni Battista Rubini, 
Antonio Tamburini and Luigi Lablache, the renowned “Puritani quartet”. 
On returning to Italy he became very much involved with the “reform movement” which led to 
changes in his operatic style. The refinement of his harmonic language, the more sophisticated 
orchestration and the obvious dramatic profile of his characters anticipate Verdi. He continued to 
compose operas while he was the director of the Naples Conservatory for the last thirty years of his 
life, but he was forced to reduce his workload after he became almost totally blind in 1863, and his 
output was largely forgotten after his death, remembered only by opera historians. 
Interest in his instrumental output began to revive in 1973, when Jean-Pierre Rampal recorded 
the world premiere of the E minor flute concerto. Opera was of course the art form which brought fame 
to composers in nineteenth-century Italy, with chamber music being destined for the more elite private 
audiences of the aristocratic salons. Donizetti and Rossini wrote several compositions for the flute, but 
Mercadante was the most prolific of all. He played the flute himself, and knew the instrument well, to 
the point of making a revision of the popular Method for the Flute by F. Devienne. It was his passion 
for orchestration and friendships with the other students when he was studying at the conservatory that 
inspired him to write a vast amount of very refined music for the flute. The style of his instrumental 
output is linked to his operas, as Petrucci comments, “his search for colour compares the flute to the bel 
canto agility, to the sophisticated phrasing and to the elegant flow of musical syntax”.2 He composed 
music for all wind and stringed instruments, including concertos for solo instruments and orchestra, as 
well as works for unusual combinations such as the serenades for three flutes, the trios for three horns, 
the Serenade for flute, cor anglais, violoncello and harp, and the quartet for four cellos, “The Poem”. 
The Variazioni on Mozart’s Là ci darem la mano for flute and strings are in all likelihood a re-
elaboration of the original work included in the collection of Air with Variations for solo flute. 
Mercadante’s admiration for Mozart is obvious from the vast amount of his works inspired by the 
Austrian composer. Mercadante not only rearranged some of Mozart’s works for the Accademie 
organised by him in Naples, but he also used themes from Mozart’s operas in his Sinfonie Concertanti 
for winds and orchestra. 
 
 








The variations for flute and strings follow the usual form of a theme, a number of character 
variations with increasing level of virtuosity, and a coda. It is interesting to note that, compared to the 
original for solo flute, Mercadante adds three more variations to the original four, and the main melody 
in the slow variation is given to the viola, with the flute blended into the texture. As noted in my thesis, 
works like Mercadante’s variations occasionally lack an introduction and it is left to the soloist to 
improvise a prelude before the beginning of the work. I have therefore taken the liberty to introduce the 
work in the recording with an extemporised prelude, elaborating on some of the ideas described in the 
thesis. I have also added ornamentations in the repeated sections, and in the seventh variation, a tour-




Egisto Mosell (1787 - 1852) 
 
Born in Florence, Egisto Mosell was the last of a family of musicians active in the Florentine 
area during the 18th and 19th centuries. Brother of Giorgio Mosell, director of the Banda of the Royal 
Palatine Guard, and of Antonio and Giovanni Felice, violinists in the chapel of the Grand Duke of  
Tuscany, Egisto was a talented flautist and the most celebrated oboist on the Tuscan musical scene. As 
oboist he was a member of the Teatro della Pergola, a theatre still active today. He later became the 
director of the bands of the Grand Duke of Tuscany. Mosell was also active as a composer of ballets, 
marches, and a broad output of compositions for flute and oboe. His march La Leopolda, written for 
the Civic Guards of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany, is still performed today. 
The Tema con Variazioni included in the recording has an unusual instrumentation of strings 
and two French horns, giving a notable richness to the sound. The flute plays a typical bel canto line in 
the introduction, which displays its lyrical nature. The theme “O Cara Memoria” is taken from the 
opera L’Amor Marinaro, by M.E.Carafa (1787 – 1872), a Neapolitan composer and friend of Rossini. 
This theme seems to have been a very popular one at the time, and was used in similar works by other 
prominent composers including Czerny. The flute variations explore various technical and expressive 
devices such as big leaps, fast passages and articulated triplets. They also include a slow Adagio 
variation and a final Pollacca, which provides the opportunity for more virtuosity from the flute. In the 
present recording I have added ornaments in some of the repeats, and a different trill termination in the 
Polacca to add personal touches to the performance in line with the practice of the time, and to 
demonstrate how repetition in the nineteenth century was seen as an opportunity to vary melodies. 
 
 
Camillo Romanino (1803 – 1863) 
 
Born in the north-eastern French city of Verdun of Italian parents, Romanino was an acclaimed 
soloist and the principal flute of the Cappella Ducale in Turin. He wrote a Metodo per Flauto and other 
didactic works, and many chamber music compositions for flute/s. Together with Luigi Hugues (1836 
– 1913) he is considered the founder of the Piedmont flute school. The Serenata in La maggiore, 
published in 1827, is another example of salon repertoire. 
Romanino’s Serenata is more reminiscent of the eighteenth-century serenade or divertimento, 
with its classic alternation of fast and slow sections. The work moves from section to section with well-
crafted modulations, in a continuous flow. The harmonic and thematic character of the work is that of 
Donizetti and early nineteenth-century opera, and the unaffected and simple writing avoids the 
instrumental virtuosity so popular at the time. 
Even with its strong Italian character it is obvious that Romanino was familiar with 
symphonists from the other side of the Alps. At bar 221, for example, the semiquaver triplets recall a 
similar passage in Beethoven’s Eroica symphony, which was premiered twenty years earlier. The 
cadenzas of the flute, of the clarinet and of the violin, are quite short and simple in keeping with the 
nature of the work. 
 
